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I

INTRODUCTION

We all have a story. Particularly when you meet with Jesus,
it’s impossible not to. Some stories are dramatic, a 180° turnaround from the darkest night to blazing light. Some are dead
serious, others are downright ridiculous. Some stories have
overt miracles, others are quiet testimonies of a life walked
humbly with the Lord.
Sometimes stories occur quickly, but more often they develop over time, even over lifetimes. Most of our stories are
ongoing – we don’t realize that we’re in the middle of them until
years later when someone asks how we got where we are. Only
then do we see the drama, the comedy, the horror, and the happily ever after.
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Every person that occurs in this book is real. Each one lived
a couple thousand years ago and walked on the same earth that
you do now. Each encountered Jesus, and their stories, however
brief, are recorded in the Bible. But each of them had a life and
a history that was much larger than the few words we’ve been
left about them in writing. The stories in Never The Same are
based on the Bible, and they try to give life and context to the
people we meet there. It’s historical fiction. It’s reading between the lines. Each story occurred at an actual time1 in an
actual place. Thus, while the backstory is imagined, please don’t
forget that these people are real. They met Jesus for real. And
their stories are with us now for our benefit, to remind us that
God has a huge heart for us, and that, even though we don’t see
it, our story is ultimately unfolding in ways too marvelous for us
to imagine.
Ever wonder what makes a fairy tale great? It’s not the
heights the characters ascend to in the end, it’s the depths they
emerge out of. The greatest endings come from the darkest beginnings.
So, you may find yourself in the dark, alone, living in constant pain, with no hope and no help in sight. I’m not going to
tell you your happily ever after is on its way or that things will
soon get better. Only God knows that. But I will say that your
story isn’t over yet. The people in this book had no idea how
their lives would shape the world.
And neither do you.
At the end of every chapter are questions to help you reflect
on your own story of being changed by Jesus. You may have
lived many years knowing him, or perhaps you’ve just met him.
Maybe you’re still making up your mind about who you think he
is. Wherever you are on your journey, these questions will
1
Most scholars agree that Jesus was born in (or before) 4 BC, so the dates at
the start of each chapter are based on this.
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hopefully help you see your own story for yourself. They can be
done as a group study, with those few close friends you can share
your heart with. Or they can be done by yourself, with a journal
and a quiet room. In either case, make every effort to answer
the study questions with complete honesty. Often the answers
that come out of us aren’t what we expect. You may learn things
about yourself, and about Jesus, that you’d never have known
otherwise.
The stories of NEVER THE SAME are roughly in chronological
order, but certainly not in order of importance. They’re just
twelve people telling their own powerful stories. Each met Jesus
and were never the same.

†

† †

ELIZABETH
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1

ELIZABETH
TEKOA, JUDEA. NOVEMBER, 5 BC.

A month before Jesus’ birth, a woman sits by the fire in the middle
of the night rocking a baby to sleep. She’s old. Most of her friends
are doing the same thing, rocking babies to sleep – their grandchildren and great-grandchildren – each in their own homes throughout
the city. But this woman has no grandchildren or great-grandchildren, and the grief she feels over their absence continues to haunt
her, even now in her old age.
She is Jesus’ mother’s cousin. She’s also the wife of a priest and
therefore receives the respect and privilege that comes with such high
social standing. Although she would never expect any privilege, if
anyone deserves it, it’s her. A godly woman with a godly legacy.
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Her grief, her chronic pain, has tempered her character, like a furnace tempers iron. Life has beaten her hard, like a hammer beats redhot metal. And, because of her priest husband, she lives on a pedestal
– all are privy to every detail of her celebrity life. She is plunged
into the public eye daily, like hot metal into the blacksmith’s bucket.
Her hardship and exposure has forged a strong character that has
blessed countless lives. Her compassion and kindness are matchless.
Her perseverance, endless.
But now, after all those hard years, her pain has been soothed. Her
heart now has an object for her affection, after being empty for so
long.
She sits by the fire, rocking a sleeping baby, as she tells her story…

Everybody knew I was barren. But what most people
didn’t know is I’ve been pregnant many times. So many
times, in fact, I’ve long since lost count. Some pregnancies
lasted a month or two, some got halfway. One even got close
to the end. But each time, what came out of my womb was
never alive. And each time, a piece of me died.
For years, just the sight of a pregnant belly or the sound
of children playing made me resentful. The deep pain of
those scars in my heart took ages to subside. Even now, years
later, it continues to ache inside me. I have good days and
bad days, the bad often triggered by thoughts of what could
have been.
What should have been.
There was one time a neighbor of ours, who had three
young kids and was pregnant with her fourth, came out of
the house with her youngest on her hip. When child number
two fell down in the dirt, she absentmindedly handed me
her baby as she ran to calm the other’s tears. I received her
baby like I would a snake. I nearly dropped the little boy
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onto the dirt. It was nothing he’d done wrong, but just holding a baby, which my heart wanted so terribly bad, was
torture.

Our first loss was a shock. Zacharias and I were newly
married. Shortly after our coming together my period
stopped.
I started throwing up.
“Oh, you’ll be holding a baby within the year!” all the
old women would say.
But a month later, I started bleeding. Then the pain
came, in waves. This went on for most of the day, worsening
every hour. My poor husband looked on, completely helpless, as my womb convulsed in spasms. Dark blood and
tissue came out of me, indiscernibly.
We were more shocked than anything during that first
loss. I eventually got around to telling my mother and some
of my closest friends. They just sighed and shook their heads.
“Yes, this happens often,” they said. “You’ve had a miscarriage.”
Miscarriage. The word still brings tears to my eyes and
bitterness to my heart. Many of them had gone through it.
One here, another there, between the births of their children.

Our second loss was less of a shock. More painful.
How could God do this to us again?
We got pregnant shortly after the first. More throwing
up. Then, just like the last time, the bleeding and cramping
began, and it all came out. Again. That time I bled for days.
It took me weeks to recover physically. I think I would’ve
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been back on my feet sooner if I hadn’t been so heartbroken.
I don’t think I’ve ever fully recovered from it emotionally.
Our third loss was different. It took us a while to get
pregnant after the second, nearly a year, but eventually we
did. One month passed, two months passed. We began to
hope, cautiously, that we were in the clear. By the third
month, my stomach was starting to show. By the fourth
month, it was getting obvious.
Everyone in town knew.
My husband was becoming more prominent as a priest,
more respected. His integrity and kindness were renowned.
He was the man everyone loved, and I was the woman behind the man. And so everyone loved and respected me by
proxy. The whole town – the whole nation, it seemed – was
excited for us.
I was milking the goat one day, behind the shed, as
usual. Without warning, she turned and kicked me hard in
the stomach, knocking me off my stool. It wasn’t terribly
painful at first, but later that day I started leaking some sort
of water. Day after day I leaked more and more.
My belly stopped growing.
I was obviously worried. Zacharias was worried too. We
called the physicians, but they weren’t worried. Or helpful.
“You probably just peed yourself.”
That’s actually what they said. Respectfully, of course.
Thanks. We have to pay you for that advice?
After a week of leaking, the pains started. Contractions.
The midwife was called. I was way too early to go into labor.
Barely showing, just four months along. In the middle of the
night, by candlelight, with spasms ravaging my body, I
pushed out another baby. The midwife was somber. She’d
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been through this before. She delivered my little one. A tiny
son.
“Look, here’s his little foot.”
Through my tears, I couldn’t bear to look for myself, and
I held Zacharias’ head close to mine so he couldn’t see either.
Yes, he was there with me. He was always there with me
when I walked through hell.
The afterbirth came next. Things got wrapped up. We
actually had a little funeral for that one.
That began some of the darkest days of my life. I knew
there was nothing I could do to change the tragic outcomes
I’d just lived through, nor did it seem I could do anything to
change the outcome of future pregnancies. Why was God
punishing me? What hidden sin did I have? I became convinced that God wouldn’t give me a baby because I’d be a
bad mother, in spite of everyone’s attempts to convince me
otherwise.
After the third, the rest of our losses all blended together. I lost count. Some early, some late. I even carried one
to eight months, but then delivered stillborn. A little girl. I
held on to her, wrapped up in a blanket in my arms, all
through the night and into the next day. It was a small comfort just to hold my own baby. That little body. No breath.
She had dark hair like her father. I held her until it was time
for the funeral on the morning of the second day. And I laid
her in that little grave, I buried what was left of my heart
with her.

Despite our best efforts and countless pregnancies, I was
barren. It was crippling to have gone through the nausea of
pregnancy and the pains of labor but have nothing to show
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for it. For weeks after each loss, my sore breasts were a constant reminder of our pain – full of milk with no little mouth
to feed. Heartbreaking. All my friends and relatives had babies. I couldn’t even look at them. I secluded myself in the
house. Days, sometimes weeks on end.
My poor husband was completely racked with grief. We
did our best to carry on and comfort each other, but he had
duties to perform and I had a household to run. Sometimes
there wasn’t time for grief. But late at night, when sleep
evaded me, I would cry for hours on end.
Why is it always the woman who’s barren when a couple can’t have kids? It’s just assumed that I couldn’t produce
children for Zacharias, not the other way around. That’s how
our society sees it. And so, it’s common for a man to take
another wife, with or without divorcing the first, who can
produce children. Well, God bless Zacharias. He never held
barrenness against me. It was always our curse, not just mine.
And he never sought another wife, even when I told him to.
“You’re enough,” he told me.
My dear Zacharias. The best man I’ve ever known.

I know I’m not the only barren woman in Israel’s great
history. But even if an infertile couple can’t birth their own
children, it’s not too difficult to build a family.
There are orphans everywhere.
Fathers die in battle. Mothers die during or after childbirth, even when the baby survives. Sudden illness comes
fairly regularly here. Unexpected death is just a part of life.
That’s why professional mourners do so well. They make a
killing on tragedy.
So, with all these orphans around, a barren couple could
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have a dozen children in a few years without any trouble at
all.
But adoption wasn’t permissible for us.
Zacharias is a priest, from a pure blood line. I’m also
from a priestly family. Our lineages can be traced back to
Aaron. And, because of our unblemished bloodlines, the
priestly by-laws forbid us from adopting. Those ridiculous
religious regulations! They’re not real laws because they’re
not actually stated by God anywhere in the Scriptures! The
Rabbis just made them up, banning us from polluting our
bloodline. Polluting?! Is a baby able to pollute anything except his backside?! What a stupid rule. It completely
contradicts God’s heart for orphans, widows, and the barren,
as revealed throughout Scripture.
Zacharias worked so hard to get that by-law changed,
but all his efforts fell flat. His pleas fell on deaf ears. The Rabbis would rather our bloodline die than risk mixing
commoners into our exclusive club. If we ever adopted a
child, we were told we’d be aposynagogos, excommunicated
from the synagogue, and, by extension, kicked out of the
Jewish community. Forever unclean. Our livelihood and our
identity gone. Friends and family gone. The Rabbis used to
be able to execute anyone who broke the Law, but the Romans don’t allow that now. Banishment from the
community is all they have left.
So this ache in our hearts, this sickening panic that so
frequently gripped us, went untreated. We had no living biological children and were banned from adoption. Our home
was ever clean and quiet.
And terribly lonely.
Sometimes I thought, “To hell with them, let’s adopt and
fill our home with unwanted children.” But the hope that
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things would get better, that we’d have children of our own,
kept us from actually doing it. The pregnancies continued,
remember. We kept hoping and praying and waiting.
Eventually, it was too late for pregnancy or adoption.
We were old. And as the years dragged on, the title of “barren” became more and more associated with me.
Then, when all hope was lost, something changed.

Zacharias has served as a priest in the Temple for one
month per year ever since he was ordained as a young man.
Early every winter, when the snow just starts falling in the
highest peaks, he travels to Jerusalem for his term of service,
leaving me at home in Tekoa.
I’ve always walked to the city gate every night while he
was away. The watchmen on duty aren’t supposed to let anyone up on the walls, but it’s hard to turn down a request
from a woman in my position, especially when I come bearing gifts. I’ve yet to meet a man who could resist hot soup on
a cold night. While the watchmen ate their midnight meal, I
looked north through the mountains and prayed. From the
walls of Tekoa, I could see the glow of Jerusalem through the
peaks, with its prominent Temple – the pride of the Jews –
like a beacon of hope to the nations. My husband was there,
ministering to our people, offering sacrifices to cover their
sin. He’s always had a special place in his heart for the broken, perhaps because we’ve been so broken ourselves.
He’s there right now, as we speak. Although this year,
more than ever, he left his heart here at home.
You see, something happened when he was gone last
year.
Something big.
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I could tell something was wrong as soon as he walked
back into town.
Every year, near the end of his month away, I would
wait for him by the city gate. Not with the elders, where they
sat in their Council – their old boys’ club – but a respectful
distance away in the shade of the wall.
I didn’t notice him approach the city at first, but I heard
a greeting shouted out from his friends in the Council.
“Hello Zacharias! Peace to you, brother!”
All heads turned, including my own, to see him walking
towards us up the road.
The whole city seemed to light up when he came home,
partly because he’s such a good man but also because he radiated holiness after serving in the Temple. It was like he’d
been saturated with God’s own Spirit and couldn’t help but
exude it wherever he went.
But this time was different. I noticed a change immediately.
He was dazed, walking slower than usual. Normally
he’d have a spring in his step as he came up the last hill to
Tekoa. He’d greet the elders, then anyone else nearby, but all
the while his gaze and attention would be fixed solely on me.
The way he looks at me, I’ve always known I’m the most
beautiful woman in the world to him, even now at our age.
But last year, when he saw me, he didn’t rush toward
me like he always did. Instead, he stopped abruptly.
His friends called out cheerfully to him, but he didn’t
respond. His eyes were fixed on me, but something was
wrong.
Soon there was a crowd around him, everyone talking
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at once. I pushed my way through, social conventions be
damned. I burst into the middle and wrapped my arms
around his waist. Then I looked up into his face. My husband’s kind eyes were indeed dazed, but deep inside there
was a fire and a life that I’d never seen before.
He’d been with God!
“Speak, man! What happened?!”
The crowd persisted, anxious to know his story. Finally,
his gaze left mine as he looked around at his old friends.
He opened his mouth to speak…. but no words came
out!
“Come on, Zacharias! Don’t keep us in suspense! Spit it
out!”
He tried again, but still no sound. Not even a whisper.
Fear and awe rippled through the crowd. Someone
called for a tablet and one was shoved into his hands.
He wrote.
Relief! At least he could still do that.

I am mute
More fear and awe. He had been with God!

The story of what happened in the Temple came out
slower than it needed to. The interruptions were endless. He
was quickly ushered into the shade by the wall where the
Council met. Zacharias would scratch a sentence, then get
interrupted, scratch another, then more interruptions and
questions. Finally, after over an hour, it all got pieced together.
Zacharias had been in the Temple, burning incense to
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God. An angel appeared out of nowhere and he said we’d
have a son soon. (There was much murmuring and a few soft
laughs at this.) Zacharias didn’t believe him either, so the angel took his speech away until it happened.
When he finished, there was stunned silence. I had to
hide my face to contain my joy.
A son!
Sometimes, when you hear the truth – the Godbreathed, God-given truth – it resonates in your soul. Well,
my soul was resonating like crazy. Zacharias had brought
back euangelion with him! Gospel!
What he didn’t tell anyone (only me, later) was the rest
of the angel’s words. He knew them by heart – they’d been
forever burned there.
“Don’t be afraid, Zacharias! Your request has been
heard. Your wife Elizabeth will birth you a son and
you’ll name him John. You’ll have joy and happiness, and many will celebrate his birth, because he’ll
be great in the Lord’s sight. He won’t drink wine or
liquor, and he’ll be filled with the Holy Spirit from
within his mother's womb. He’ll turn many of Israel’s sons back to the Lord their God. And it’s he
who will go before him in the spirit and the power
of Elijah to turn the hearts of fathers back to their
children and the disobedient to a righteous attitude,
and to prepare a people equipped for the Lord.”
I was bursting with happiness! But after the initial euphoria, I quickly realized that it wasn’t all good news. The
sweet had a bitter twist. If there’s one thing I know about
prophets who speak the truth from God, it’s that their words
aren’t always well-received. In fact, they’re usually mocked
and scorned. Or worse. Being a prophet is not a job anyone
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asks for.
Because of our age, Zacharias and I will likely be long
gone by the time our son begins his ministry to our people.
But like any mother, I already worry about him, about the
end he’ll meet.

Needless to say, Zacharias had a very quiet year. Unable
to speak, his duties as priest were “adjusted.” He became the
synagogue slave, doing all the menial tasks reserved for
those at the bottom of the hierarchical ladder. But he couldn’t
have been happier – hope kept him going. Hope may be the
most powerful force in the world, the idea that things can
change for the better.
My monthly flow had long since dried up, but God
didn’t seem to care. I got pregnant again. It was a long, fearful pregnancy. I kept expecting the worst to happen, as it had
so many times in the past. But each day passed with my little
one kicking my insides without fail, despite my ever-present
apprehension.
In due time the spasms came again. A long hard labor.
But instead of bringing death and despair, my womb produced a son. Alive. Breathing! Screaming as soon as he was
out! I wept like crazy when I first heard his little voice. All
the terrible years came spilling out of me for the last time.
I was finally a mother. With gray hair!
This all happened just last month. My husband still
couldn’t speak at his birth, so eight days later, when it came
time to name him, Zacharias scratched out on a tablet:

His name is John
Then, miraculously, his speech returned! He exploded
with songs and praise to God. His passion was contagious
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and soon the whole city was worshipping God for his love
and goodness towards us.
To this day, he still hasn’t shut up about it. Zacharias
will tell anyone who will listen (and some who don’t care to)
about the power of God and his heart for all people. He’s
back in the Temple now, for his month of service, filled with
the Spirit of the Lord.
His son will be the same way.

But there’s one thing I forgot to mention, something special that happened during my pregnancy with John.
For seven months I stayed indoors. I hadn’t seen anyone
in a long time. Remember, the whole idea of pregnancy and
babies was not pleasant for me. So when we found out we
were pregnant again, I secluded myself. Even with the angel’s hopeful promise, I was still terribly afraid. It’s bad
enough losing a child, but having the whole ordeal public
makes it that much worse. If this was going to end the way
all the others had, I didn’t want anyone to know.
However, without warning, my young cousin Mary was
dropped off by her father (my uncle) at our home here in
Tekoa. They lived far away, way up north in Galilee. Mary
came because she was pregnant too, a few months behind
me. But the circumstances surrounding her pregnancy were
rather questionable. Her family was trying to keep the whole
thing under wraps, so they sent her away to us for a while.
I was preparing dinner in the house when they arrived.
As soon as Mary called out her hello, my baby went wild
inside of me! John kicked and punched, flipped somersaults,
and very nearly jumped straight out of my belly! He
pounded my bladder so hard I peed myself! Dear Lord!
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In that moment, God’s Holy Spirit filled me like never
before. Just like Zacharias had met with God in the Temple,
God met with me in my kitchen. I was overwhelmed with
joy! I couldn’t help but cry out blessings and praise!
“Mary! You’re blessed among women! The fruit of your
womb is blessed! Why me, that the mother of my Lord
would come visit?! Look! When I heard your voice, my baby
leaped for joy within me! Blessed are you who believed!
What the Lord told you will be fulfilled!”
Words were bursting out of me beyond my control, but
I’m not convinced they were my words at all. Mary was
filled with joy and burst into song. She’d been ostracized at
home because of her conception before she was married.
With tears in her eyes, she sang of God’s mercy and goodness toward his people. What a sight we must have been as
we held each other! We wept and sang and praised God,
belly to belly, as our sons danced inside us.
The story Mary told me about her pregnancy was amazing! An angel visited her? The Lord was saving us all and
this was just the beginning? God had shown her favor
through an illegitimate pregnancy?! Outrageous! She swore
she had never known a man but conceived miraculously
through the Holy Spirit! Surprisingly, I believed every word
she spoke. How could I not? Who was I to judge the morality
and timing of a God-breathed pregnancy?
Two months after Mary arrived, John was born. I allowed only Mary and Zacharias in with me while I birthed
my son. Not even a midwife was present. It was Mary who
delivered John up onto me, kicking and screaming as soon
as he was born. I bawled as I held his slippery body against
my chest. Zacharias sobbed silently beside me. And Mary
cared for all three of us. Three! We were a new family. It
wouldn’t be long before Mary would be in the same position
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– holding her own little one against all odds, husband by her
side.
A month later, Mary’s father returned to bring her
home. She was noticeably pregnant with God’s son. The rest
of her story is certainly worth hearing, if you ever get the
chance.

And so, I sit here now by the fire holding my son John,
singing him every lullaby I know. His big dark eyes are taking everything in. I cherish him as much as I can, because a
time is coming when I’ll have to give him up to the Lord.
He’s going to be a mighty prophet, though I’m not sure exactly how. John has a job to do that no one else can do for
him. God has shown his mercy towards me by giving me a
son, but he’s also shown his mercy towards the world by
sending a godly man to preach repentance.
Yes, everybody knew I was barren. But not anymore.
Something changed. God intervened in our lives. The
woman who was once cursed is now blessed.
And now, one year after God’s promise came to us, I’m
rocking my little boy.
He’s breathing. He’s alive. And he’s looking at me.
I hold him now for all I’m worth, because I know the
pain may not yet be over.
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Elizabeth’s son was best known as John the Baptist. Isaiah the
prophet spoke about him hundreds of years prior:
“A voice is calling, ‘Clear the LORD’s road in the wilderness. Make the desert highway smooth for our God. Let
every valley be lifted up and every mountain and hill lowered. Let the crag become a plain and the ridges a valley.
Then the LORD’s glory will be shown and everybody will
see it together. The mouth of the LORD has spoken.’” 1
John was an unusual man. He lived in the wilderness and dressed in
camel’s hair. He lived as a Nazarite, abstaining from alcohol and
never cutting his hair. During his ministry, which began around 28
AD, he baptized any repentant heart who came to him seeking forgiveness outside of the traditional religious customs. John baptized
Jesus himself as he began his three-year ministry.
In early 29 AD, John was arrested by the ruler Herod Antipas. During a birthday party he threw for himself at his fortress at
Machaerus, Herod had John executed at the request of his wife’s
daughter.

STUDY QUESTIONS: ELIZABETH
1. Many people who experience great loss feel like God has
betrayed them. Has this happened to you? Do those scars
still hurt?
2. Have you ever been resentful toward well-meaning people
when they try to look on the bright side of something terrible that has happened in your life? (“Don't worry, you'll see
them in heaven!” “God must be trying to teach you an important lesson.” “Heartbreak is just an opportunity to start
fresh!” etc.)

1

Isaiah 40:3-5
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3. Are you living out your happy ending, or is it still on its
way?

JOSEPH

30
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2
JOSEPH

NAZARETH, GALILEE. APRIL, 8 AD.

A man wanders out into his courtyard. The great annual Passover
Feast of the Jews is now passed and he is all too happy to be home
after the long journey to Jerusalem. He crossed three provinces, on
foot with his whole family, to get there. Then he made the entire
journey (and then some) back home to Nazareth in Galilee.
Now, he’s finally home and his children are tucked into their own
beds. With a belly full of supper and a cup full of wine, he takes a
deep breath of the evening air. He can finally relax.
He is Joseph, a craftsman, the son of Jacob, also a craftsman. He
built his home himself, as well as many others on his street. As he
leans against the stone wall on the edge of his property, his neighbor
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sees him and wanders over. He’s been waiting for his friend to come
home – he can’t wait to hear all about Joseph’s trip.
Joseph lets out a big sigh. Then he begins to tell the tale of his recent
family reunion in Jerusalem over the holidays. As he relates his adventures (and misadventures), more of his friends and neighbors
gather to laugh and marvel at his stories.
This is how it goes…

These trips get longer every year. Is it just me or is Jerusalem
getting farther away? I swear, the best part of family vacations is
coming home.
But seriously, guys, this trip was one for the record books. I’m
sure you’re all wondering why we’re over a week late coming home.
Well, it’s a long story. A really long story.
You’ve got time? Oh good. As much as I love my extended family, a guy just needs to vent to his buddies once in a while, you know?
It all started with Jesus. Isn’t that how all my stories start? Honestly, guys, this kid’s not normal. And I should know! He’s my son!
Well, kind of. You know what I mean. I swear this kid’s going to be
the end of me. I’ve got five other sons and three daughters to take
care of, but none of them has made me worry more than Jesus does.
Oh my God, Jesus. I’m going grey because of you!
He keeps rolling his eyes at the Pharisees, like they don’t know
what they’re talking about! The Pharisees! Who knows this stuff
better than them?!
Huh? What do you mean I’m not making sense? Oh right, the
beginning. Okay, here it goes, from the very beginning.
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As you all know, Nazareth is my home, where I grew up, but it’s
not where I was born. My father’s family is still down in Judea, in a
small town just south of Jerusalem called Bethlehem. One day,
Dad said goodbye to his big family and travelled north to Galilee.
Followed the work. The economy’s always been better up here.
More rain means more things grow, which means more food, more
money, and more jobs. So he packed up his wife and young kids – I
was his oldest, but barely a toddler at the time – and struck out for
a better life. There’s only room for so many builders in one small
town. My dad’s father and brothers had the market pretty well saturated.
He found his way here, to Nazareth, a little town out of the way
of the major trade routes. Not sure what brought him here, but
here’s where we stayed. Naturally, I followed in his footsteps and
learned the trade. Craftsman, carpenter, stonemason, engineer – a
man can be many different types of builder, but I can do it all.
My father apprenticed me in all the major trades. Even from a
young age, I just got it. I could calculate load-bearing potentials and
structural systems intuitively. I could pick out rotten lumber or a bad
load of bricks without even laying a hand on it. I could spot beams
that weren’t level a mile away. I had natural ability combined extensive training.
But my best asset, what sets me apart from other builders, is
that I simply don’t do shoddy work. I hope you all can attest to that.
Inferior materials don’t get incorporated into my projects. I dig foundations deeper. I’m particular about measurements. My favorite tool
is the plumb line. More than all my brothers, I pay close attention to
the details. “If you’re going to do something,” Dad always said, “you
might as well do it well.”
He taught me that a house built on sand will get washed away
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in the next storm. The waters rise, the rain and wind pound against
the walls, and it crashes to the ground. But a house built on a firm
foundation – on the rock – will stand forever. He taught me well, and
I’ll teach my own sons the same way.
By the time my beard was beginning to grow, I was practically
running my father’s business, supervising construction crews of men
twice my age. And my aptitude didn’t go unnoticed.
“Jacob,” clients would tell my father, “that son of yours sure
has a head for building. If you could ever spare him, I’ve got another
three jobs that could use a man like him.”
A man! That’s what they called me! My voice had barely broken and they were speaking of me as an equal! I would just smile
quietly and work all the harder.
So when the Romans started their massive building projects in
Sepphoris, I was a shoe-in to manage crews up there.

Sepphoris. It’s just a few miles north of us, but at the time it
seemed like a world away from the small-town life here in Nazareth.
You remember how the Romans decided to make it the capital of
Galilee a while back. They’re always doing things like that, aren’t
they? Picking some random city to be their capital, then changing
their minds a few years later. But I didn’t care. Building projects
meant work, and work meant money. And I was getting to the age
when a man starts to outgrow his father’s house and yearns for a life
of his own.
North I went.
With no contacts in the city, I found room and board with a
Jewish family there. They weren’t wealthy, but I had a roof over my
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head and a hot supper every night. Eli was the man’s name. An honest man, about my dad’s age, who unfortunately never learned a
trade. He was a common laborer. Although the work was plentiful in
Sepphoris, the years were starting to catch up with him and he was
struggling to pay the bills. His sons were all still young. My rent
money helped supplement his modest income. We were both grateful for the arrangement. He welcomed me as his own.
I’ll never forget that first family dinner. It was the night my whole
life changed. He had a lovely wife, not unlike my own mother, and
many sons and daughters. But as I sat there, reclining around the
low table as it was being set for dinner, I saw the most beautiful sight
my eyes had ever seen. One of Eli’s daughters walked through the
doorway with her hands full of dishes. Beautiful dark eyes, hair
braided behind her. She glanced at me, ever so briefly, as she set
the food down. I think my jaw actually dropped.
“Hope you’re hungry!”
Angels don’t have more beautiful voices. Believe me. I would
know.
“Uh, yeah… sure,” I stammered.
Then she was gone back to the kitchen.

Idiot! You can’t even put two words together!
I was so hopelessly dumbstruck by her.
Before long she returned, although I can’t say my conversation
skills improved at all. She made me speechless. She still does.
Mary.

The days became weeks and the weeks became months. The
longer I lived with Eli and his family, the more my affection for his
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daughter grew. I loved her from the first moment I saw her. Thirteen
years later and that still hasn’t changed.
Eventually, I learned how to speak around her. Took weeks.
She thought this was hilarious. In fact, the whole household did too.
Love was in the air, and we all knew it.
The time came to have The Talk with Eli. Now, I wasn’t rich
by any means, but with all the hard work I’d been doing and no
household of my own to support, I was flush with extra cash. My
feelings for Mary translated into generosity towards her father.
When I told him the bride price I was offering, his mouth fell open the
same way mine did months prior. It was much more than what other
fathers in his position would receive for their daughters, but it was
far less than Mary was worth. No price could ever be high enough
for her.
The wedding was arranged.

But God had other plans. Plans I never saw coming. Nobody
did. Who could possibly have predicted what happened next?
One day I came home and the house was quiet. Unusually
quiet.
“Hello?”
No answer. Where is everyone?
I walked down the corridor and heard Mary crying through the
door of the room she shared with her sisters. I was just about to
knock when I heard a voice behind me.
“Joseph. We need to talk.”
It was Eli. He was somber. Again, unusual.

Did someone die? Everyone seemed fine this morning. Maybe
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a relative? Oh no, my parents?!
We walked into the courtyard. It was deserted. I expected the
worst, but the news that followed was unimaginable at the time.
“Mary’s pregnant.”
His words hit me like a punch in the gut. My throat got narrow.
I had trouble breathing.

How? Why? Who?!
Mary and I hadn’t been together! We were always careful to
not be alone behind closed doors. Now, like any young man, I was
burning with desire to just be married and get on with… uh… you
know. Somehow, by the grace of God, we’d managed to keep our
hands off each other. So it wasn’t me who made her pregnant.

It wasn’t me!
I was crushed.
Then the anger started creeping up my neck into my face. My
hands balled into fists. I was just about to smash the bench I was
sitting on, when Eli spoke again.
“I know, Joseph. We’re all shocked and angry too.”
Deflated, I collapsed on the ground, all the energy sapped out
of me.
“Mary is in her room. She’s not to come out. For now, at least.
We know it’s not your fault, Joseph. Frankly, we don’t really understand it ourselves. Mary’s not making any sense right now.”
I lifted my face, hot tears streaming down my cheeks.
“What do you mean not making any sense?”
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That was the lowest moment of my life. Lower than a snake’s
belly in a well. Betrayed by the woman I loved. But even then, she
wouldn’t admit she’d done anything wrong! She kept insisting God
had made her pregnant! Something about an angel, and that she
would never cheat on me. It was all too much to take in.
So I did the only thing I could: I broke the engagement and
packed my bags. Even with my heart shattered, I still loved her. I
couldn’t bear the thought of turning her over to the authorities.
She’d have been killed for sure. Eli would keep her in seclusion until
the baby was born, then figure out what to do with it afterwards.
Probably adopt it as his own.
But the night before I was going to do all this, I had the wildest
and most terrifying dream. An angel appeared and told me that
God had indeed made Mary pregnant, and that I should still marry
her! This baby would save people from their sins. He told me to
name him Jesus.
Now, I’m not an overly religious guy. Sure, I pray and read the
Scriptures, and I tithe and attend the synagogue every week. But
never in a million years would I have ever thought that God would
send an angel to tell me something – anything! – especially something as huge as this. The angel in my dream confirmed everything
Mary had told me.
You can imagine my relief. Confused, but relieved.
The wedding was back on. And, against the fervent advice of
my parents, I married her. Mary, the woman of my dreams. And only
because of a dream did I actually do it.
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Things got really crazy after that, as if they weren’t crazy
enough already. Jesus was born in due time, but at the most inconvenient time possible: during a census. You remember that? Ugh.
What a hassle. All you native Galileans got to stay close to home.
But not me. Me, my father, and all our family had to travel back to
Bethlehem. As if one massive trip south per year wasn’t enough.
When we got there, the town was packed – no room at my grandfather’s house or any of the hotels. You don’t even want to know
where we slept those first few nights. Let’s just say that donkeys
and goats don’t make the best roommates.
But Jesus was born all the same. Then we got visitors of all
sorts, from local shepherds to foreign astronomers. Then we were
running for our lives to Egypt. Yes, Egypt! Apparently, Herod
didn’t like the idea of a savior growing up in his kingdom.
We went broke in our escape to Egypt. My savings quickly
disappeared. It’s impossible to run a construction crew in a foreign
language, so I was back to manual labor for whatever meager wages
I could find. The lavish gifts of the astronomers helped sustain us.
Well, at least the gold did. I wanted to sell the frankincense and the
myrrh, but Mary wouldn’t let me.
“They were gifts for Jesus, so they’ll be used on Jesus.”
There was no arguing with her.

Yes dear.
So for those early years, Jesus was the best-smelling poor
boy in all of Egypt.
When the gold was nearly gone, the angels visited me again in
a dream. Herod was dead; it was safe to move home. Finally, we
came back to Nazareth.
My goodness me. If God himself hadn’t commanded me, there’s
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no way I could have continued with this. Well, truth be told, if God
didn’t guide us every step of the way, I don’t think any of us would
be where we are. As wild and unreasonable as it is, God is God,
and his plan is ultimately what I’ll submit to. Even if it means raising
this child of his.
And Jesus is actually a really good kid. You all know what he’s
like. Obedient, pleasant, funny, smart. I’ve never met someone with
such a compassionate heart. He has wisdom way beyond his years.
It’s just that sometimes he’s got his head in the clouds, like he’s
from another planet or something. He’s always thinking and talking
about big things, like good versus evil, lost souls and sinners, how
off-track our Rabbis are (he can get pretty fired up about that).
Holiness, sacrifice, forgiveness, God’s kingdom. Don’t get me
wrong, this is all really important stuff. But for once can’t we just
focus on sweeping out the shop without getting into the philosophy
of cleaning out the garbage from our hearts before we’ll ever be productive to God?
There was one time when Jesus was just a boy that he got sawdust in his eye. Not an uncommon occurrence in my line of work. I
managed to calm him down enough to flush his eye out with water.
We finally found the little speck of wood and wiped it clear. Then
afterwards, he and I were sitting out on the step, his eye still red and
puffy. There was water all down his shirt from the flushing. Suddenly he laughed and said, “Dad, wouldn’t it be crazy if I had a speck
of sawdust in my eye and you were trying to help me get it out, but
there was a huge log in your own eye?!”
He thought this was hilarious.

Jesus, what on earth are you talking about?!
It’s stuff like that. His head is always focused on things way
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beyond our little world. But I’ve got to admit, his insight is phenomenal. He just gets people, like he can see right through them. He’s
got a huge heart for sincerity, but he doesn’t have much patience for
phonies. Hypokritos, he calls them.

Yes, Jesus has always been a pretty special kid. And I’m not
the only one who thinks so. Did I ever tell you about going to the
Temple after he was born? Well, as you know, Mary had sacrifices
to make, according to the Law. A couple of doves, I think. While we
were there, this old man comes up to us, raving about Jesus, our son.
He was over the moon with him. He kept praising God and crying
out, “Lord! Now I can die in peace! Just like you promised me, I’ve
seen the Savior!”
Jesus was just a little baby at the time. I couldn’t get my head
around it. As the man shouted, I just stood there holding Jesus in
my arms.

Who is this crazy old guy? And why is he allowed in the
Temple?
He went on and on about how Jesus would save the world, not
just the Jews, but that he’d be a light to the Gentiles too. As you
can imagine, he made quite the scene.
I found out later his name was Simeon. He was apparently the
kind of man who doesn’t say much, but when he does, everyone gets
real quiet. A godly man, completely committed to the Lord. I never
would have guessed that from what I saw in the Temple. Afterwards, knowing more about him, his words meant a lot more.
But he wasn’t the only one who raved about Jesus that day.
An old lady came up to us and started doing the same!
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Where do these people come from? Do they just hang out in
the Temple waiting for baby saviors to come by?!
This lady was so old and frail that I thought she’d keel over at
any moment. But even though her body was crumbling apart, she still
had all her wits about her and was full of life. Just like Simeon, she
couldn’t stop singing Jesus’ praise to everyone in the Temple.
They created quite a stir. What was her name again? Anna? Something like that.
Anyway, between the two crazy old people gushing over him
and the huge crowd gathered around us, we barely got Mary’s sacrifices done. Somehow we managed to slip out of the Temple
before anyone else glorified our baby boy.

My God, Jesus. Are you going to cause a scene every time
you come to the Temple?!

Now, let’s get back to this most recent trip. What a disaster.
As I told you, this kid’s going to be the end of me.
We were all in Jerusalem for the Feast. No problem. We do
this every year. Our whole extended family meets together and travels up to the capital for a few days, then we all travel back, each to
our own homes around Galilee. One big family vacation. This year
we got there without incident. The Feast was great, as usual. And
then it was time to go home.
Well, you know how it is in the caravan. Organized chaos. Family gatherings are crazy in general, but family gatherings on the move
are even more so. Donkeys and servants and carts and kids and
tents and goats… whole households trudging along the highway.
Our kids were all over the place, playing tag and hide-and-go-seek
with their cousins. I’d see them for breakfast in the morning, then I
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wouldn’t see them until bedtime that night. No big deal. They were
all with family. They were safe.
We didn’t see Jesus during the first day on the road. Not a
problem. But when he didn’t show up by the second night, we
started to panic. Mary was beside herself: “God trusted us with his
one and only son, and we lost him?!”
I don’t know which was harder, trying to find Jesus in the chaos
or trying to calm down my wife. I failed miserably at both. By the
third day, we were haggard from the worry and the stress. We
headed back to Jerusalem by ourselves while the rest of our family
carried on northward.
In the city, nobody knew where he was. This wasn’t like him. A
thief or a lion could’ve taken him. Did some longsuffering Herodian
finally track him down years after Herod tried to kill him as a baby?
As the days rolled by scouring the city, we sank further and further
into despair. We were worried sick, fearing the worst, that our son –
God’s son! – was dead.
After days on the road and days searching the city, asking
hundreds of people if they’d seen him, we finally found him. In the
Temple of all places.
I couldn’t believe it. He was alive! I could’ve killed him.
He was sitting in Solomon’s Porch, in the midst of the priests,
scribes, Pharisees, and even some Sadducees. Every important
teacher was there, with a crowd of curious bystanders watching the
show.
Jesus was in the middle of a heated, days-long debate with
them all. Both he and they looked exasperated, rolling their eyes
and telling the other they didn’t understand the Law and the prophets.
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Seriously! No, don’t give me that look. You heard me right:
twelve-year-old Jesus was lecturing the Rabbis!
As I shouldered in closer, I heard a Pharisee speaking.
“…clearly meant to be a sign of salvation. It was given to Abraham by God himself, so circumcision proves that we are his children!”
Then I heard Jesus’ boyish voice.
“Abraham is the father of all who believe in God! The covenant was made before circumcision, not as a result of it! So the
people of God aren’t determined by race or blood or social status.
You belong to God if you believe in him. That’s all it takes!”
“Bah! Nonsense! The Scriptures say, ‘You are a holy nation
to the Lord your God. The Lord your God chose you to be a nation of his own, out of all the nations on the face of the earth.’1 He
chose the Jews alone!”
“No, you’re mistaken,” Jesus replied as he shook his head.
“God called Abraham to be a blessing to ‘all the families of the
earth,’2 not just the Jews. And the Scriptures say, ‘All the ends of
the earth will remember and return to the Lord, and all the families of
the nations will worship before you.’3 Abraham’s children do Abraham’s work: they believe and act accordingly! Faith proves you
belong to God’s family, whether natural-born or adopted. Circumcision means nothing without faith and obedience.”
It was then that I finally burst through into the midst of them,
both overjoyed and enraged.
When Jesus saw me, he just smiled and calmly said, “Oh, hey
Dad! Where have you been?”

1

Deuteronomy 7:6
Genesis 12:3
3
Psalm 22:27
2
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“Where have I been?! I’ve been worried sick thinking you were
dead or kidnapped or worse! And you’ve been here the whole

time?!”
Mary was right behind me.
“Son!” she said, “How could you treat us like this?! Look, your
father and I have been in agony searching for you!”
Then he gives us that I-know-better-than-you look again.
“Why were you looking for me? Didn’t you know I’d be in my Father’s house?”
Stunned silence from everyone.
The frustrated Pharisees spoke next.
“Finally! Are you this boy’s parents? What rubbish have you
been teaching him?! Take him away before he gets himself beaten
for his blasphemy.”
I pulled Jesus away and gave him to his mother. Mary hugged
him tightly and scolded him, then hugged him again, then smacked his
backside, then kissed him while weeping, then scolded him again. Jesus obediently walked along with her.
As I left, I heard the Pharisees mutter, “That boy is a fool.
How could a Gentile possibly be a part of God’s chosen people?
What’s next, salvation for the Samaritans? Ha!”
I was soon out of earshot. Their words got drowned out by the
sounds of a busy Temple courtyard.
I didn’t know what to believe. Jesus seemed to speak the truth,
but who could argue with the Pharisees?

The whole journey back, Jesus wasn’t even apologetic. I
couldn’t believe it. No “Sorry Dad” or “Gosh, Dad, I didn’t mean
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for you to worry.” Not so much as a frown.

At least pretend to feel bad!
Nope. Just regular, happy, guilt-free Jesus.
But how could I ever stay mad at him? His joy is infectious. He
has that kind of laugh that lights up a room, the kind that makes you
want to be in on whatever it is he’s laughing about.
The long walk home was… well… special. It was just the three of
us – me, Mary, and Jesus – like it was in the beginning. We’d sent
our other kids along with relatives when we turned back to Jerusalem. Along the road, we threw rocks, sang songs, told jokes, and
talked about our family history. Mary loves stories, especially about
her children. Isn’t every mother like that? She treasures all those
special moments in her heart. We figured it was as good a time as
any to tell Jesus about his birth. The angels and dreams, the star,
the visitors that worshipped him – we didn’t leave anything out.
Back then, the only bed we had for him was a manger full of old hay.
We told him about Herod’s attempts to kill him and running for our
lives to Egypt. We even told him that Mary and I hadn’t officially
“known” each other before he was born. He’s old enough to know
that now.
He listened to it all with rapt attention, a little smile fixed on his
face. He’s always known he was special, not arrogantly, just a quiet
confidence in who he is. I imagine his birth just confirmed it for him.
We travelled straight north from Jerusalem, taking the shortcut
through Samaria instead of the usual route east across the Jordan
and up through Decapolis. It saved us days of walking and we
caught up to the caravan around Nain. And besides, the Samaritans aren’t all that bad. Jews treat them with such contempt, but
they’re no worse than we are. In fact, we were invited into the homes
of complete strangers many times. They loved hearing about Jesus
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arguing with the Pharisees in the Temple. Couldn’t get enough of
it! I don’t know what all the fuss is about. Jesus got along with them
just fine. Then again, children don’t seem to care about all that.
Race and politics and bloody history don’t seem to matter to them.
“Dad,” Jesus said, “I wish adults could be like children. You
know, simple. God would like that too, if people could believe in him
like kids do.”

You see what I mean? He’s growing into an amazing young man,
and I love him like crazy. His wisdom is unparalleled! But sometimes
it’s like he lives in another world, like everything that goes on here
isn’t as important as the reality only he knows. I don’t know where he
gets his insight.
He’s special, no doubt about it. A savior? Yeah, I think that’s
probably true too. Call me crazy, but I believe in Jesus. I can’t deny
that he’s God’s son. In fact, he was God’s son long before he was
my son. Now, don’t give me that look again. It’s true! Mary and I
hadn’t been together when Jesus was born, nor had she been with
another man! Besides, isn’t there something in the Scriptures
about that? Seriously guys, I think he’s the Messiah we’ve been
waiting so long for.
But I’ve got to be honest with you. I worry about him, that he’s
going to get himself into trouble one day. I see the way some people
look at him. Pure hatred. Those Pharisees don’t like being told
they’re wrong. His saving grace in the Temple was his age. Nobody
was really taking him seriously. But that won’t be the case for long.
Whatever good Jesus does in his life, I feel like he’ll have no shortage of enemies. And I won’t be around to take care of him forever.
Okay, gotta go. Sounds like the kids are stirring, probably
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James and Jude fighting again. Yep, there’s Mary giving me the
look.
Remind me to tell you about Jesus’ cousin sometime. They’re
about the same age and have been best friends since before they
were born. Two peas in a pod. But this wild-haired cousin of his
can’t stop eating grasshoppers dipped in honey! I know, right?
Crazy in-laws.
Yeah, Mary! I hear them, I’m coming.
See you, guys. Till next time.
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Jesus “was considered to be the [son of] Joseph.”1 Joseph was a righteous man2 that raised Jesus as his own. In the Bible, Joseph clearly
plays a prominent role in Jesus’ early life and undoubtedly passed on
his trade as a craftsman to him as he grew up.3 But after the episode
of Jesus in the Temple at twelve years old, Joseph is conspicuously
absent from Jesus’ adult life. Jesus’ mother Mary and his younger
brothers appear,4 but no mention of Joseph. Did he just stay at home?
Where was he?
The common assumption for Joseph’s absence is that he died before
Jesus began his years of public ministry at thirty years old. This
would explain why Jesus, the oldest son in the family, was apparently
responsible for the care of his mother.5 Before modern medicine, it
would be all too common for a man to be perfectly healthy one day
and be dead a week later. Appendicitis, gallbladder infection, pneumonia, even a simple skin infection – these were all death sentences
in the first century, not to mention the constant danger of workplace
accidents.
If Joseph truly died during Jesus’ early life, then Jesus would’ve experienced the heartbreak that few us ever know: the devastating loss
of a beloved parent at a young age.

STUDY QUESTIONS: JOSEPH
1. Have you ever worried about someone you love, that they
were going to do something that would cause them to get
badly hurt?

1

Luke 3:23; John 6:42
Matthew 1:19
3 Mark 6:3
4
Matthew 12:47; Matthew 13:55-56
5
John 19:26-27
2
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2. Do you believe in angels? If so, what do you think they look
like?
3. Has there been a time when your child (or younger sibling)
displayed more wisdom than you? Have you ever wished
you were more like them?
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3
TALYA

SYCHAR, SAMARIA. FEBRUARY, 27 AD.
It’s hot. Even in late winter, Samaria still gets hot at midday.

A woman is walking alone, balancing a large water jug on her head
with another strapped to her back. They’re easy to carry now because
they’re empty, but she’s not looking forward to the heavy walk back.
She moves briskly, frequently looking back on the path behind her to
ensure she’s not followed. She’s avoiding someone. She’s so caught
up in avoiding who’s behind her that she doesn’t notice who’s ahead.
There, sitting casually on the ledge of the well, is a man. She finally
notices him when she’s almost upon him. Her steps stop abruptly,
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shocked at the sight of him there.
He smiles and sighs.

A man!
God, I didn’t even notice him, sitting so still. What’s he
doing here?
Alone.

Oh dear, here we go again. Usually they come to my
house, but I guess it’s no secret that noon is when I get
water.
He speaks first.

What’s that you want? A drink? You’re asking me for
a drink? Me?! Not just a woman, but a Samaritan! You’re
not from around here, are you?
He looks like a Jew, but he talks like a Galilean. They
all talk funny up there. But a Jew?

What’re you doing here, in the middle of Samaria?!
But here he is, talking to me, a Samaritan woman.
And not only that, but also the most hated, abused, and
broken woman in Sychar.

You must be sick in the head to be talking to me.
But honestly, I don’t mind. I’d happily talk to a rock
if it talked back. I haven’t had a friend in a while.

What? What’s that about God’s gift? God doesn’t see
me, mister, I’m sorry to say.
I realized long ago that God doesn’t have anything for
me. Especially not some “living water.” God gave me one
gift, and it’s caused me nothing but trouble.
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You see, I was that girl growing up that everyone
gushed over. I was beautiful from the day I was born.
Super cute as a toddler. Adorable even as an adolescent.
But that was nothing compared to what I became as a
young woman. Quite simply, I was drop dead gorgeous.
I heard my dad’s friend say that I had a body like a
Greek goddess, curves in all the right places. My dad
smacked him, right across the mouth, but he couldn’t
deny it. I would turn heads just walking down the street.
I still do, but not always in a good way.
It seems like everyone wants to be beautiful. But for
all the trouble it’s caused me, I’d give anything to live my
life all over again as a regular-looking woman. Things
may have gone better for me then. Because if there’s
anything beautiful people get, whether they want it or not,
it’s attention. Loads of attention. Attention that I clearly
didn’t know how to handle.
But as beautiful as I once was, my looks have faded
some. The hard years have taken their toll. The hard years
are why I’m here, at noon, the hot sun blazing down on
me. I draw water from the well at this time every day, not
in the morning with the rest of the women. They don’t like
me much.
I can’t say I blame them.

Maybe this is a part of his game.

Sigh. Okay, sure. I’ll play along.
“Lord,” I say sarcastically, “you don’t have anything
to draw with, and the well’s deep. So where would you
possibly get living water? What, are you greater than our
father Jacob, who gave us this well? He and all he owned
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drank from it!”
My tone doesn’t phase him for a second. In fact, he’s
taking me completely seriously. It’s been a long time since
that’s happened.
I’m paying more attention now. This isn’t my usual
conversation with a man. But I still have no idea what he’s
talking about.

What on earth is living water?
Water. Water is life here. I lug my jars in the noontime
heat, when nobody else is around. I fill them all up, then
sweat my way back home to the edge of town. Of course, I
can’t go through the city itself, unless I want more stones
to come flying my way. I have to take the long route
through the fields, where I glean whatever’s leftover from
the harvesters. Usually not much.
I draw my own water and gather my own food because
my family disowned me. Too much shame in being
related to a loose woman. No friends, no community. My
children aren’t allowed to be educated in the synagogue.
The women of the city call me the most horrible names.
“Whore.”
“Slut.”
“I hope you die and rot in hell.”
“Your bastard children aren’t worth the dirt they walk
on.”
“I’m going to burn down your house while you’re all
sleeping in it.”
One day I worked up the nerve to answer a group of
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them back, “Well, if you weren’t such bitches yourselves
and kept your husbands better laid, none of us would be
in this mess, now would we?”
That did it. They flew into a rage. I didn’t know
women could throw rocks that hard! All I could do was run
for my life. I still have the scar where my eyebrow was split
open. They smashed my water jars and scattered the pieces.
They beat my children anytime they could get near them.
Needless to say, we didn’t have much water that week.
I stopped going to the well in the morning. They
stopped speaking to me altogether.
Women can be so evil when they want to be. Even those
I didn’t do anything wrong by, whose husbands would
never come my way. I had no friends, just a host of sworn
enemies.
I was so alone. I had nobody but myself.
So, you can imagine my surprise when I showed up
with my water jars in the heat of the day to find a man
sitting on the edge of the well.

Were you waiting for me?
I still don’t know what on earth he’s talking about.
What magical water could possibly make you never

thirst again? And eternal life? Are you being serious?
He is. Completely serious. And he’s stirring up my
heart with every word he speaks.
Whatever it is, I’m sure of one thing: I want it. No more
warm, nasty well water to drink. No more trudging
around the outside of town to draw and carry it home.

No more thirst!
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“Lord, give me this water so I won’t be thirsty or have
to come here to draw this water!”
Funny, it’s like he first said. He asked me for a drink,
but now I’m asking him for one.
But then he drops a bomb.
“Go, call your husband.”
Uh… uncomfortable. I feel my face flush.

I never actually married my first husband. We were
engaged, but we were young and he couldn’t keep his
hands off me. I guess I couldn’t really help myself either.
We started sneaking out into the fields at night. Before
long, my period was late. My breasts got sore and I threw
up every morning. My parents knew what was going on.
The town had its suspicions.
But this sort of thing happens sometimes. The
punishment under the Law is death, for him and for me.
But sometimes the marriage can be expedited, and it all
sort of gets swept under the rug.
Or so I’d hoped.
My parents were so embarrassed. However, my father
bravely approached my father-in-law-to-be about it. But
the man scoffed at him! He said he’d never let his son
marry a whore like me.
Words got heated. There was some shoving and dirt
kicking. In the end, the whole town found out about my
pregnancy. I was secluded for my own safety. But my
fiancé was exonerated! Nobody believed he’d knocked me
up!

Are you kidding me?!
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I snuck out one day. I had to see him. We loved each
other so much! I knew he’d run away with me if I could
just speak to him again, face to face.
As luck would have it, I found him alone one day
down the lane. I cried out his name! Then I ran weeping
towards him and fell into his arms.
But he wasn’t the same. His gaze was cold.
“But this is your baby!” I pleaded.
“You’re a liar,” he replied with ice in his veins. “You
should learn to keep your legs closed.”
And that was how my first husband ripped my guts
out.
I cried the whole pregnancy.

My “second husband” is barely worth mentioning.
I’d just delivered my first baby, a bastard child,
thanks to husband number one. I can’t even speak his
name. Husband number two spoke sweetly to me and
somehow I fell for it again. Breastfeeding be damned, I got
pregnant again. And, just like the first, the second took
off.
By this time, my family had moved me out into my
own little hovel on the edge of town. It was simply too much
for my poor father to handle. Too much shame. He couldn’t
sit with the elders in the city gate anymore. Nobody looked
at him the same.
The whole city knew where I lived. I got visitors,
usually at night. The scummy deadbeat men of the city
came calling.
But I was hardened. I hated men. Still do. I yelled them
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away, chased them off with sticks and rocks. But they
were persistent. And I was so terribly lonely, with two
babies to feed and no regular income.
I had a strange sort of respect for husband number
three. He made no promises, so at the very least I
appreciated his honesty. We had an arrangement. He
brought me food, clothes, money, even an old goat once. I
provided other services. But more than anything, we
talked. Nothing serious, but having some company to
shoot the breeze with was a breath of fresh air. The more we
talked, the more I realized that he was lonely too.
Before long, his wife found out.
A torch landed on my roof in the middle of the night.
I barely got my children out before it collapsed in a blaze
of straw and timbers. Our goat was cut to pieces.
My heart got hard again.
And so it went. I did what I could to get by. I swear,
I’m so damn fertile that a man could look at me sideways
and I’d get pregnant.
I’ve become “that woman on the edge of town.” No
prospects, no hope. A bitter heart. And now with age, my
looks, the only thing I had going for me, are starting to
fail me too.

Panic!

What do I say to the husband question?! Just say
something, anything! He can’t possibly know about my
past.
“I don’t have a husband,” I reply.
This is true. Though not the whole truth.
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I’m sweating now.
“Well said, that you don’t have a husband, because
actually you’ve had five.”
My guts are coming up into my chest.

How can he know this?!
“And the one you have now is not your husband.
You’ve spoken the truth.”
I think I’m gonna be sick.

Quick, change the subject! Ask him something
impossible.
“Lord, I can see that you’re a prophet.”
Flattery, good. Men love that. Now, riddle me this.
“Our fathers worshipped on this mountain, but you
Jews say that Jerusalem is the place where men should
worship.”
Ha, take that! An unanswerable question, because
every nation is convinced that only they know the truth
and that every other nation is wrong. A Jew from Galilee
couldn’t possibly convince a Samaritan where to worship.

Let’s pause for a minute. I should probably tell you
about Jews and Samaritans.
We didn’t always hate each other. You see,
Samaritans and Jews used to be part of the same great
nation of Israel. In fact, we used to be brothers. Israel
started out as twelve tribes, each named after the twelve
sons of Israel (a.k.a. Jacob). Each tribe had its own
territory, but we were one nation. United under God.
I learned this as a girl. We all knew it. The story of
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our ancestors, the story of how we came to be. Repeated
around every fire. Told every night at bedtime.
Anyway, Israel became strong under David, our
second king, but Israel became great under Solomon,
David’s son. The splendor our fathers lived in during those
days was unrivalled. But the next king, Rehoboam,
wasn’t as wise as his father, Solomon. Bad advice and a
foolish decision, that’s what ruined us. The nation split:
Judah, Benjamin, and Simeon stuck with Rehoboam,
despite his foolishness, while the rest of us to the north
adopted a new king, Jeroboam. Not sure what happened to
the tribes to the east. Anyway, we kept the name Israel
while the three tribes to the south went by Judah, which is
where the Jews get their name – Jew is short for Judahite.
Our nations bickered back and forth for generations,
sometimes friends, sometimes not. Assyria conquered
Israel, then Babylon conquered Judah. And that’s when the
divide between us got insurmountable.
You see, many of the Israelites were taken into
captivity by the Assyrians and most didn’t return. Those
that remained intermarried with other nations, and so our
bloodline got… well… “polluted” is the wrong word. Our
family tree got colorful. We became a melting pot of
nationalities. But out of this, our nation reformed,
centered on the capital city of Samaria, which is where we
Samaritans get our name. Despite our mixed bloodline,
we’re still devoted to the one true God, the God of our fathers
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob.
The Jews, however, somehow managed to keep their
bloodline more or less unmixed, or “undefiled,” as they like
to call it. A lot of their exiles came back to resettle
Jerusalem, their capital in the mountains, and they still
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look down on us from their holy hill. Their Scriptures say
the Temple in Jerusalem is the only place God can be
worshipped. But we built a Temple too, on Mount Gerizim,
and the Jews didn’t like it much, probably because it was
bigger and better (and holier) than theirs.
Then things got deadly. Jews and Samaritans went
from bickering brothers to sworn enemies when the Jews
sacked our Temple. That’s right, about 150 years ago, the
Jews decided to teach us a lesson, once and for all. They
formed an army and marched into our land and
destroyed our beautiful Temple on Mount Gerizim, then
they marched back home to their own stupid second-rate
Temple in Jerusalem.
Those self-righteous pricks! Now they won’t even
acknowledge our presence. Jews won’t speak to us, trade
with us, and certainly won’t worship with us. Everything
we do is unclean to them. Our whole land is defiled! Is that
even possible?! If a Jew has to travel north to Galilee, he’ll
cross east over the Jordan, travel up through Perea and
Decapolis, then cross west back over the Jordan again –
triple the distance! – just to avoid contact with us. Don’t
you think that’s a little extreme?! Attacking and
shunning your own brothers like that? We share the same
blood, speak the same language, and worship the same
God. How did it get so bad?
Now you know how it is between us. Not a good
situation.

So, Mr. Mysterious Man by the well, what do you have
to say about that?
Oh God. Somehow, he’s answered the unanswerable
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question. Something about spirit and truth.

What do you mean by true worshippers? God is our
father?
I’ve never been the smartest girl, but I’m certainly no
airhead. However, I have to admit that all this theology is
way beyond me.
He’s just looking at me now, and not the old up-anddown that most men do. He’s not checking me out. He’s
staring into my eyes.
Or is he staring into my soul?
Uncomfortable again.

Don’t just stand there. Change the subject! What’s
something else that nobody has an answer to?
“I know the Messiah’s coming,” I blurt out. “And when
he comes, he’ll tell us everything.”
He smiles. “I, speaking to you, am.”
I’m stunned. Speechless.
It can’t be.

Jump forward a month. The rest of that blessed day
was a blur. I soon realized we were being watched, not by
the locals, but by other men. They were Galileans too, and
they must have been his followers. Disciples of the Messiah.
But they looked so… regular! Regular clothes, regular
faces. In fact, they looked stunned too, just as stunned as
I felt. They knew what kind of a woman drew water by
herself at noon.
With my heart bursting with excitement, I did the
only thing I could: I ran. It was just too much to handle. I
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ran, but I didn’t know where to until I found myself at the
market in the center of town. I hadn’t shown my face there
for years, so when people saw me, everything stopped.
Heads turned, jaws dropped. Running children stopped in
their tracks, silent. Even the goats shut up. I’d never heard
the market so quiet.
And with everyone’s attention, the only thing I could
think to do in my overwhelmed, flustered state was speak.
Quickly.
“Come! To the well! See a man who has told me
everything I ever did!”
Blank stares.
My mouth was moving a mile a minute. I must’ve
looked like a fool – I didn’t even know his name! – but I
didn’t care. I had to tell others about him.
“He’s still there! At the well! He’s the Messiah! And he’s
got living water!”
The murmuring started, then the market went back to
normal. Merchants bartered, children played, goats
bleated. But I persisted.
“Come! Come now! Could this really be the Messiah?!”
Some shrugged me off, rolling their eyes. But others
were curious.
“What do you mean, woman? Who’s at the well?”
“The Messiah!” I exclaimed. “The one we’ve all been
waiting for!”
So, right then, in the heat of the day, people started
following me out to the well. Never in a million years did
I think others would join me in my midday walk to find
water.
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When we arrived back at the well, the living-waterman was still sitting on the ledge, eating lunch with his
disciples. He welcomed everyone as they arrived.
Amazing! A Jew from Galilee welcomed Samaritans to
lunch at their own well.
Then he started teaching us, mostly in stories. He
explained what living water meant, and how it didn’t
matter where we worshipped God. I sat at his feet, soaking
up his words, as a thirst I didn’t know was in me became
satisfied. You only realize how parched your heart is when
you finally get a taste of the real thing.
Then the healing started. The sick, crippled, lepers. You
name it, he healed them. Right in front of our eyes!
He stayed with us a couple days. And I, by proxy, was
suddenly no longer the object of scorn that I once was.
Overnight, I became a real person again, a member of the
community. My living situation didn’t change, but I
started receiving something I hadn’t felt in years:
compassion. And friendship. My children were clothed
and educated. My parents’ shame evaporated like the
morning dew and I became their daughter again.
Years ago, everything changed when one man
betrayed me. But in that one day, everything changed
when another man accepted me. Jesus. My whole life was
redeemed in a moment.
And this living water, it’s coming out of me now.
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The Bible records that many women travelled with Jesus, alongside
the dozens of followers, if not hundreds, that accompanied him wherever he went. However, no more is known about this Samaritan
woman than what John includes in his gospel about her encounter by
the well. She may have left everything and followed Jesus, joining
the many others, or she may have stayed home in Samaria a changed
woman.
But one thing we do know is this: the Samaritan woman by the well,
a social outcast, was one of the first recorded missionaries in church
history. That is, she met Jesus and rushed to tell others about him.
And because of her testimony, many others came to know Jesus too.
John records what the Samaritans said to her after they’d met Jesus:
“We don’t believe because of what you said any longer, because we’ve heard for ourselves and know that this one
really is the world’s Savior.” 1

STUDY QUESTIONS: TALYA
1. Have you ever been the victim of bullying? Have you forgiven the person who bullied you?
2. Have you ever bullied someone? Do you need to seek forgiveness from someone you bullied?
3. Have you ever told your story of meeting Jesus to someone
who doesn't know him? That is, have you ever shared your
gospel?

1

John 4:42
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4
LEGION

OUTSIDE GENNESARET, DECAPOLIS. SEPTEMBER, 28 AD.
The Sea of Galilee is the largest freshwater lake in Palestine. It’s
surrounded by steep slopes and cliffs that drop off to the water’s edge.
The rugged hills on the east of the sea are part of the region of Decapolis, a collection of cities that form the eastern frontier of the
Roman Empire.

Outside one of these cities is a graveyard haunted by a madman. The
gravestones glow white in the moonlight. They’re badly in need of
repainting, but nobody can get near them to do so. The violence of
the monster keeps everyone away.
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Tonight, he’s raving again. His disheveled and battered body scurries amongst the tombs. His screams and babblings fill the night air.
He is ever restless, but tonight even more so.
He’s looking for something, out there in the dark...

“Aaaaaaarrgh! The voices! Stop. Please.”

The bones. Get the bones.
“Bones?! What bones?”

Get them, get the bones.
“What?! No, the bones are underground. I’m not getting them.”

Do it! The bones. Get the bones.
Yes, the bones. Find them, treasure them!
Dig down. Find the bones in the ground.
They’re all chiming in, beating me into submission. It’s inescapable.
“Okay! Fine, I’ll do it. I’ll get the bones.”
I dig into the ground, the rocky soil. Dig with my hands, ravenous
for the bones. Possessed.

Keep going. Get the bones.
The graveyard is empty. It’s the middle of the night. The voices are
relentless. I have no rest, no peace. I’ve only known such torment
for all these years.

Become the bones. Embrace the bones.
“Yes, I’m going. Please, just give me some peace. I’ll get the bones.
Just… just stop tormenting me.”

Deeper. Find them. Find the bones.
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I’m digging down with my bare hands, scraping the soil away with
my fingertips. A frenzied pace. It hurts like hell.
“Ow! Did I just lose a fingernail?”

Never mind, keep going. Faster! Find them!
There’s blood in the hole now. Is it mine? Fingertips raw and bleeding.
I’m breaking through now, into the tomb. It’s small. Barely big
enough for a body. And musty. The rot of flesh has long since disappeared.
The voices are getting excited now, all shouting at once.

Get them! Embrace the bones!
Yes! Get them! Bring up the bones!
I frantically pull up anything I can grasp. Rags of graveclothes. And
within them, the bones.

At last! Love the bones! This is where you belong! You are the bones!
Be the bones!
I’m exhausted, gasping for breath, pouring sweat, and oozing blood.
I squat in the freshly dug-up grave. I have no will to argue.
“Okay, you win. I’ll do it.”
Femur, ribs, vertebrae. I pull them up and out of their resting place.
The remains are still bound together with dry sinews and ligaments,
but they break apart in my bloodied hands. I gather them up and
hold them to my chest, as I curl up in the shallow hole I’ve dug.

You are the bones. Be the bones.
“Yes, I am the bones. I am.”
I collapse. Holding the remains of someone long dead, I drift off
into unconsciousness.
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My voices started years ago, in the summer of my eighteenth year.
Softly and few at first. Then came more, and louder. I tried to ignore
them, but it’s hard to think with a dozen people screaming in your
ear.

You’re useless. Nobody likes you. No one understands you like we do.
“Can nobody else hear this?!”
My mother, my father – everybody really – looked at me funny.
Concerned. They didn’t hear the voices and couldn’t understand
how I became so troubled.

Your family, they’re watching you. Everyone’s talking about you behind
your back. They’re gonna get you.
Eventually, I believed what the voices told me, not because it made
any sense, but because of the repetition. I was brainwashed. I knew
what they told me wasn’t reasonable, but I couldn’t help it. I still
can’t.

Kill them, or they’ll kill you.
“No! I’ll never hurt them. I love my family!”

Then leave. Run far away. You know you can’t resist us. We’ll make you
kill them if you stay. They want you gone. You’re already gone.
Even before the voices started, I’d become more and more withdrawn. I didn’t want to be around people. No reason, really. I just
preferred my own company to others’. I withdrew more and more,
became less and less interactive and functional. During those isolated years is when I started changing.
When the voices arrived, I became… not myself. I started mumbling
constantly. Then I started talking back out loud to what only I could
hear. A few voices became fifty. Some familiar, some I’d never heard
before.
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The voices never quit.
“Stop! Leave me alone!”

Did I say that out loud? Oh shoot, people are looking at me again.
Dammit.
I hate all the voices.
Even my wife’s.

Demon possession, madness, the crazies – whatever you want to
call it – runs in my family, but it’s different in all of us. You get
the picture of how my affliction is. Constant torment, no peace.
I had a sister who would turn into a maniac for weeks on end,
then spend months regretting all the wild things she’d done.
Eventually her anaideia, her shamelessness, caught up with her.
She was stoned to death for her sins. Although I’m not sure she
could help herself.
My nephew suffers too. But it’s even more different from me,
though no less debilitating. Hadriel must be about ten years old
now. He’s seleniazomai, moonstruck by an evil spirit. Been like
that all his life. Even as a toddler, the demon would seize him
and throw him to the ground. Limbs would shake uncontrollably
as his body contorted in unnatural positions. Teeth grinding,
foaming at the mouth. Sometimes he’d turn blue from lack of
breathing. Then it’d all be over as quickly as it started and he’d
be left lifeless on the ground. Slowly he’d regain consciousness,
crying from the pain of whatever injuries he’d sustained during
his fit, with no recollection of how he’d gotten them.
These episodes could happen at any time. We first thought they
were timed with the moon, as the physicians did, but we couldn’t
find any correlation. They were completely unpredictable.
And dangerous.
Childhood burns are horrible. The pain of scorched skin tortures
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children for weeks until it heals. Even then, a burn can leave a
child with chronic pain, where even light touch can cause them
to scream in agony. On top of that, the scarring from the flames
causes hideous mutilation. But with open firepits in every home,
burns are all too common. Toddlers learning to walk inevitably
stumble into anthrakia , charcoal fires, when their mothers’ backs
are turned for a moment. Nearly every home has been affected
by burns in one way or another, although most of the injuries
heal without too much damage.
Hadriel wasn’t so lucky. Often, the demon threw him into fires
that would have killed him if not for his parents frantically dragging him out of the coals, his skin melted off. Other times he’d
be thrown into water to drown him. He’d twist and contort and
splash until his father dove in to pull him out, gasping and sputtering for breath. Once, Hadriel nearly fell down a well.
Thankfully I was standing next to him when it happened (before
my voices started). I managed to snare his ankle with the
bucket’s rope just as he fell headfirst down the hole. We dragged
him out before he drowned in the deep water below.
After years of possession, the poor boy had learned to recognize
when he was going to be moonstruck. He’d feel it coming, then
get real still and scared.
“Dad… it’s happening.”
His eyes were heartbreaking in those moments, before the storm
hit. But sure enough, a moment later, Hadriel would be seized
and thrown to the ground. We all wanted to help him so badly,
but it seemed he was beyond saving.
Honestly, I’m not sure how Hadriel has survived until now. The
demon has tried to kill him so many times, but each time someone has been able to drag him away from the clutches of death.
But he hasn’t been left unscathed.
Hadriel is terribly disfigured.
Those who see him for the first time instantly cringe. The poor
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boy has had most of his face burned off in fires. His hair clings
to his scalp in patches, separated by rough swaths of scarred skin.
One ear is half gone, the other just a stump. Nose is flattened.
One eye is blind, the other shrouded in thickened skin. One arm
is permanently crooked from broken bones, with three fingers
burnt off to the knuckles. Legs withered in gnarly scars. The boy
looks like a monster, through no fault of his own. His voice
alone has remained unharmed.
Despite his ghastly appearance, when Hadriel speaks, it’s like
golden sunshine on your face. His lips are so destroyed that he
can’t fully articulate the words, but nonetheless he sings like angels must sound. His parents proudly make him stand up to sing
after dinner. They’ve been heartbroken so often, yet they still
cherish their son. We all weep as his beautiful voice fills the
room. Hadriel sings with his unbroken boyish voice and no eye
remains dry. The contrast between Hadriel’s appearance and his
voice is enough to melt the hardest heart.
Yet despite our many prayers and sacrifices to God, he remains
possessed. At least weekly he’s moonstruck. It’s only a matter of
time before it kills him.
It’s only a matter of time before my demons kills me too.

Wake up! Someone’s coming!
Of course there’s someone coming, the whole world can hear that.
The voices are arguing again. Nothing new. I half open my eyes.

Something bad! Up! Kill it!
Listen to him! Do as he says!
Yeah! Up and at ‘em!
Am I still in the hole?
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He’s coming! The One! He’ll drive us away! Kill him! Now!
My eyes open. It’s late morning, the sun high in the sky.
“What are you all yelling about?”

Kill! The One! He’ll throw us out!
“Who? Who’s the One?”

After the voices started, my father arranged a marriage to try to
normalize me.
“Son, a good woman is what you need.”

Sure, Dad. Whatever you say.
I rolled my eyes but went along with his plan. I was in no position
to make decisions for myself.
Turns out my father was dead wrong. The hope of being normal
disappeared like the morning mist. Now married, I wasn’t just ruining my own life, but my wife’s too. Eventually the strain of my
torment became too much for her. I was incapable of maintaining
a normal relationship, normal communication, normal anything.
My reality was too foreign. It was too much for everyone in my life.
She didn’t hear the voices. Couldn’t understand.
Unloved and isolated, she killed herself. But her voice has never left
me.
Now my wife is one of them. She visits me often, cursing in my ear.
Sometimes she screams, sometimes she whispers. It’s the same old
fights we had for years. I can yell back till I’m blue in the face, but it
doesn’t do any good. She cuts me down with her poison words.

You’re a failure of a man. You never could do anything right. Try to
escape me now, asshole. You deserve this.
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I could run away from her words when she was alive, but not anymore. She and the rest of them drag me to hell every moment I’m
alive.

Up! Now! Kill the One! Before he tortures us!
The voices are still hounding me about something, or someone, but
it’s too bright to see anything. My eyes are still adjusting to the
searing daylight. I like the night best.

Ahh! He’s coming toward us!
“Come out of that man, you unclean spirit!”
Another voice startles me, as it pierces through the noise in my
head. It’s a new one. From outside me. Not one of the regulars who
haunt me.

No! Silence him! He’ll send us away!
What the hell is happening? This doesn’t seem right.
The voices are screaming at me. My eyelids reluctantly squint open.
There’s a man standing near me, with others around him.
The One. His voice, it’s like the heat of a blacksmith’s kiln. Blazing
fire and light. I hate it and love it at the same time. It’s like nothing
else.

Aaaarrgh! His words! He’s burning us! Escape! Run! KILL HIM!!!
They’re all shouting together. It’s chaos inside me.
I can’t stop writhing! Like I’m moonstruck, shaking all over. I scramble to my feet, leaping out of the dirty grave I’ve dug up, the bones
falling off me.
The man – the One – is speaking to me. But wait. No! He’s not
speaking to me! To the voices inside me!

The power! Can’t stand the power!
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Kill him! Destroy them all!
The shouting all around me is deafening. I’m losing my mind again,
if I ever had it in the first place.
The voices are going crazy. And, therefore, so am I.

I’m originally from the city, worlds away from here. But this graveyard is the only place I have peace. From people, that is. They tend
to leave me alone here, far away from home.
I’ve tried everything to get the voices out of me. Talking back to
them obviously didn’t work – it just estranged me from everyone
around me. I tried beating them out: when nobody was looking
(and sometimes when they were), I’d punch myself in the head trying to drive them from my brain, until I was nearly unconscious on
the floor. But when I came to, the voices were still with me. Then I
became convinced they flowed through my veins, infecting my
blood. I gashed myself with anything I could get my hands on.
Knives, scythes, shards of pottery, even sharp pieces of stone. The
blood flowed freely, soaking the ground, as my strength ebbed
away. But still the voices continued their abuse, their torture of my
mind and soul. They love it when I beat myself! They cry for more,
and I’m helpless to resist. I’m constantly covered in bumps, bruises,
and cuts, half-hidden by the layers of dirt, blood, and grime that
cake my skin.
I’ve become a monster, inside and out. The man I once was is long
gone. I’m just a rogue wave, tossed by erratic winds as I wander over
the surface of the deep. No control.

Remember the chains! Never forget the chains!
Oh yeah, how could I forget. They were scared of me, the people
from my town. My ranting and raving. Even my family was wary of
me. I never hurt anyone, just myself. That is, until a mob came to
chain me up.
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I showed them.
The voices torment me, but they also empower me. With them
driving me on, I can fight like a wild banshee.
The mob pinned me down, chained me up, hand and foot. But the
rage took over.

They hate you! Don’t give in! Come to us! Embrace our power!
I did just that. I embraced the darkness inside me. I threw everyone
off me. Their chains tore apart with the power I had. I beat them
bloodied and broken, until they whimpered away from me with
their tails between their legs.

Fools. The power with me is unchainable.
People leave me alone now. Mostly. Sometimes I still get harassed,
as if I don’t get enough of that already, in my head. But I’m unable
to resist the voices, and the constant torment forces me to do the
most terrible things.
That, and the hunger.
There’s not much to eat in the tombs, here on the east side of the
sea. I raid the fields whenever they’re in season, but more often than
not, hunger is my constant companion. Like the voices, it drives me
mad. Then I do the unthinkable: I hunt pigs, that basest of animal.
They’re everywhere here, away from the Jews across the sea who despise them. The filth within me makes me gorge on other filth. I
don’t think a man could become any more unclean than I am.
The first time was the hardest.

Kill them. Eat. Drink the blood.
“No, they’re unclean.”

You’re unclean! Do it now!
Desperate with hunger, I scrambled over the grassy knoll, right into
the middle of the herd. I dove out grasped one, sinking my teeth
into it.
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“Ugh, I hate this!”

Kill! Eat! You’re a wolf! A lone wolf!
I kept biting. I was revolted by my behavior, but my hunger and the
hordes inside me drove me on.

Drink the blood! Drink the life!
Men ran toward me. Herdsmen. Shouting. And waving sticks!

Kill them! The enemy!
“No, I won’t!”

Kill!
“Aaaarrgh! No! This is hell!”
I grabbed stones and threw them at the herdsmen. The swine lay
dead at my feet, its blood dripping down my face and chest. I fought
the men off viciously.
I hate what I’ve become, an absolute monster. But there’s no escaping what’s inside me. I’ve tried many times, but I’m powerless to
change it.

The One is still speaking. He has power, and it’s searing me like an
egg in a skillet. I’ve never heard the voices to agitated. They’re…
frightened. Terrified even! Is that even possible?!

Kill him! Now! He’ll send us to hell!
I’m on my feet, standing upright in the dug-up grave. But not for
long. I run up to the One, ravenous for more blood. I have no control over myself.

“What is it with you and me, Jesus, Son of the Highest God?!”
Who? Did I just say that?
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“I beg you by God, don’t torture me! Have you come here to torture
me before the time?”
What? You all can be tortured? Not just me?!
“What’s your name?” he asks.
The power in his voice makes me fall to my knees.

“My name is Legion, because there are many of us.”
I’m not speaking, but these words are coming from my lips.

“If you throw us out, send us to the pigs!”
“Go!” he says.
I’m shaking violently, like Hadriel. The voices are erupting.
I see a dozen pairs of eyes staring at me, like many have before, in
fear and wonder, not daring to get close to me. A dozen staring, but
one pair commanding. The One.
Like spiritual vomit, like an exhalation of evil, the voices are expelled
up and out my throat. They fly into the swine on the hill nearby,
the same swine I’ve killed.
On the edge of my consciousness, I hear the pigs scream in terror,
the same scream that’s been coming from me for years, echoing off
the gravestones and across the water of the sea.
How many spirits left me? I don’t know, but enough to possess 200
pigs and send them rushing headlong down the cliff and into the
sea.
Then the darkness surrounds me. And for once, it’s silent.

“Is he dead?”
There are people near me. But where are the voices? Gone?! There’s
nothing but silence. This can’t be. Heavenly, perfect silence in my
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head. Oh God, for the first time in years. Nobody screams commands, nobody tells me I’m worthless. My dead wife finally at rest?

It’s not possible…
I open my eyes. My face is in the dirt. I slowly lift my head up and
see the men surrounding me.
Twelve men, twelve regular-looking men. Plus One. The powerful
One. The Voice that made the voices flee.
I push dirty hair out of my face. Oh, my head hurts. My dirty beard.
Raw hands. My whole body aches.

Am I naked? What happened to my fingernails?
I feel a cloak being draped across my back, around my shoulders. I
hear mumbling from the twelve.
“Careful, teacher. This could all be a trap.”
No. I’m no trap. It’s me who’s been trapped. But I think I’m finally
free.
There are voices in the distance, the herdsmen. They’re running toward me with sticks again. But this time, I don’t care. I won’t fight
anymore.
“Our pigs! You lunatic! Get out of here! You’ll pay for this!”
I’ve heard all this before. The powerful One doesn’t seem to care.
“Who are you?” I croak.
The townsfolk are coming out now, angry, because of what the
herdsmen told them, because of their drowned pigs.

Are the voices drowned too?
Somehow, I don’t think so.
The townspeople are yelling at the One. They call him Jesus. His
friends are trying to calm everyone down as they usher him away,
back to the boat.
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I cry out to him: “Lord Jesus, take me with you! I’ll follow you wherever you go!”
I’ve never been so happy, so free, so in debt to anyone in my life.
“Go home to your people,” he says, “and tell them what God has
done for you, how he had mercy on you.”
“Master, I’ll do whatever you say.”
Home! It’s been so long. Will they even have me back?
Wait till they hear about this…
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One year later, the man previously called Legion looks like any other
man in his town. Clean, well-groomed, articulate, employed. The
dramatic part of his own story is over, but there’s still much to tell…

Reluctantly, I obeyed my Lord. Home I trekked, a new man.
Some believed my story, many didn’t. My mother wept, my father took days to convince. But the damage I’d inflicted in my
troubled past left wounds that will never fully heal. My dead
wife’s family won’t ever forgive me. They just think I’m an asshole of the grandest kind. Despite my pleas and explanations,
they still refuse to speak to me.
I guess I don’t blame them.
But nothing could stop me from telling everyone how God had
such great mercy on me. I was especially preachy to my brother.
My poor older brother. He’s been through hell, suffering over
the pain Hadriel has endured. There have been so many times
he’s gotten his hopes up, only to have them dashed apart with
his son’s next possession.
But I persisted.
“He can heal him! Brother! Believe me! If he can heal me, he can
heal Hadriel!”
Eventually, late in the summer, a year after my return from the
graves, he agreed. We set out, just the three of us. My brother,
Hadriel, and me. We found Jesus way up north, near Caesarea
Philippi.
Actually, we found Jesus’ disciples first. They had no clue who I
was. I confess I looked nothing like I did when I first met them.
But they came around eventually.
“Sorry, Jesus isn’t here,” they said.
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My brother flipped out.

“We came all this way to be healed, and now you tell us he’s
busy?!”
The strain of the last decade had pushed him to the breaking
point. With Jesus occupied on the mountain, they tried for
hours (at my brother’s insistence) to heal Hadriel themselves.
But they failed. Nothing changed.
Just then, Jesus arrived, walking down the mountain toward us.
It was daytime, but I swear he was glowing.

Who on earth had you met up there?
My desperate brother, cracking under the pressure of his son’s
hopeless situation, ran up to Jesus and fell before him.
“Teacher, I beg you to look at my son, because he’s my one and
only! Lord, have mercy on him! I brought him to you because he’s
moonstruck and very sick, possessed with a spirit that makes him
speechless. Whenever it seizes him, he suddenly screams and it
throws him into convulsions, then he foams and grinds his teeth and
withers away. Only with exertion does it leave him, crushing him as
it goes. I told your disciples to throw it out, but they couldn’t!”
Jesus seemed displeased. I was surprised at this. He was so kind
before.
“Bring your son to me!”
But, as we all turned to face Hadriel, we saw his face. He was staring straight ahead. Scared.
It was happening again.
“Dad…” he whimpered.
“Quick! Hold his head!”
But it was too late, we couldn’t reach him in time. The spirit
seized him, stiff as a board, and he fell straight back, slamming
his head on the hard dirt. First his right arm started shaking, then
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his right leg too. Then his whole body was convulsing, greater
than ever before.
My brother ran over and cradled his son’s shaking head in his lap.
Hadriel gasped for breath through clenched teeth. Bloody drool
foamed out of his mouth. He’d bitten his tongue again. Limbs
contorted. The strain in his broken little body was enormous.
Finally, after what seemed a lifetime, he laid still. Unconscious.
Blood and spit soaked his chin and chest. His father fished a tooth
from his cheek.
Jesus spoke.
“How long has this been happening to him?”
With tears streaming down his face, my brother replied, “Since
childhood. It has often thrown him into both fire and water to
kill him. But if you can do anything, please, be moved and help!”
Jesus again seemed displeased.
“’If you can’? Everything’s possible to him who believes.”
My brother burst into tears. It was simply too much to bear. The
pain of watching his son suffer for so long finally broke him.
“I do believe! Help my unbelief!”
A crowd had formed around us, shocked at the scene they’d just
witnessed.
Then Jesus acted. In power.

“You deaf and mute spirit, I command you to come out of him
and don’t enter him again!”
I’d like to say that was when Hadriel was finally healed. But things
got worse before they got better.
Hadriel was instantly moonstruck again. I thought the last time
was the worst I’d ever seen, but this surpassed it.
The possession was violent. Limbs thrashed so forcefully that we
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heard his bones snapping beneath his skin. Blood and drool
poured out of his mouth. Repeatedly he was lifted off the ground
and slammed back down to earth. My brother couldn’t control
Hadriel’s head no matter how hard he tried – it just seemed to
make things worse. So he let go. Hadriel’s lips turned blue, then
his face. Soon his whole body was the color of the sky at dusk.
The minutes dragged on. Faces in the crowd turned away at the
terrible sight of this disfigured boy being viciously killed before
us.
And then, it abruptly ended. Hadriel lay there unmoving, not
breathing. His skin was purple and grey. Blood was everywhere.
Arms and legs twisted unnaturally beneath him.
My brother, who had long expected this very thing to one day
occur, hesitantly reached out and put a hand on his son’s lifeless
face.
It was over. The crowd began murmuring that he was dead.
I couldn’t believe it.

Jesus, you healed me but couldn’t heal my poor nephew?!
I looked at his face. The displeasure I saw earlier was gone. Replaced with a smile.
Jesus stepped over to Hadriel. He reached down and took hold
of his limp hand. In one fluid motion, he pulled him upward.
I just about yelled at him.

Leave the boy alone! Haven’t you failed us enough?!
But the extraordinary happened.
Hadriel landed on his feet. His feet! Strong and whole! My eyes
moved up to his legs. Unbroken! And a straight spine! Arms
without deformity! Five fingers on each hand! Skin as smooth as
the day he was born!
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My nephew was alive and well! No trace of a scar anywhere! Eyes
bright and wide! Mouth full of smiling teeth! A full head of curly
brown hair flowing in the gentle breeze!
I barely recognized him! Gone was the tortured, scarred, crippled
boy I knew. Here, before us, was a healthy young man! But it was
still him! Hadriel! His voice – his glorious voice! – was the same.
It was laughing.
“Dad! I’m healed!”
My brother was in shock. He was collapsed on the ground, looking up at his son. Healed! The tears exploded out of him afresh.
Out of us all.
Both my brother and I fell on Hadriel’s neck, nearly squeezing
the new life out of him.
Healed! Hygainos, healthy!
Then Hadriel broke out into song. It was if the skies parted and
angels rejoiced with us. Tears filled every eye as his song filled
every heart.
The power and glory of God was witnessed by everyone there. I’d
never been so overwhelmed in my life.

I’ll never stop telling about how Jesus saved me, how God himself had mercy on me, and my family. My brother is now the
same way, but even more so! Between the two of us, we drive
our neighbors crazy.
I’m okay with that.
The demons know all about Jesus. They know, and they tremble.
He threw them out of me and he threw them out of Hadriel.
Jesus will throw them out of many more who suffer before he’s
finished.
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My whole family… no… my whole town now believes in Jesus.
The Son of God, who commands spirits with a word.
The Savior of the world.
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Those who suffer from schizophrenia and other psychotic illnesses
hear voices that others cannot. These voices can be foreign or familiar, often coming from multiple “entities” within the sufferer,
typically causing great distress and dysfunction.
Without an understanding of modern medicine, many diseases and
disorders were attributed to evil spirits in ancient times. However,
medical theory, particularly from the heavy Greek influence of years
past, was becoming more prevalent in the first century. Ancient
Greeks believed epilepsy was related to the moon’s cycle, which is
where the term for seizure (“seleniazomai”) comes from. It translates
literally as “moonstruck.”
Writers of the New Testament sometimes attributed an affliction to
a physical cause and sometimes to a spiritual cause. The Bible seems
to make it clear that the man called Legion was terribly demonized
by many unclean spirits (a full Roman legion consisted of about
5000 soldiers)1 and that the boy with seizures was possessed by “a
spirit that makes him speechless”.2 Whether cases of demon possession
in ancient times had underlying medical causes, or whether modern
medical disorders actually have spiritual connections, can never be
fully known.
Only God himself knows the truth.

STUDY QUESTIONS: LEGION
1. Psychosis is hearing voices that others cannot hear (auditory
hallucinations), which interfere with normal functioning.
However, some people claim to hear God’s voice regularly
but still function quite normally. Have you ever heard
1
2

Mark 5:2-3; Luke 8:27
Mark 9:17
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voices speaking to you? Where did they come from?
2. Are demons real? Can they possess people? Or is that just
how ancient civilizations explained medical problems and
mental illness?
3. How in debt to God are you?
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5
JAIRUS

CAPERNAUM, GALILEE. OCTOBER, 68 AD.

An old man sits wrapped in his favorite chair by the fire. He’s surrounded by an odd collection of people: relatives, neighbors, slaves,
soldiers, pastors, sinners. This is ekklesia, a gathering of the early
Christian church. They’ve gathered to hear the old man’s story, his
testimony.

It’s a secret gathering, because it’s illegal to profess faith in Jesus as
the Messiah. Some of the brothers have already been arrested. Many
have been beaten. Homes and property confiscated. Families divided.
A few even executed. And such meetings are hot targets for the religious authorities.
Nevertheless, over 100 people are packed into this old man’s home
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to hear him speak. Their eyes are wide and hearts are open.
He begins…

My name is Jairus. This is the story of the greatest day of
my life, the day everything changed. It happened 40 years ago,
in late October, in this very town, in this very house.
Now, when some people talk about the greatest day of their
lives, they talk about wonderful things happening, like their
wedding or the birth of their children. Or winning some great
battle or meeting some great person. For me, the greatest day of
my life certainly had victory and meeting a very important person, but it also had the worst pain I’ve ever felt, the worst loss
I’ve ever experienced.
This loss, and what happened afterward, changed the whole
course of my life.
It all started four days prior. I have three sons and one
daughter. My daughter is the youngest – she was twelve at the
time – and her name is Rebecca. We named her after the great
mother of our people, married to our father Isaac generations
ago. My wife always wanted a girl and we were both thrilled
when Rebecca came along. She always tried to keep up with her
older brothers. She made us all so happy, the sunshine in all our
lives.
But Rebecca got sick. Now, kids get sick all the time, but
this wasn’t one of those snotty-nosed colds. We could tell it was
serious when she woke up that morning. Her face was pale, even
gray, not the normal vibrant color it usually was. And her eyes,
they didn’t have that life in them anymore. She didn’t want to
eat, she could barely drink anything. That first day, she still
managed to walk around a bit. But by the second day, she was
pretty well laid up in bed. I called the physician in our town to
come assess her. He made some obnoxious concoction of oils
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and herbs, which we barely managed to get down her throat before she promptly threw it all up. I was so mad I threw him out
of the house.
Rebecca got worse.
Her sickness affected the whole household. Two of her
brothers had moved out and had families of their own, just
down the road. They came by to check on their sister constantly.
My wife and I stopped eating. Housework fell apart. I couldn’t
go to work.
I’d seen sicknesses like this before. The people who got
them never got better. They usually didn’t last very long before
they fell asleep, never to wake up.
I could see what was coming.
By the third day, I called another doctor from a different
town. He came and only had to take one look at her to know
what was going on. Although he was very kind, he said there was
nothing he could do. Rebecca was dying. I knew he was right,
but I didn’t want to believe it.
After he left, I started to lose my mind. I felt nauseous in
my gut and panicked in my chest, like my heart was coming up
into my throat. My wife wept all day. Our daughter was fading,
and nobody could save her.
However, always present in the back of my mind was one
thing I hadn’t tried yet.
A man had been wandering around Galilee. Judea and Decapolis too. Come to think of it, I heard he even went through
Samaria. The nerve of him. His name was Jesus, a radical
teacher. He had all kinds of people with him, riff-raff mostly.
It seemed that the whole country was divided on whether
Jesus was truly the Messiah. The Jewish leaders said no, but the
general public said yes. A group of us synagogue leaders traveled
down to Jerusalem to seek the ruling of the High Priest on the
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matter. The whole Council was vehemently opposed to Jesus’
teaching. Not a surprise. But they couldn’t explain his miracles.
As the arguing escalated, things got ugly. We ended up nearly
carrying one of our own out of there.
Jesus was lighting the whole world on fire.
I remember the first time I saw him. He was walking down
the road near Capernaum. Jesus was often in the area. He’d had
his disciples with him, if that’s what you’d call them. A real
mish-mash of men. Crowds followed him wherever he went.
There were beggars, kids, women, donkeys. A total disaster.
Complete disorganization.
Then, in the midst of the mayhem, was Jesus himself.
The first thing I noticed about him was how ordinary he
looked. He was wearing ordinary clothes. He had ordinary hair
and an ordinary face. He was telling ordinary stories about ordinary things – farming, fishing, slaves, money – but somehow
he made it all come alive. It was like his words had a life of their
own.
He joked with his friends. He played games with kids. He
walked around like the whole world belonged to him.

How did this man get so happy? He’s got nothing! He’s a
total sham!
But he taught with power, convincing the hordes that there
was something to what he was saying. I didn’t understand it, but
I couldn’t refute it. It was so frustrating.
Then there were the miracles. Everyone brought their sick
and dying relatives to him. And somehow (I assumed by the
power of the Devil) he would heal them.
I even saw it happen with my own eyes. I was with him in
a house one day as he taught. He was healing all sorts of people,
even those on death’s door. Lepers, lunatics, cripples, the blind.
There were so many people coming to see him that the house
was packed, with even more pressing in from the outside, hoping
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to get in.
Then, in the midst of it all, the roof started crumbling
above us. We looked up to see a man-made hole gradually widening. Four men were expertly taking apart the roof. Then, when
the hole was big enough, they lowered a cot down through the
roof. It was practically on top of us.
The whole scene was a mess, with clay and straw from
above falling all over the inside of the house. A cripple was laying on the cot, looking helplessly at Jesus. The four men, his
friends on the roof, were shouting down at us, “Please, teacher,
heal him!”
Strangely, Jesus didn’t heal him right away.
“Your sins are forgiven,” he said to the cripple.
His words enraged me.
There were many of us Pharisees and scribes in the house,
sitting in our places of prominence to discuss Jesus’ theology, or
lack thereof. He had been speaking blasphemy by forgiving sins
and thereby making himself equal with God.

Do you think you’re better than us, you nutcase?! Only God
can forgive sins!
Things got heated as our argument escalated. But Jesus
stayed cool. I’ll never forget what he said next: “Which is harder,
to say your sins are forgiven or tell a cripple to get up and walk?”
Then he said, “So you’ll know that the Son of Man has
authority to forgive sins –” and he turned to the cripple and
said, “I tell you, get up, pick up your cot and walk.”
And that’s exactly what the cripple did.
Turns out, the man on the cot had been a craftsman. He
and his four friends had all apprenticed under the same master,
then later entered business together. I assumed this was how they
knew how to take apart the roof so proficiently. Unfortunately,
a large stone came loose on one of their building projects years
prior. The man managed to push his friends clear of the danger,
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but couldn’t save himself. The stone crushed his spine and broke
his legs. Even though the bones healed, albeit with obvious deformity, his legs never moved again. Muscles shrank with disuse,
so that his lower limbs were nothing but pale skin and frail
bones by the time he showed up in front of us, carried by his
four loyal friends to be healed by Jesus.
After Jesus’ words, we watched as crippled legs straightened
out right there in front of us. His flesh filled out inside his skin,
as healthy and strong as a young man’s. I’d never seen anything
like it, and haven’t since. I literally could not believe my eyes.
But they didn’t lie. He was healed, instantly.
Ecstatic, the man jumped up, picked up his cot, and pushed
his way through the crowd and out the door. At the same time,
cheering erupted from the rooftop as his friends witnessed the
miraculous healing and raced down to meet him. They celebrated like crazy out in the courtyard, each of them embracing,
weeping, and shouting thanks back toward the house.
Eventually, the five friends made their way back home, rejoicing arm in arm. And they didn’t even have the decency to fix
the roof.
Weeks later, I still heard that story repeated in the market,
people whispering it under their breath. They couldn’t speak to
me about it, because our official stance on Jesus was that of a
heretic.
You see, I ran the synagogue here in Capernaum. I studied
the Law for years and worked my way up. Like most of my colleagues, I took my job very seriously. All of us synagogue leaders
– in consultation with the other Pharisees, the lawyers, the
scribes, and even some of the Sadducees – decided together that
we couldn’t have anything to do with Jesus. He was stirring up
the people and he was blasphemous. He was blatantly rude to
us. Yes, us! God’s representatives! You should’ve heard the trash
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that came out of his mouth. Disgraceful. The Council in Jerusalem even sent out a letter stating that anyone who claimed
Jesus was the Son of God or the Messiah would be
aposynagogos, excommunicated from the synagogue. That policy was adopted throughout Galilee and the rest of the Jewish
world.
So there I was, stuck between a rock and a hard place. My
beautiful daughter Rebecca had been sick for three days. She
was dying and nobody could heal her. But this teacher, Jesus,
healed those who couldn’t be healed. It nagged at me. I was sure
I’d lose my job if I went to see him.
But I had to. I couldn’t let her die.
It was the morning of the fourth day of Rebecca’s sickness.
My daughter was on death’s door. Unmoving, she couldn’t even
speak. Breathing was shallow and fast. Pale skin, burning with
fever. Sunken eyes.
As I said, Jesus was often in the area, amongst the towns
and cities around the Sea of Galilee. But the most recent report
was that he had sailed over to the other side. So even if I wanted
to, I wouldn’t be able to board a boat, cross over, find him, and
bring him back in time to save Rebecca.
There was no way.
With great dismay, I realized it was hopeless. My daughter
was going to die. We couldn’t do anything about it. My wife
was beside Rebecca’s bed, mopping her forehead constantly,
tears streaming down her face. Both of them were unable to eat
or drink – my daughter because of her sickness, my wife because
of her grief.
Relatives were coming. People were already starting to plan
the funeral.
This was it. The end.
I didn’t realize at the time that this was the start of the
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greatest day of my life.
But it got worse before it got better.
Some of the neighbors had sent word to the “mourners” in
town. These people prey on others’ tragedy. I knew the usual
crowd. Musicians, women from the marketplace, old men with
nothing better to do. They come and gather anytime someone
dies, or is about to die. They wail incessantly, throwing dust,
ripping their clothes. Then, when it’s all over, they expect you
to buy new clothes for them. Publicly mourning and creating a
ruckus, that’s all they do. Some people even pay them for it.
I knew we should mourn. There would be plenty of that
coming. But sometimes when you lose someone you love, the
last thing you want is a public affair.
The mourners were starting to loiter. They knew today was
the day.
I couldn’t be in my house. I just couldn’t. So I took off.
I left for the market. I made some excuse about having to
buy bread, or eggs, or whatever. I can’t remember what I said. I
don’t even remember walking there. I was in a daze the whole
time, alone in my despair. People still greeted me, perhaps not
realizing what was going on back at home. I even half-heartedly
greeted them back, but I was a shell of a man.
And then I heard his name.
“Jesus! Jesus is back! He’s down by the shore.”
I came alive.
There’s nothing more powerful than hope. Hope can stir
you to do things you never thought you could. It can push you
on, beyond all energy and collapse, with the anticipation that
something can possibly change, that something positive can happen.
I headed straight for the shore. At first I walked, then I
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walked faster, powering down the slope. Then I was jogging.
And then I was running, then sprinting, because I knew Rebecca
could breathe her last at any moment.
I hadn’t run in years. I lead a synagogue, for God’s sake. I
don’t run for anyone or anything. But on that day, that terrible
day, I ran. I gathered up my robes in my arms and kicked up the
dust behind me as fast as I possibly could. I turned a lot of heads
as I raced down the road toward the Sea, red-faced and gasping
for breath.

When did running get so difficult?!
What an absurd thought when your daughter is so near to
death. But my old bones weren’t moving like they used to. I
could feel the extra weight I’d put on (as any prosperous man
should) pounding on my joints with every step. Everything hurt,
from my aching lungs to my creaking knees. My body tried to
move faster than my feet could carry me and I nearly tumbled
down the slope in my desperation to reach him.
But still I ran.
When I came over the crest of the hill and looked down
onto the shore, there was just a handful of people gathered beside a few boats. But Jesus was there among them! He was sitting
with his disciples, not a care in the world, chatting with the
crowd forming around him.
The final sprint down the hill was frantic.
I finally got to him, gasping for breath, sweat pouring down
my face. Dust was all over me. Jesus patiently waited while I
gasped out my plea.
“My daughter…
… sick, and…
… dying…
… come …

please…

now…”

The crowd was shocked at the sight of me. Rabbis don’t
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run. They’re not dusty and desperate. The old ladies would gossip about this for years.
But I didn’t care. How could I? I was staring at the Man
himself, my only hope.
And he was smiling.

Really Jesus? How can you be happy at a time like this? Is
this some sort of a joke to you?!
Not laughing, just quietly smiling. Smiling with his eyes. It
was like he was wondering when I’d finally show up.
I don’t remember bowing down, but the next thing I knew,
my face was in the dust at Jesus’ feet. Tears were falling down
onto the ground. I was grabbing onto his dirty feet, pressing my
face into his ankles. I opened my tear-filled eyes and saw that
his feet and worn-out sandals were caked in layers of dirt.

Jesus! Your feet are filthy! Don’t your disciples wash those
for you?
Another ridiculous thought. It’s funny what you notice in
such times.
My breath was finally starting to come back.
“Jesus! Lord! Please come! My little daughter is about to
die! Please lay your hands on her so she can be saved and live!”
I couldn’t stop crying, desperate for her salvation.
Jesus looked pleased with the request. Was he pleased with
my desperation or with my sincerity? Or with the ridiculous picture of my suffering? I didn’t care. I’d look like a fool if it saved
my little girl.
I saw Jesus’ disciples standing there, staring at me.

Is that one of the tax collector’s sons with them? What’s he
doing following Jesus?
The disciples had obviously seen this sort of thing many
times before – desperate, humiliating begging for healing. They
all just looked from Jesus to me and back again.
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I looked at him too, standing above me. My vision was
blurry from all the dust and the crying. But I looked up into his
face, into his eyes.
He was still smiling as he looked down at me.
“Take me there,” he said.
We couldn’t get there fast enough, but news about Jesus’
arrival had spread faster. People were already coming down from
the town, from the countryside. Hillbillies, riff-raff, and commoners all over the place.

Ah! Get out of the way!
I had Jesus’ arm in my hand as I half-dragged him back up
the hill into town. But we had a long way to go, through town,
including the marketplace, to get to my house.
His disciples were behind us. Crowds pressed around us.
Everyone wanted to touch Jesus. The sick were everywhere,
reaching out to be healed. But none of them was as sick as Rebecca. They were broken, but not as broken as my daughter.
Jesus stopped every five paces to heal someone, to speak an
encouraging word, to touch a baby, to kiss the elderly.

Jesus! For God’s sake! Don’t you realize my daughter is dying!
I had to drag him away from them.
When we finally got into the center of town, it was chaos.
People were shouting, bringing everyone to come and see Jesus,
to touch him. His popularity was killing me, was killing Rebecca!
Then, all of a sudden, Jesus stops. In the middle of the market, in the middle of the road. He turns around and says, “Who
touched my clothes?”

You fool! There are people pressing all around us, grabbing
at you in all directions! And you want to know who touched
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your clothes?!
I thought this, but didn’t speak it. I was too exasperated.
Fortunately, his disciples put my thoughts into words, although
more politely.
“Master, how can you say, ‘Who touched me?’ when you
see the crowds pressing in on you?”

Me! I’m touching you! I’ve got my hand around your arm!
I’m pulling your jacket! It’s me! Now come on!
But he was steadfast.
“Someone touched me, because I felt power go out from
me.”
In the midst of the crowd, a woman came forward. She fell
down at his feet, not unlike the way I had just fallen down in
front of him.
I recognized her, but I didn’t know her name. She wasn’t in
town much.
She was an outcast.
The woman before us was in her mid-twenties. Never been
married, no kids. She couldn’t be married, because she had pains
and had bled continuously since the time that girls typically start
their monthly flow. Twelve years straight. The same physicians
that couldn’t heal Rebecca couldn’t heal her either. But despite
their past failures, she was still a frequent client in her hopeless
quest for healing. As soon as she somehow scraped enough
money together, she paid for another doctor, for another ridiculous concoction of oils and herbs. She tried various
combinations of silphium, posca, exotic animal broth, snake
venom, even blood. You name it and she’s probably consumed
it. But nothing had ever made her better.
Because of her bleeding, she was unclean and the Law forbade her from coming into the synagogue. In fact, she couldn’t
be touched by anyone without making that person unclean as
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well. Moses’ Law stated it clearly. And, because she was perpetually unclean, she couldn’t be married. She couldn’t be touched
or kissed (or other things) without making her husband unclean.
So she lived by herself on the outskirts of town. Her family had
built her a little shack and brought her a basket of food once a
week.
I remember when she showed up at the synagogue a few
years prior and said, “My bleeding has stopped. I’m better now.”
I was surprised, and not a little skeptical. Most people are
full of joy, bubbling over with relief and excitement when they
get healed from a chronic illness and are able to rejoin the community. But her unsmiling face said otherwise.
“I’ve already bathed and I’ve purified myself,” she said. “All
my sacrifices are done.”
Despite my skepticism, I took her at her word. She rejoined
the synagogue. But even before the service started, there was an
odor. Her blood. You could smell it. Then blood was on the
ground. I could see it had been running down her leg.
I don’t know what she had done to try plug it up, but it
obviously hadn’t worked.
I felt bad for her, but there was nothing we could do. She
had to leave. I was about to quietly move over to her and break
the news, but her eyes met mine and she knew what was coming.
In her shame and embarrassment, she left the synagogue.
I hadn’t seen her since.
And now, here she was again, face down in the dirt, in front
of Jesus, in the midst of the crowd. Every second she took of
Jesus’ time was a second that Rebecca was closer to death.
I wanted to yell, to kick her out of the way, even if it made
me unclean.

Move it, woman!
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But she was shaking terribly. I’d never seen someone so
scared in all my life. All I could do was stop and stare at her,
paralyzed by some invisible force as I watched it all play out.
In her trembling, she fell down in front of Jesus and cried
out her story, her shame on display for the whole crowd. She
exclaimed that she’d tried everything: physicians and witch doctors, bathing and rituals, elixirs and sorcery. But nothing
worked, nothing stopped the bleeding.
That is, until she touched Jesus. Then she knew she was
instantly healed. She could feel it.
The woman was barely holding herself together, shaking
with fear. But Jesus looked down at her the same way he had
looked down at me. Smiling.
“Courage, daughter,” he said. “Your faith has saved you.
Go in peace. Be healed of your suffering.”
At these words, she completely broke down. Collapsed in a
heap with her face in the earth, she wept for all she was worth.
But her wails weren’t full of sorrow anymore, like her many tears
before. They were wails of joy, rising up to the heavens.
I’ll never forget her voice. And I’ll never forget the day soon
afterward when she came back to the synagogue. Clean. Actually
clean, not just pretending. To assume her rightful place in the
community.
But as she fell down crying on that day, the greatest and
worst day of my life, a servant came from my house. He leaned
in and quietly spoke the words that tore my world apart.
“Your daughter has just died. Don’t trouble the teacher anymore.”
My heart came up into my chest, into my throat. Now it
was my turn to collapse in a weeping heap on the ground. My
legs got weak as the life that was bound to Rebecca left this
world.
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It’s too late. These stupid people blocked the way. I waited
too long. I couldn’t get Jesus to Rebecca quick enough!
I fell onto my knees, onto the smelly muck of the marketplace. But just as I was slumping further downward, Jesus caught
my arm, holding me up this time.
“Don’t be afraid. Just believe and she’ll be saved.”

What? What do you mean? It’s too late, Jesus! Don’t torture me further.
But somewhere, somehow, there was that hope again.
Once again – slower this time, more like a death march –
we made our way to my home.
Outside the gate, I could hear the mourners in full swing.
Wailing. The musicians were playing their flutes. People were
throwing dust. It was chaos, the sound and commotion spilling
out into the street. The house was packed with relatives, friends,
and neighbors, all hugging, weeping, and bustling about. A
heartbreaking scene. Unfazed, Jesus dove headfirst into the
throng, leading the rest of us into the aule, the courtyard. And
in the midst of it, Jesus started yelling.
“What’s all this fuss and crying? Stop it! Get out! The child
hasn’t died. She’s asleep!”
A moment of shock, then the dam burst open and everyone
started laughing. Laughing! I didn’t know how anyone could
laugh when a girl – my girl! – had just died.
Jesus shook his head, annoyed. But then he started herding
people outside like he owned the place. The mourners resisted
at first, but Jesus was persistent. His disciples joined in and set
up a barrier of sorts to keep the circus at bay.
It was then that I noticed my wife standing in the doorway,
looking dazed. A dozen women were gathered around to comfort her as she softly sobbed. Her hair was a mess, her eyes red
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and puffy. When she saw me, she stumbled over and fell into
my chest.
“Where were you?!” she said. “How could you leave me?!”
Tears flowed down my face. I felt terrible. I’d left at the
worst possible time.
As courtyard emptied, Jesus pulled three of his disciples
aside and told them to stay close. Then he said to me, “Come.”
Taking my arm, Jesus gently led me and my wife into the
house, with the three disciples following us in.
Jesus had never been in my home before, but it wasn’t hard
for him to find which room Rebecca was in.

Rebecca, you’re not in any room. You’re not here anymore.
Jesus followed the silence. When someone dies, their body
remains in the quietest part of the house. I didn’t have to show
him the way. He walked me, pulled me, toward the only door
that was closed. I didn’t want to go. I thought that if I never saw
her without life, she wouldn’t actually be dead.
My sons were outside the door, speechless. They were devastated at Rebecca’s loss, but also shocked at the sight of me
arm in arm with Jesus. They knew that I shouldn’t be seen with
this radical teacher. My oldest was studying to be a rabbi as well.
Even though Rebecca had just died, we both knew that Jesus
being in our house could be the end of our careers.
Consequences aside, I was resigning myself to the inevitable. One foot in front of the other, Jesus led us into the room.
I saw my first dead body early in my training. I’d never seen
one before then. I’d just been called by Gamaliel weeks prior. It
was such an honor to be chosen, as a teenager, to be a disciple
of the great Rabbi.
Someone in the city had died, a godly old woman. Gamaliel
didn’t make house calls anymore – there were just too many to
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do – so he sent his disciples instead. Therefore, I was sent to
pray with and comfort the mourning family.
As I walked into the room, there wasn’t any smell of death
yet, just a frail old woman, lying eerily on a bed. Nothing can
prepare you for seeing a corpse for the first time. The first thing
you notice is the stillness. It takes you a while to comprehend
what the stillness is, that the chest isn’t moving with each breath.
The next thing you notice is the gray skin, a color not compatible with life. This old woman’s skin was ashen and pale; hair
was wispy and white. Her eyes were open just a crack, completely glazed over. They didn’t move either. She had lived a
long life. Her death wasn’t unexpected.
I did my best to pray with the family, but it was so surreal,
being in the same room as a body with no life, seeing the shell
of a person, knowing their spirit was somewhere else entirely.
I’ve since seen many who were dead, or nearly dead – men
and women, but especially children. Sometimes the sickness
comes on suddenly, sometimes over months. But they all look
the same in the end. Pale, hollow cheeks, cracked lips, glassyeyed. Breathing gets shallow and less frequent, movement in general subsides. The once lively person basically becomes a corpse
that’s barely managing to breathe a few wisps of air, until those
too become still.
In my line of work, when death is at hand, families – especially parents – want me present. Because of what I represent,
because of who I represent. They want God there to carry the
soul away when the body finally fails. They want some sort of
hope to grasp onto. I don’t blame them. Nothing makes any
sense when you lose a child.
I’ve seen many dead bodies in my duties.
But never of my own children.
Now I was looking down at the body of my daughter. My
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beautiful daughter, a shell of the vibrant girl she had been just
last week. She looked like all the other corpses I’d seen before.
Her eyes were half open, unmoving, glazed over. Her skin was
gray, with none of the color it had before. There was no breath
in her chest. She was completely still.
I could tell immediately she wasn’t there anymore.
Seeing our lifeless daughter again, my wife collapsed into
my arms, sobbing. I was half-holding her up, but barely had the
strength to stand on my own two feet. Tears flowed fresh down
my face. The three disciples who had come in with us had no
idea what to do. It was quite awkward. Despairingly so.
For whatever reason, I looked over at Jesus. He was smiling
again, staring at Rebecca. I was so puzzled by his expression,
and so shocked by the inappropriateness of it, that I again
couldn’t speak.
Ignoring us all, he moved over and sat on the edge of Rebecca’s bed. He took her lifeless hand in his, then he leaned over
her head until his mouth was next to her ear. In a voice barely
audible, he whispered.

“Talitha kum.”
We all knew what he was saying. It was Aramaic, and all
Jews know that language, although it’s not spoken much anymore.
I got angry.

Raca! You fool! You’ve come here to mock us?! You could
heal the sick, but nobody can raise the dead!
Fire rose up inside me, a righteous rage bursting out. I was
just about to grab him by the back of the neck and throw him
out of my house. But before I could move, I heard – we all heard
– the faintest indrawing of a breath.
All eyes turned to my daughter. Rebecca’s chest moved. Before my very eyes, her face changed from the pale gray of death
to the pink golden-brown that it once was.
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Alive?! It’s not possible!
Rebecca opened her eyes. They were full of life! Then she
looked at Jesus as if she’d just woken up from a nap! She was
confused to see a strange man sitting on the edge of her bed, but
she wasn’t scared. Jesus, still holding her hand, helped her sit up.
By this time, my wife had turned around to watch Rebecca’s
resurrection. Seeing her sit up, she dove headlong at my daughter and nearly knocked her over in a desperate embrace. Oh, the
cry out of that woman’s mouth! The tears started falling fresh.
Rebecca got scooped up in her mother’s arms, and my wife wept
like she’s never wept before.

Alive! She’s really alive!
I collapsed on the ground, again. Nobody bothered to catch
me this time – all were caught up in the miracle they’d just witnessed. Hot tears rained down on the floor. I crawled, bawling,
towards the bed and pulled myself up and around my girls.
The disciples’ jaws were open. Jesus stood up from the bedside, having been pushed aside by our embrace. He was wiping
tears from his own eyes, his smile now beaming.
The darkest day of my life was now streaming with light. I
reached up and held Rebecca’s face in my hands and gazed into
her eyes.
“Oh my dear girl, I love you! I thought I’d lost you! Oh
God, praise the Lord! Alive!”
Kisses. More desperate hugs.
“I love you too!” she said in her perfect, sweet voice. “But
what are we all crying about!”
The disciples laughed out loud. My wife and I bawled
again. Jesus did both, ever smiling.
Then, like any twelve-year-old girl, she said, “I’m hungry.”
Now we all laughed.
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By this time my sons had burst into the room. They’d been
listening closely outside but thought the laughter they were
hearing was hysterical weeping. Finally, after their sister’s voice
came through the door, they erupted into the room and fell all
over each other just inside the doorway. At the sight of Rebecca
alive and smiling, they piled their bodies on top of us and the
weeping started again.
The disciples looked ready to go. Jesus was with them, but
before they left, he pulled me aside, away from my tangled weeping laughing mess of a family. He looked into my eyes, quite
serious now.
“Give her something to eat, and make sure nobody hears
about this.”
Still shocked, I barely managed to stutter, “Yes, sir. Of
course, sir… Lord.”
He turned and nodded to his disciples.
Then they were gone.
As you can see, this was the greatest day of my life. I went
from the lowest low to the highest high. But that was just the
beginning of how the course of my life so unexpectedly changed.
Soon afterward, I lost my job.
The only passion I’d ever known was Moses’ Law. I’d committed my whole life to studying it, memorizing it, and
interpreting it. But after Rebecca’s anastasis, her resurrection,
the Council gathered an emergency meeting to discuss my case.
They’d obviously heard the story – the news spread like wildfire,
despite our best efforts at keeping it quiet. The Council decided
that my sons and I could no longer represent the Law of Moses
in the synagogue. We could remain members, but only if we
denounced Jesus’ miracle and publicly rejected him as the Messiah.
However, after encountering God like that, through Jesus,
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there was no way back. After Rebecca’s death and resurrection,
I was never the same. I was sold out to Jesus no matter what.

Aposynagogos. We were excommunicated, and I sunk very
low. For weeks I moped around the house, not knowing what
to do.

How will I support my family? What will my relatives
think?
The Law was my life. And now it was gone.

Was all that training for nothing?!
I started drinking. A lot. I was perpetually drunk, and I
would sleep past noon, hungover every day, then hit the wine
again as soon as I woke up. Nobody could cheer me up or talk
any sense into me.
It was a dark time. I don’t even know how long it lasted. I
escaped one nightmare and found myself in a whole new one.
I’d just received the miracle resurrection of my daughter, but I
couldn’t get over the loss of the Law and my livelihood. When
I ran to find Jesus at the seashore, I didn’t realize what it would
cost me. I got my daughter back but felt like I lost my whole
life.
But, to be honest, even in those dark days, I knew I’d do it
all again. No man can watch his child die and do nothing. I’m
no exception.
The thing that changed it all was advice from the most unexpected source.
I was sitting in the pantry late one morning, hung over
again. I hadn’t bathed in days. I was even more depressed (if that
was even possible) because the wine was all gone. Face down on
the rough table, I moaned about needing a drink. No self-respect
left, just misery.
Then Rebecca came in and sat on my knee. She put her
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arms around my neck and kissed my cheek.

God bless you, child. My breath must be dreadful.
“Abba, why are you so sad? Aren’t you happy I’m alive?”
I laughed, as much as I could laugh with a splitting headache, and started to reply.
“Of course, my dear, but…”
She cut me off before I could finish.
“What about that man that made me better? Couldn’t he
give you a job?”
I laughed again, sarcastically this time.
“Oh Rebecca, I can’t… uh… he doesn’t…”
I trailed off, speechless. I’m never speechless. I was about to
explain to her that I couldn’t go to him because of the Law, and
because of the blasphemy, and because everyone thought he was
aligned with the Devil and his demons.
But the truth hit me like lightning. The darkness fell away
and my mind was instantly transformed.
I knew what I had to do.
I got up. I cleaned up. And I went to find Jesus.
It didn’t take long to find him. Again. But this time, after I
found him, I didn’t leave.
I was there when he entered Jerusalem for the last time. I
witnessed his trials. I was there when he died. When 120 of us
were gathered behind closed doors, I was there when he appeared. I was there when the Holy Spirit descended and lit us
all on fire, which lit the whole world on fire.
I’ve been following him ever since.
Now, decades later, I’m nearing the end of my time here on
earth. I don’t know how I’ve survived this long. Like many of
you, I’ve suffered through years of oppression at the hand of the
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Jews because of my faith. My wife has long since passed away,
having believed in Jesus years ago, since the day she saw her
daughter come back to life. She’s waiting for me on the other
side. And I go there soon.
I lost my daughter, then I got her back. I lost my job, but I
found a new calling.
My name is Jairus, and now you know the story of the
greatest day of my life. The day everything changed.
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Persecution of the Christian church began shortly after its formation
around 30 AD. The Jews, whose religion dominated Palestine, and
later the Romans, who controlled the Mediterranean world at the
time, both contributed to this mistreatment. The Bible records that
Christians were imprisoned,1 beaten,2 had their property confiscated,3 and were even executed4 for their beliefs. As a result, many
believers fled their homes5 and were forced to meet in secret.
However, despite the oppression, the church continued to expand exponentially,6 spreading throughout the Roman Empire and beyond.

STUDY QUESTIONS: JAIRUS
1. Have you had something bad happen to you that actually
turned out to be good?
2. What are three specific prayers that God has answered for
you in your lifetime?
3. Have you ever thought that God was punishing you?

1

Acts 12:3-5; Acts 16:23-24; Hebrews 13:3
Acts 5:40-41; 2 Corinthians 11:25-25
3 Hebrews 10:34
4 Acts 7:57-60; Acts 12:2
5
Acts 8:1-4; Acts 11:19
6
Acts 2:41,47; Acts 5:14; Acts 6:7
2
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LEVI

CAPERNAUM, GALILEE. NOVEMBER, 29 AD.

A letter has arrived today at the home of Alphaeus, an old man who
still works as the chief tax collector in the fishing town of Capernaum. It has come from his youngest son, Levi, who has been absent
for over a year, having abruptly abandoned his family and livelihood. Alphaeus’ eyesight has long since deteriorated, so his oldest
son opens the letter after dinner. With the whole family anxiously
gathered around, and many of the servants eavesdropping at the
doorway, the letter is read aloud…
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Father,
Because of my prolonged absence, I thought it best to
write to you to explain why I may never come home. I owe you
that much.
This is now the third messenger you’ve sent me. My
other letters were so brief because I didn’t exactly know
what was going on in my heart at the time or where I was
going with all this. But the longer I’m away, and the more I’m
around this great teacher, Jesus, I see how he holds the
words of eternal life within himself. I don’t see myself being
capable of anything except following him.
But before I get into that, I want to apologize for leaving
the tollbooth the way I did. It was clear that the clerks
were absolutely dumbfounded with my abrupt departure. But
after Jesus came by and told me to get up and follow him, it
was like a supernatural force commanded my limbs to start
moving. I didn’t even have a chance to think about it. I was
right in the middle of settling accounts ~ money on the table,
papers everywhere ~ when I knew I needed to leave
immediately. And then, much to your irritation, I brought Jesus
and all his followers home for an impromptu feast. Again, I
apologize for the trouble I caused. I really can’t explain what
came over me, except that I followed my heart, as silly as
that may seem.
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However, as you probably suspect, my sudden departure
was actually a long time coming.

One thing I’ve always admired about you, Father, is how
you made something from nothing. Your father started out as a
poor farmer, and you watched him struggle and sweat in the
field his whole life. Long ago, you decided that your sons
would never have to live through what you did. So from an
early age, you committed yourself to education, to
mathematics, to the Law, and to honesty. Through hard work
and determination, you became the leading tax collector of
Capernaum ~ an impressive feat, given that most in our line of
work inherit their positions. All of your sons, myself included,
were gifted with the opportunity to have steady employment,
a good income, a loving family, and an education that was
second to none.
However, despite all the privilege, despite the amazing
world you built for all of us, I always felt there must be
something more to life. We’ve discussed this before. It’s not
that I didn’t find the work important, I just never felt like it
was my calling. My older brothers are probably rolling their
eyes and shaking their heads right now, thinking I’m an
absolute fool. I had the job of a lifetime, supported by a godly
family, and it seems as if I’ve thrown it all away. I think your
reaction, which started out as shock, quickly turned into
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anger. And now, judging from your most recent letter, your
anger has matured into deep sorrow.
I remember you telling me about the same reactions your
own father had toward you when you told him you didn’t want
to be a farmer. You said you wanted to be an accountant,
which you both knew would most likely turn into collecting
taxes for the Romans. You didn’t let Grandpa’s anger and
disappointment deter you from following your dream, because
you knew in your heart that you could never be truly happy
following in his footsteps. You also knew that there were
riches and honor elsewhere, just waiting for you to discover.
And now, Father, I feel the same way. Collecting taxes
isn’t for me. There are riches and honor in following Jesus
beyond what we know in this world. Just like your father
could never imagine the type of life that you have now, you
can’t possibly imagine how wonderful my new life is!

Let me explain. We met a rich man one day, about my age.
In fact, the similarities between us were endless, although he
was a lot wealthier than we are. He came to see Jesus on a
caravan of camels, dressed in golden sea silk. His beard was
neatly trimmed, fingernails cleaned. Quite the contrast to the
rest of us.
“Teacher,” he said, “What must I do to get eternal life?”
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He looked like he already knew the answer. Maybe he
had asked around, because when Jesus gave his standard
answer of obeying the commandments and loving your neighbor,
the man smiled. He’d been expecting this.
“I’ve done all this. What else do I have to do?”
I think in his heart he was sincere. He wanted to know
how else he could serve God with some great task, or
building project, or international diplomacy. But Jesus had other
ideas. He flipped this young man’s world upside down.
“If you really want treasure in heaven, go and sell
everything you have and give it all away to the poor. And
come follow me.”
I was standing right beside Jesus when he said this. I
knew he wasn’t just speaking to that young man, he was
speaking to me.
The smile quickly faded from the man’s face. He looked
like he’d been punched in the gut. Letting go of his wealth
was the one thing he was unable to do. He made all sorts of
other offers: to finance our trips, to introduce us to powerful
people, even to take us to Rome! He got more and more
desperate in his pleas. But Jesus just stood there, silently
watching him. There was nothing more to be said. Eventually,
the man gathered up his entourage and wandered away,
completely dejected. He came to Jesus sincerely to find life
and fulfillment, but he didn’t like what he heard.
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After he left, Jesus turned to face us all, but he was
looking straight at me. No, he was looking through me.
“How hard is it for the rich to enter the kingdom of
heaven? It’s harder than putting a camel through the eye of a
needle.”
Can you imagine that?! The biggest animal through the
smallest opening. We all laughed nervously.
“It’s impossible,” we said. “It can’t be done.”
But what’s impossible with man is possible with God. Jesus
fed 5000 people with a boy’s lunch. He heals the sick daily.
Storms are calmed at his word! I get the sense that nothing’s
beyond him. We’re blown away by what he says and does every
day we’re with him!
But I think there’s still so much more to come.

You’re probably wondering how we even manage to pay our
own taxes. There’s the poll tax, the Temple tax, highway tolls,
land taxes (we don’t have any land, so that one doesn’t apply).
Someone asked Jesus about all this once.
“Teacher, should we pay taxes to Caesar?”
What a controversial question. As you well know, everyone
hates taxes, especially to the Romans. I think we all saw that
the question was a trap, to accuse him of treason against the
Romans or blasphemy against God, depending on his answer.
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But Jesus wouldn’t be trapped. He asked for a denarius,
the most common of coins.
“Whose face is on this coin?” he asked. It was obviously
Caesar’s. “Give to Caesar what’s Caesar’s, and give to God
what’s God’s.”
Nobody could reply to that. It was funny, because he didn’t
actually answer the question. It was yes and no, the perfect
answer to a sinister question.
Another time, back home in Capernaum, we were asked
about paying the two drachma Temple tax. Again, someone
wanted to stir up trouble, not an uncommon occurrence. But
instead of asking Jesus directly and getting another roundabout
answer, he asked Peter.
Peter, who often speaks before thinking, said, “Of
course!” But then he realized we hadn’t actually paid the two
drachmas in a while.
So Peter went to Jesus, but Jesus just smiled and asked
him who kings collect taxes from, sons or strangers. Well, of
course, sons of the king never pay taxes, because they’re a
part of the family. You only collect tax from your subjects. It
was like Jesus was saying he was exempt because he was part
of God’s family, which was extended to all of us as well.
Again, the perfect answer. Nobody wants to start a riot by
speaking inflammatory words about taxes. God knows we’ve
had enough of those.
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Then Jesus tells Peter, “However, so we don’t cause
them to trip, go to the sea and throw in a hook. Take the
first fish that comes up and when you open its mouth, you’ll
find a shekel. Take it and give it to them for you and for
me.”
It was absurd! It would’ve been laughable if Jesus wasn’t
so serious about it. Peter was taken aback at first, but he’s
the kind of man who’s always looking for an excuse to go
fishing. Off he went. I don’t know where he got the fishing
gear, but the next thing we knew, he comes running back,
fish in hand. I thought he was awfully excited over a fish that
was barely longer than a cubit.
But we soon saw what he was so thrilled about. There, in
his other hand, he was holding a shekel, enough Temple tax
for the two of them.
“Teacher, teacher!” he was shouting. “I can’t believe it!
You were right! I’ve caught thousands of fish in my lifetime,
but never have I found money in any of them!”
That’s just how Jesus is. There’s always another surprise.
At that point we shouldn’t have been shocked at anything.
We’d seen the glory of God here on earth, and every sort of
miracle you could imagine. So why not have money come out of
a fish’s mouth?
Peter, full of swagger, marched right past the religious
leaders and the Pharisees, straight into the synagogue
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treasury, and slapped the coin down on the table as “tax for me
and Jesus.”
Then he proceeded to march right back out of there
with his nose in the air. We laughed about that for days.

As you know, the Scriptures about the Messiah have
always fascinated me. I think I’ve memorized every verse.
And the more I’m around Jesus, the more I believe that he ~
and he alone ~ fulfills every messianic prophecy ever written.
I know many people think he’s only from Nazareth, but did you
know he was actually born in Bethlehem? That’s one of the
criteria of the Messiah! Plus, I was chatting with his mother
about his genealogy. It turns out that both she and Jesus’
father traced their lines all the way back through David to
Adam. So Jesus is genealogically David’s son through his
parents, and he’s also symbolically David’s son as the Messiah! I
wrote it all down, just in case we need to prove his lineage
one day.
In fact, I’ve been documenting much of what we do. Of
all the people who follow Jesus, I’m the one who always has a
scrap of paper and a pencil on me. I’m constantly writing down
the details of our adventures, people we’ve seen, miracles
performed, teaching that’ll blow your mind.
Jesus says that heaven’s kingdom is opposite to kingdoms
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of this world. The rich are poor, the strong are weak, the
leaders must be like children. Heaven’s kingdom is small now,
but, like a mustard seed, it’ll grow bigger than anything else
in the garden. Prayer, judgment, righteousness, worry,
adultery, oaths, divorce, the Sabbath ~ Jesus has redefined
everything! His teaching is amazing, even life-changing.
Father, this isn’t your typical revolution, with armed men
gathering in the wilderness to strike at their enemies. Jesus
says not to fight your enemies at all! We must love our enemies
and give them the other cheek when they strike us first.
He even says that anything a Roman soldier demands under
the Impressment Law, you should give double. Your shirt with
your jacket, your mule with your horse. Carry his gear two
miles instead of just one.
Also unlike other revolts, women and children go
everywhere with us! He treats women as equals to men, even
touching them and speaking to them in public. And children
too! Mothers put babies on his lap so he can bless them, right
in the middle of his teaching. We tried to intervene once, to
stop the interruptions, but Jesus would have none of it. “Let
the children come!”
The crowds that follow after Jesus are not exactly firstclass citizens. They’re fed beggars, healed lepers, forgiven
prostitutes, walking cripples, seeing blind men, and converted
Zealots. We have Jews, Galileans, Greeks, Romans, even
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Samaritans. You’ve never seen a more diverse collection of
people, all happily following their new radical Rabbi. Half of his
hand-picked disciples are fishermen straight from the shores
of the Sea of Galilee. And somehow, I feel completely at
home.

I don’t know if you and Jesus would get along. He doesn’t
value money very much. However, it seems like he does have
a heart for tax collectors.
Of course, most tax collectors have a bleak reputation by
association. Despite your untarnished integrity, most people still
don’t like us.
Remember Zaccheus? He was that little tax collector
from Jericho. He was one of the worst for charging extra
and pocketing the difference. Just the other day, we found
him up a tree, trying to get a glimpse of Jesus. And, just like
me, he was called out. Zaccheus was thrilled. He hosted a
huge party for us and made outrageous vows of paying back
anyone he’s ever cheated and promising to go straight. And,
believe it or not, he has! Just meeting Jesus seems to have
changed him from the inside out. You’d barely recognize him
now.
Jesus even uses tax collectors in his stories. He told one
about a Pharisee and a tax collector that went to the Temple
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to pray, but it was the tax collector who humbled himself and
repented. He was the one who left the Temple righteous
that day rather than the self-righteous Pharisee. No kidding!
Who could possibly be more righteous than a Pharisee? Well,
according to Jesus, anyone with a repentant heart.
But it’s not just tax collectors, beggars, and sinners Jesus
has a heart for ~ he’ll welcome anyone who comes with
humility. I don’t have to tell you about how he brought the
synagogue leader’s daughter back to life. You must remember
~ it all happened just down the road from our house! Jairus
was always a bit too arrogant for my liking. But I saw him
recently ~ he keeps showing up amongst the followers. Just
like Zaccheus, he’s completely different. I’ve always thought
that humility is believing that you have something to learn from
everyone. Well, that’s sure how Jairus seems now. He has a
voracious appetite for Jesus’ teaching. We all do. Now, when
Jairus prays, he’s sincere and passionate, nothing like he was
before.

After we left Zaccheus’ home in Jericho, two blind men
by the road started yelling at us. Like all blind men, all they
could do was sit by the gate or in the market and beg. A
miserable life. But when they heard Jesus was passing by,
they raised hell. Those beggars screamed, threw dust, and
frantically waved their arms ~ anything they could do to
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draw attention. What a sight! I confess that I tried to quiet
them down. But the more I rebuked their behaviour, the
wilder they got!
As Jesus passed by, he stopped and called for them. You
wouldn’t believe what happened next. The blind men ~ both
blind from birth ~ jumped to their feet, threw their coats
aside, and ran toward him! Really! Coats tossed aside! The
one valuable thing they owned, the only thing to keep them
warm at night was cast aside with no means of finding it
again. Amazing. As they ran, they tripped and fell all over
themselves, but nothing could keep them down for long. They
scrambled bruised and bleeding toward the voice of Jesus.
Their faith wasn’t lost on him.
“What do you want me to do for you?” he asked.
“Lord, Rabboni! To see again!”
Jesus reached out ~ actually quite like a blind man feeling
a face ~ and touched their eyes. Immediately they could see!
The celebration was deafening. Walking with Jesus is like a
parade of praise wherever we go. Both of them followed
after us, joining in the throng. One of them, Bartimaeus, is
still with us to this day.
This sort of thing happens daily with Jesus.

I don’t know where we’ll end up in all of this. Jesus
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keeps saying strange things about going somewhere by himself,
without us. He even talks about being killed. And frankly, he’s
made a lot of enemies since he started his ministry. I wouldn’t
be surprised if he wound up in a lot of trouble one day.
Father, I’m going to see this through to the end. I’ll
likely come home for a visit at some point, but I won’t be
collecting taxes anymore. We’re collecting souls now.
Give my love to Mom and my brothers and sisters.

Levi
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Matthew, also called Levi, was one of Jesus’ twelve apostles. He was
called to follow Jesus as he sat in his toll booth. Immediately he got
up and went with him Jesus, leaving his whole life behind.
The Gospel of Matthew, the first book of the New Testament, was
written some time in the formative years of the early church, anywhere between 50-90 AD. It’s unknown whether Matthew himself
wrote the New Testament book that bears his name. Church tradition
holds that he did, or at least that he contributed a significant amount
of eyewitness content which was later included in a more comprehensive account, one that drew heavily from Mark’s gospel as well.
Church tradition also holds that the Gospel of Matthew was originally written in Hebrew, which is fitting, since it’s known as the
most Jewish gospel.
Like many of the other disciples, Matthew travelled abroad after Jesus’ ascension, preaching Jesus as God’s son and savior of the world.
He apparently journeyed south, where he met his end: “After he had
converted to the faith Ethiopia and all Egypt, Hircanus, their king,
sent one to run him through with a spear.” 1

STUDY QUESTIONS: LEVI
1. Have you ever gone against your parents' wishes when you
thought it was the right thing to do? How did it turn out?
2. Have you ever received money unexpectedly? How did it
turn out?
3. Have you ever thought there was more to life?
4. What have you given up for Jesus?

1

Foxe’s, pg 9
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7

LAZARUS
OUTSIDE BETHANY, JUDEA. SEPTEMBER, 31 AD.
It’s harvest time, and a man is working in a field of mature white
wheat. He grasps a handful of stalks, slices them free of the ground
with his sickle, wraps a few around the bigger cluster, and sets them
behind him as he moves onto the next handful. The man is harvesting
by hand, and he does it repeatedly in one fluid motion, as he has for
many years.

Because he’s able-bodied, he’s able to get a job, even if it’s only
seasonal. Without vocational training or an education, he works as
a common laborer at whatever job he can find. He’s fortunate. Many
from his village are physically unable to work – crippled, blind, diseased, elderly, demonized – and much of what he earns each day
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goes to feeding others less fortunate. Always has. His sisters make
sure of that.
His life has never been easy, especially the last few years. But he
doesn’t complain. He’s always been a thankful man, a selfless man.
No wonder so many people showed up to his funeral.
Another harvester recognizes him and starts asking questions about
his experiences. He’s answered them all before, many times. Most of
the others are familiar with his tale, but they always look forward
to hearing it again.
So as they enjoy their lunch in the shade of the few trees, the man
begins to speak…

People are always asking me, “Hey, aren’t you the one
who died and was brought back to life by Jesus? How did
it happen? What was it like?”
Well, honestly, there’s not much to tell. I got real sick.
And then, the next thing I knew, I was waking up all
wrapped in graveclothes.
Really. That’s about it. Sick. Dead. Alive.
Well, I guess there’s a bit more to the story than that.
But it wasn’t so much my death and resurrection that
were important, but what happened afterward.

I first met Jesus because my sister Mary came home
raving about him one day.
“Lazarus! Lazarus!” she said, “You’ll never believe
who I just met!”
She was totally struck by him. But it wasn’t the normal sort of girl-crush struck. It was different. She couldn’t
stop talking about all the things he had said, how he had
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told her everything about her.
And then, when I finally met him, I was kinda struck
by him too. From the moment I met him, I knew there was
something different about him, something not of this
world. Something heavenly. I don’t really know how else
to describe it. But he was something else. You either loved
him or hated him. Jesus was the most amazing man I’ve
ever known.
I don’t know why, but he made our little home his own
anytime he was in the area. He stayed with us often. And
I, of all people, had the privilege of calling Jesus my
friend.

When I got sick, it all happened pretty fast.
We’ve all had coughs and colds before, but this time
it was different. I caught a cold, and it started out regular.
Achy and stuffed up and sore throaty. That sort of gets
better within a few days. But then I got this cough, see,
and it wasn’t a normal tickly cough that goes away within
a week. It was this achy cough, deep in my chest, and it
hurt. Really hurt. My whole body hurt. As the cough kept
getting worse, my energy got worse too.
Then the fevers came.
I didn’t really know it at the time, but my other sister,
Martha, was at my bedside taking care of me throughout
the sickness. She said I was totally delirious, not making
any sense at all. I was talking about our dead mother and
father, like I was gonna go see them. Something like that.
She’ll tell you better.
I guess the fever got pretty bad. I don’t really remember it much. But I do remember that both my sisters,
Martha and Mary, were there in our house with me near
the end. They both looked real scared. I saw Martha turn
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to Mary and say, “Go, send for Jesus. Do it now.”
So Mary took off.
I was in and out of consciousness. Jesus wasn’t in Judea at the time, but I knew he’d come. He loved me! Who
wouldn’t drop everything when his friend was sick and
dying in bed? I kept expecting him to walk through the
door at any moment and heal me with his words, like he
had done to so many others. Especially when Jesus sent
word back to us.
“This sickness won’t end in death. It’s for God’s glory,
so God’s son will be glorified.”
I knew it. Jesus would never let me down.
Would he?
It’s mostly blank after that. In fact, I just remember
sleeping a lot, my whole body aching from the hard bed,
but in hindsight I think it was actually aching from the
fever. I woke up a bit here and there. Martha would wipe
my head, trying to get me to drink something. But even
though the thirst was terrible, I could barely get any
broth or water down my throat before passing out in exhaustion. I could barely move.

What’s taking him so long?
My last waking thought was that I was sad for my sisters. I didn’t know what they’d do without me. I knew I was
dying in front of them, but I wasn’t able to do a thing
about it.

You see, we haven’t had the easiest life. My parents
didn’t exactly wait till they were married to get going on
starting on a family. Bit of a shotgun wedding, if you know
what I mean. But our extended family kept it under wraps
and told everyone I was just born premature. I was a
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pretty big baby for being born premature.
Martha came a year after me, then Mary two years after her. But Mom didn’t survive the delivery with Mary. I
barely remember her at all. She was a kind woman, a hard
worker. Like Martha. Or at least, that’s what they told me.
Mom’s death hit Dad pretty hard. He was the kind of
guy who was best friends with everyone. He loved to be in
big groups - the louder the better. He’d stay up late talking with everyone, laughing and telling stories. Like
Mary. But without Mom, the good times stopped. He got
to drinking. A lot. Why is it that people turn to wine when
life gets hard? Does it ever make things better? Dad
didn’t cope well with his grief – he’d do anything to numb
the pain, even for just one night.
Now, we didn’t have much money to begin with. Dad
had always worked out in the fields whenever and wherever he could get work. But after the bitter loss of Mom, it
seemed that what little money he made went to drink.
He’d come home with a skin full of wine on a good day,
posca on a bad one. No bread, no meat, no eggs. The three
of us kids went hungry a lot of nights. Eventually Dad’s
drinking caught up with him. His belly and his legs
swelled up. Hydropikos . Then he stopped making any
sense and couldn’t get up out of bed. He didn’t last long
after that. Dad died when I was fourteen. More than anything, he died of a broken heart.
By that time, I’d already been taking care of my sisters by myself, and they’d been taking care of me too.
Martha especially. It’s like she was never a kid. She was
always the mom of the house. We stayed out of trouble as
best we could. Well, actually, we got into a lot of trouble.
We tried living with relatives for a bit, but it didn’t work
out. We ended up settling in a little town just outside of
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the city where all the misfits seem to end up.
Bethany.

As we all know, Bethany is the best of places and the
worst of places. There’s that view - you know the one from the edge of the mountain that the town was built on,
where you can see all of Jerusalem spread out before you.
It’s a beautiful sight any time during the day, but at
night... gosh... the whole city seems to glow. And because
we’re along the highway to Jericho, we have Jewish pilgrims from all over the world passing through town year
round.
We Jews have this connection, don’t we? No matter
where in the world you are, no matter where the diaspora
may take you, you’re still a Jew. You’re still God’s people.
And Jerusalem is still your home.
So these pilgrims travel for weeks and months just to
worship in the Temple. Then they finally get to the end of
their journey at our little town and look down at Jerusalem across the valley. They all fall apart at the sight of the
Temple, the pinnacle of their fatherland. We’ve seen it
many times, haven’t we? Grown men cry like babies all
the time in Bethany.
For this reason, Bethany collects the down and outs of
society. You know what I mean: the sick and the broken
and the hurting - all those who need help but can’t get
any. They settle in Bethany and live off the pilgrims. Because as all those travellers finally see Jerusalem, they
suddenly get real generous. They just give stuff away money, spare clothing, the rest of their provisions, animals
- to anyone they meet. The more crippled, the better. The
frail and elderly, no problem. Children, you bet. These
godly men are so darned happy at seeing Jerusalem that
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they bless anyone around them in crazy fits of generosity.
Me and my sisters lived in a little hut just off the
highway, as we still do. All my life I’ve worked in the
fields, the property of other men, like Dad had. Martha
cleaned houses and watched children, pretty much whatever work she could find from our neighbors. And Mary...
well... Mary didn’t make the best decisions, but that’s her
story to tell, not mine.
The money we earned from working was never
enough, so we lived off the generosity of those blessed
pilgrims as they passed through. That was how most of us
in Bethany got by.

The one thing we don’t have in Bethany is lepers. For
the most part.
Leprosy. What a terrible disease. It’s a death sentence
for the leper and his family. Such was the case of Simon.
You must know him, he lives in the house next to mine.
Simon and I had grown up together in Bethany. When he
was just a boy, his mother got leprosy. His father tried to
hide her, but nobody keeps a woman indoors all the time
unless she’s illegitimately pregnant or unclean. Sure
enough, Simon’s mother was terribly infected. I saw her
through their open doorway once. She’d wrapped herself
in cloth to cover her shame and protect her family. But I
saw the torment in her eyes, the sickened panic that made
her want to crawl out of her own ravaged skin.
Simon’s father tried everything to cure it. Bathing
didn’t work: washing in fresh water, salt water, boiling
water, milk, olive oil, and even blood didn’t make a lick of
difference. Applying medicines, leeches, maggots, and
snake venom was all equally a waste of time and money.
Even silphium was powerless to heal her. Leprosy has no
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remedy.
Eventually it spread to Simon’s father. Not a surprise.
What man can segregate himself from his wife? It started
as a small spot on his nose, but slowly expanded across his
entire face. His flesh bubbled outward as his body decayed within. His hands became like a knotty oak.
Unable to hide their disease, Simon’s parents were
driven out of town. They obediently yelled, “Unclean!
Unclean!” as they limped along the road, to protect others
from unwittingly infecting themselves. Simon’s sisters
wept as they watched their parents leave, to search for an
unclean place to live far from any normal civilization. Simon’s brothers were too young to understand. Simon
himself stood unmoving yet heartbroken, left to care for
his family alone.
As I was.
You’re supposed to burn the home and all the possessions of a leper, to purify the property, but Simon couldn’t
bear to do it. Their home was all they had. I don’t know if
they became sick from their home or from their parents
directly, but over time all the children became lepers too.
“Simon, you must leave! Find your parents in the Valley of Lepers. There’s talk of burning your home to purge
Bethany of your disease, and I don’t want you inside when
it happens!”
“Lazarus,” he croaked, “my parents are dead. Bethany
is our home. What life do we have elsewhere? If our home
must be burned, let it be burned. It’d be better for us to die
here quickly than waste away in the wilderness with the
others.”
Following the Law, he faithfully isolated himself and
his family, relying on handouts dropped at his door to
survive. He was dreadfully ashamed of his uncleanness. I
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watched as the disease slowly mutilated his body, like his
father. Simon became repulsed by his own disfigured
face, like his mother. It broke my heart to see him
following in their footsteps.
But Jesus had a way of attracting the repulsive and
the weak to himself. A crushed reed he never broke, and
a dim wick he never put out. Simon had heard about Jesus.
Everyone had heard about Jesus. Especially about his
healing power. So one day, Simon and his family were
gone. The baskets of food at his doorway went untouched.
Three weeks went by before I saw him again. I thought
he’d finally gone away with the other lepers. In a way he
had, but not how I expected.
After I died, Simon said he mourned my death bitterly for days. But when he saw me walk home from my
own tomb, he was convinced that Jesus was truly God’s
son. He was determined to find Jesus for himself.
Simon packed up his family and travelled north towards Galilee. He found other lepers looking for Jesus too
- some from Judea, some from Galilee, even one from Samaria. Ten men in all, plus some women, all searching for
healing.
It didn’t take long to find the Healer.
When they came upon Jesus, they dared not approach him. Any closer than a stone’s throw and a leper is
bound to have stones thrown at him. Instead, they stood at
a distance and shouted for all they were worth.
“Jesus! Master! Have mercy on us!”
Jesus seemed to heal people differently every time.
One time a leper was healed with a touch. Another time
a deaf man was healed when Jesus put his fingers in his
ears. A blind man was healed when Jesus spat on the
ground and wiped the spitty mud in his eyes. His methods
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were completely unpredictable.
True to his ways, when Jesus saw the lepers shouting
down at him from the hill, he simply shouted back at
them.
“Go and show yourselves to the priests!”
According to the Law, a Jew had to present himself at
the Temple to be examined when he recovered from a skin
disease. This was to prove he was truly healed and receive
permission to rejoin the community.
At first, Simon and the other lepers were taken aback
by Jesus’ words. Who would go to the priest before being
healed? But nonetheless they obediently went on their
way.
I don’t know who noticed first – I think it was one of
Simon’s sisters.
“My skin! My skin!” she shrieked, as she excitedly
pulled back her sleeves and felt her face. Everyone
turned back to look at what the fuss was about.
“I’m clean! Dear God! It’s a miracle!” she exclaimed.
“And look! Look, Simon! Your skin is clean too!”
Soon everyone was frantically examining their arms,
face, and legs. All of them found clean, smooth skin where
gnarly disfigurement had been before. Numbness could
now feel. They desperately tore away their rags, those
wrappings that had covered their lesions for so many
years. And they felt, for the first time in years, the warmth
of the sunlight on their skin.
A miracle indeed.
Some of them went wild, running and howling
through the hills with delight. Others were in shock, unable to comprehend their healed bodies. Simon’s sisters
collapsed on the ground in each other’s arms. One woman
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full out fainted. Simon said he just laid there on his back
in the middle of the road, weeping and laughing, arms
stretched outward and upward to the sky. Passers-by
thought they’d all gone mad. The now-cleaned lepers
were completely overwhelmed, to say the least. Their
nightmare was finally, miraculously over.
After the usual ecstasy and praising God, they all
went their separate ways. Simon and his family returned
to Jerusalem and showed themselves to the priest on duty
as Jesus had instructed. They offered the required sacrifices, then returned home.
Clean. And still clean to this day.
As I said before, the one thing we don’t have in Bethany is lepers.
Anymore.

But I digress. You wanted to hear about my disease,
not Simon’s.
Like I was saying, my last thoughts were of my sisters.
How would they get by without me? None of our family
wanted us. And they couldn’t legally own the house we
lived in. It’s tough to be a poor girl in Judea. They were
too old to be orphans and neither of them were marriage
material for any self-respecting Jewish man. Too poor,
and unclean by association. When I was gone, Martha and
Mary would be homeless and completely alone.
As I drifted out of consciousness, Martha’s worried
face was the last thing I saw. She was one of those women
who never showed weakness or fear, never wanted to cry.
Tough-love sort of woman. She was crying when I died,
couldn’t hold it in any longer.
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The next few days were a blur, kinda like I was in a
weird delusional dream world. I remember voices and I
remember floating. There were bright lights. There was
darkness. You’d have to ask Martha about what actually
happened during this time, because I’ve got no clue. I was
worlds away. Some people who get close to death see
crazy things: visions, angels, loved ones long gone. But I
didn’t see much. Like a dream. You know stuff is going on,
but when you wake up, it all fades away like the morning
mist.
But the one thing I do remember this: that at the end
of this time in limbo, someone was yelling my name. It was
muffled and quiet, like I was underwater. But soon the
shouting got clearer and louder.
It was Jesus’ voice.
“LAZARUS! LAZARUS! COME OUT!”
Hearing it was so strange, like I was a kid again and
was being called to wake up and get out of bed.
Then suddenly, I was awake.
I opened my eyes, but I couldn’t see anything. I took a
big gasping breath, but it was hard to breathe because
there was cloth all over my face. I went to reach up and
pull it off, but I couldn’t move my arms.

Panic!
I freaked out. I didn’t know what was happening or
where I was. And somewhere far away, Jesus was still
calling me to get up and come out.
Somehow, I wiggled my hands free of my body. I
grabbed the cloth over my face and tore it away from my
mouth.

Gasp! Fresh air!
I tugged the face cloth away even more, ripping and
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unwrapping, until finally it was off my head.
I was in a dusty little cave, laying on a stone bed. I
could see light blazing in from the little doorway. So
bright! Took my eyes a while to adjust to the intensity.
I still didn’t know where I was.
As my eyes focused, I tried sitting up but banged my
head halfway and slumped back down onto the rocky
slab.

Ouch! What was that?
A low rock ceiling hung barely a cubit above my face.
I rolled myself out of the nook and landed on the hard
floor. Thankfully not much of a drop.
I still couldn’t move around much, not just because of
the cloth I was wrapped up in, but because the cave was
so small. On the ground, I could finally sit up, but standing wouldn’t work.
I took stock for a moment: I was in a little cave, with a
stony ledge for a bed, wrapped in linen that looked a lot
like graveclothes.

Dear God! They’ve buried me alive!
More panic. Until I remembered the light.

Wait! The door’s open. What’s going on here?
Looking back on it now, it’s actually kinda funny. But
at the time, I got mad. I started pulling the graveclothes
off me but soon realized I didn’t have anything on underneath.

Yikes! Where are my clothes!
I was fuming. At Martha and Mary, of all people.

Stupid sisters! What were you thinking burying me
before I was dead? Did you see me naked?!
I was gonna go out there and give them a piece of my
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mind. Then I remembered how sick I was. I was still so confused - none of it made any sense. But it was bright
outside, and I was hungry as hell. So I stumbled out the
mouth of the cave.
Into the light.

It all seems so surreal now.
My eyes had to adjust again, now that I was standing
in broad daylight, half wrapped up. But before I could
look around, I heard gasping and shocked voices.
“It can’t be!”
“No, it’s not possible!”
“It’s him! Lazarus! He’s alive!”
Then the cheers began. As my squinting subsided and
I was able to look around, I saw Martha collapsed on the
ground, weeping hysterically. Mary was right beside her,
but she was stumbling towards me with her hands out, also
weeping hysterically. It was like she hadn’t seen me in a
million years.

What’s the big deal?
And there, beside them both, was Jesus. My friend
had finally arrived. He was standing still, arms crossed.
His face was streaked with tears, but he was smiling. It
looked like he’d just been crying but was now trying his
best not to laugh

What’s so funny?
I was still dazed, still disoriented.
All Jesus’ disciples were around him. Some were
standing stupefied, jaws dropped open. Others were
laughing and cheering. There were crowds of others
around too, completely shocked.
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Why the hell was I in a tomb?!
I was just about to ask this out loud, when Jesus
couldn’t contain himself any longer. He burst out laughing. Then the rest of the disciples started laughing, and
soon everyone was happier than I’d ever seen a crowd at
a cemetery.
By this time Mary got to me. Her arms wrapped
around my neck. Tight.

Dear God, woman. Are you trying to kill me?
Tears streamed down her face.
“You’re alive! You’re alive!”
“Of course I’m alive,” I said. “What else would I be?”

Again, Martha can tell you better than me what happened while I was in the ground. Or ask Jesus’ disciples
about it. Turns out I was dead for the better part of a week.
But to me, it just felt like the best nap of my life.
You’d think the worst was behind me. But my
troubles had just begun. If I thought my life was hard
before - manual labor, scrounging for food, taking care of
two sisters - things got infinitely harder after coming
back from the dead.
Death threats started pouring in, from the most respected members of society. Priests and synagogue
leaders, Pharisees and Sadducees. Seems like everyone
wanted me dead.
Again.
Ha, it’s okay, you can laugh about it. Lord knows I
have. I just kept thinking, Death threats! Really?! Come

on, guys. Been there, done that.
I didn’t worry too much about all that. Not that I
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didn’t think they were serious, but I took Jesus’ words to
heart: “Don’t be afraid of those who kill the body, but afterwards cannot do more nor kill the soul. But fear the one
who can destroy both soul and body in hell, and who has
the power to throw into hell after he has killed. Yes, I tell
you, fear him!”
I fear God. Always have. But with Jesus as a friend, it
was a hopeful sort of fear.
Not surprisingly, I was aposynagogos , kicked out of
the synagogue and the community. Was I ever in it in the
first place? Either way, it became official. But that didn’t
matter either. In the city, any friends I thought I had immediately turned their backs on me, or else they’d get
kicked out too. But in Bethany, we’re all perpetually unclean. We’ve all been kicked out of the Temple before.
But what do they expect? We can’t afford the sacrifices
to get clean, and the priests sneer at them anyway. Out
here, we’re a tight-knit community. None of us are very
well off, so we all rely on each other to make ends meet,
excommunicated or not.
But with all the threats, harassment, disloyalty, and
banishment - for me and my sisters - sometimes I thought
we’d all be better off if I was still dead.

However, whether I liked it or not, I was alive again.

Anastasis , resurrected by Jesus. He received death
threats too, even more than me. We were two of the most
officially-hated men in Judea, yet immensely popular
with the masses. We became best friends, and I was fortunate enough to be able to enjoy his company many times
before he left. Jesus would stop in anytime he was passing
through on his way to Jerusalem. Despite the hardship,
those were some of the best days of my life.
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Simon and I both hosted Jesus and his disciples. In
fact, it took both of us, and more, to accommodate all the
people he traveled with. It was at Simon’s house, after my
resurrection, that my sister Mary poured perfume on Jesus
during dinner. That alabaster bottle of nard was the only
valuable thing we owned, a family heirloom that had
been passed down untouched for generations. After Mary
opened it, the fragrance instantly filled the whole house,
the same house that had once been disease-ridden beyond all hope of healing. But Jesus can make the unclean
holy. Simon’s house still carries that scent, the smell of the
Lord’s anointing.
In the week leading up to his death, Jesus stayed with
us every night after spending the day in the city. Probably safer that way. We both had a bounty on our heads.
One night, I pulled him aside.
“Jesus, if you keep going into Jerusalem, they’re
gonna kill you! Please stay here with us.”
We’d all been begging him to stay. Jerusalem was becoming more and more volatile because of him. The whole
city was on edge, expecting riots and revolution.
To make matters worse, Jesus kept talking about how
he was going to die. He even joked about it!
“Lazarus, you’ve been there. It can’t be that bad.”
I remember grabbing him by the shoulders and staring straight into his eyes.
“Jesus, you can’t go! If you die, there’s no one who’ll
bring you back!”
He kept insisting that he had to go, for our benefit,
but that he’d come back to life like I did. He didn’t make
any sense! I mean, there was no Jesus to resurrect Jesus!
Finally, he’d had enough.
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“Listen, Lazarus. I must go. I must drink from this cup.
Believe in me.”
And go he did.

Shortly afterward, Jesus was betrayed, arrested, and
sentenced to death. I watched him get nailed to the cross
at Golgotha. I saw him cry out to God, after God had forsaken him, after God had forsaken us all. The bounty on
his head was paid. The Pharisees had finally killed him.
Ironically, it meant that I was no longer a threat to them
and whatever the hell they believed. He died and I
walked free.
We were crushed. Hopeless. It was finished.
But it was only just beginning.
Even though there was no other Jesus to resurrect
him, he came back again, just like he said.
The ecstasy that my sisters experienced when I came
back was just a shadow of what we all experienced when
Jesus came back.
I saw him. We all saw him! On the Mount of Olives,
just a short walk from here, I saw him float up to heaven
and disappear into the sky. Then angels came and spoke
to us. I’m sure you’ve heard this story before.
Well, I was there.

Now, haven’t we been sitting here long enough?
As I said before, there’s really not much to tell about
my death and resurrection that you don’t already know. I
was sick, and then all of a sudden, I’m stumbling out of the
grave. But it’s what happened afterwards that made all
the difference. Not my resurrection but Jesus’.
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Please hear my heart when I say that I believe in him
with everything I am. He saved my life by his death, after
restoring my old life back to me. Then he gave me an entirely new kind of life! I don’t know how many more ways
a man can be saved by the Son of God. A man I called my
friend.
Okay, let’s get back to work. What do you think, can
we finish the north field before dark?
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Among first century Jews, most believed in some sort of life after
death. Many of the Old Testament prophets spoke about anastasis,
resurrection. There are even three instances of people coming back to
life during the days of the prophets Elijah and Elisha, around 800900 BC.1 The New Testament also records many instances of resurrection.2 However, the New Testament makes it clear from Jesus’
words that everyone will be raised on the “last day.” 3
There will be very few who will experience resurrection twice. But
Lazarus, a friend of Jesus, is one of them.

STUDY QUESTIONS: LAZARUS
1. Have you ever had to depend on the generosity of others
just to get by? Have you ever received a Christmas hamper?
2. Have you or someone you love ever had a near-death experience? How did it affect you?
3. What is it like to be friends with Jesus?

1

Widow’s son at Zarephath: 1 Kings 17:17-24
Shunammite’s son: 2 Kings 4:18-37
Dead man tossed in Elisha’s tomb: 2 Kings 13:21
2 Widow’s son at Nain: Luke 7:14-15
Jairus’ daughter: Matthew 9:25, Mark 5:41-42, Luke 8:54-55
Lazarus: John 11:43-44
Saints of Jerusalem: Matthew 27:52
Tabitha at Joppa: Acts 9:40-41
Eutychus at Troas: Acts 20:9-12
3
John 6:39-40
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8

MALCHUS
JERUSALEM, JUDEA. SEPTEMBER, 58 AD.

A man named Luke has been searching the countryside for someone.
He trained as a physician, but now he’s working on a story. Not his
own story, but a biography, commissioned by his benefactor, who
lives far away. Luke has already interviewed many eyewitnesses and
has studied many firsthand accounts, but the person he’s looking for
now is crucial to the culmination of the story. This man – who was
born into slavery and has been a slave his whole life – was there at
the beginning of the end. Luke has already received permission from
his master to interview him.

Following the directions he was given, Luke walks down a well-worn
path through a thick forest. The ground is littered with fresh
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branches and leaves, evidence of recent logging activity. As he nears
a clearing, he hears the deep thud of an axe chopping into wood.
Stepping into the autumn sunlight, he sees a shirtless man hard at
work. He’s huge, a monster of a man. And despite his age, he’s still
built of solid muscle, like a boulder on legs. Linear scars cover his
back – only a whip could make those wounds. He slams his big axe
into the trunk of a cypress, sending chunks of wood flying in all
directions. Then he methodically attacks the other side, until the tree
leans, cracks, and crashes to the ground. The man makes short work
of the limbs, then ties a thick rope around the log and hooks it up to
a zeugos (pair) of oxen.
Luke cautiously approaches and calls him by name. The man looks
up from between his two animals. Luke explains his quest, not sure
what the response will be. At first the big man seems lost in the memories of days past. Then, as he refocuses, his face softens and he
politely obliges.
They sit in the shade. After a long drink of water from his flask, the
man begins to speak…

I’ve always been big My poor mother said she labored
for days and pushed for hours before I was delivered
as big as a toddler God bless her That woman put up
with a lot from me I was a big baby and I turned into
a big man I’ve been a head taller than everyone my
whole life And I’m not just taller than everyone I’m
thicker too As thick as a cedar not that there’s many
of those round here anymore Because of my size I’ve
been rather useful to my masters in those special ways
only a big slave can be
My first master " who I was born to " was a regular
sort of priest for the longest time but then one day he
became the High Priest You might not think it but the
High Priest needs some extra muscle now and again He
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liked having me round to intimidate people
“Malchus!” he’d bark “Malchus come on over here and
join us ”
Most of the time I’d just have to stand there and
people would back off and show their proper respect to
the High Priest of the Jews But there was one time that
it took a little more
A group of Galileans came down to Jerusalem to talk
to my master about a new teaching they’d heard Some
other Galilean fellow was turning the Law around and
upsetting everyone in the North Jesus they called him
The men who came down to us were the leaders of the
synagogues of Galilee, from Sepphoris Capernaum
Gennesaret Tiberias and wherever else up there It was
a long discussion there in my master’s courtyard It got
heated The Galileans weren’t rude but they were
stubborn asking questions about his miracles that the
Sanhedrin the governing Council of the Jews couldn’t
explain Not quite as stubborn as my master mind you
but thick-headed all the same
“Malchus!” my master called “Come listen to this!”
I’d been watching from the shadows the whole time
but at his words I came out and stood beside him Many
of them shrunk away but there was one the ringleader
who wouldn’t step down He knew his reasoning was sound
that his concerns were valid and he wasn’t satisfied
with their “expert opinion ” He needed proof So he stood
there chin stuck out defying the High Priest and his
Council
I’ve been in many fights and I’m not unfamiliar
with the feeling of fists pounding on me but I’ve
certainly dealt out a lot more beatings than I’ve
received I was good at it gifted you might say My
master was well aware of this when he turned me loose
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“Malchus!” I always hated how he said my name Such
disdain It’s like he spat it out “Show our guest here
how to properly respect the authority of the High
Priest ”
Despite my vast experience and raw talent for
dishing out punishment I don’t particularly like
beating on others especially when they’re not violent
themselves However I knew better than to disobey
I walked up to the defiant Galilean synagogue
leader as he stood unmoving in the center of the
courtyard He watched me coming but he didn’t shrink
away like I hoped he would At that moment it felt like
he knew something we didn’t He knew it deep inside of
him because it’d changed him When he looked at me it
was him who looked sorry for me not the other way
round It was then that I began to want to know what it
was too That was my first contact with the Truth
Capital “T”
I put my fist in his face Poor guy I punched him
right between the eyes so hard that he went flying
backwards and hit the ground in a cloud of dust Blood
poured out of his split eyebrow Then " I’m still ashamed
of it " I knelt down on top of him and calmly beat the
piss out of him He didn’t resist It didn’t take long for
his friends to drag me off of him
The whole time my master just stood there sneering
He always was a prick But I figured he did what had
to be done to ensure that the Jews remained pure for
God to protect the people
When it was all over somehow this Galilean picked
himself up off the ground I don’t know how many of his
teeth I knocked out He was bleeding all over the place
He looked at my master and sadly shook his head tears
in his eyes There was that look again like he knew
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something and he was a changed man because of it
They all walked out of that courtyard never to
return And the Truth left with them
“Don’t worry Malchus ” my master said as I sat
bandaging my bloody knuckles “You did well today It
was for his own good ”

Liar

A couple years later this Jesus came to town He’d
been in Jerusalem many times over the years " in the
Temple in the streets even in Bethesda of all places He
wasn’t hard to find Crowds followed him wherever he
went dragging along their sick and crippled You just
had to follow the cheering " Jesus was always in the
midst of it
After seeing him for myself " hearing the teaching
witnessing the miracles and watching him lay into the
Pharisees " I quickly understood why the Galileans had
come to seek the advice of the Council regarding him
Jesus stirred up the whole city whenever he was around
maybe even the whole world! My master was in meetings
endlessly with other leaders Some wanted Jesus arrested
(Pharisees) some wanted him beaten (Sadducees) others
wanted the Romans to arrest and beat him (Herodians)
while others thought just killing him quietly was the
way to go (Zealots) However anyone who tried to lay a
finger on him would get beaten or stoned by the crowds
that surrounded him at all times They all agreed that
Jesus had to be lured away by himself preferably at
night But how?
Quite unexpectedly one of Jesus’ own disciples came
to them promising he could get him away by himself so
we could arrest him Everyone was thrilled! They’d been
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looking for an opportunity like this for years
“Malchus this is it Be ready tonight ”
I knew we were in for a serious fight I wrapped my
knuckles and found a thick leather tunic I pulled out
my big wooden club and drove a few extra nails into it
Then a hearty supper and a few shots of posca " ghastly
stuff but it clears the head

Ready as I’ll ever be
I waited and waited all evening but nothing

I guess it’s not happening tonight
Eventually I fell asleep But in the middle of the
night at what seemed like the darkest and coldest hour
my master burst into our little home where me and my
mum slept I felt a kick on my legs
“Hey get up He’s here ”
I was up Go time

A few days prior Jesus entered Jerusalem a bit
differently than he usually did As I said he’d been to
Jerusalem many times before but this time he really
made an entrance Even Herod doesn’t get that kind of a
royal welcome (Well Herod doesn’t get much of a welcome
at all but that’s another story ) You’d think King David
himself was coming home!
I was standing beside my master along the road to
Jericho but we weren’t alone Crowds of people lined the
road all the way from the descent from Bethany to
Jerusalem’s Fountain Gate Jesus had apparently just
raised someone named Lazarus back to life after being
dead and buried So when the people heard Jesus was
coming to Jerusalem for the feast thousands upon
thousands went out to meet him In fact it was more
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people than I’d ever seen gathered in one place And they
were all cheering
“Hosanna hosanna!”
“The king of Israel!”
“Glory and hosanna in the highest!”
The people had cut palm branches from all over the
countryside and laid them on the road We all knew this
was illegal The Maccabees had used the palm branch as
a symbol of Jewish independence 150 years ago during
the revolution It was like our national flag So when
the Romans conquered us they made palm branches
illegal Now the Romans didn’t go and cut down every
palm tree in Judea but there were harsh penalties for
waving one around At least initially The law wasn’t
really enforced anymore In the past few years there’d
been more and more palm branches in the city as various
factions and groups grew bolder in their disrespect for
the Romans and their laws
However on that day the scene was outright treason
against the Romans and blasphemy against God They were
worshipping Jesus as the Messiah! But what could be
done? Execute the whole city?
The whole scene was a mix of different emotions
Jesus came down from the ridge of the mountain in a
procession of ragamuffins children beggars peasants
and women No guards no weapons no horses or chariots
No order Everyone was praising God and his blessed Son
palm branches waving coats flung into the air Men fell
to their knees praising God for finally bringing their
Messiah to them People were dancing and rejoicing
without restraint And there he was in the middle of
the chaos seated on a young donkey walking on a carpet
of palm branches and jackets The disciples likewise were
ecstatic
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It would’ve been comical had my master not been so
fuming mad The religious leaders tore into Jesus with
their scathing words They saw all the rejoicing as
blatant blasphemy They demanded that Jesus silence the
celebration But he refused
“I tell you ” Jesus replied “if they keep quiet the
stones will shout out!”
During the earthquake after he died the stones
certainly did cry out for him
But while the people were overjoyed and the leaders
were irate Jesus himself looked completely dejected The
closer he got to the city the sadder he appeared As he
passed by us I could see him sobbing shoulders heaving
big tears rolling down his face

What on earth could be the matter?
He was weeping uncontrollably and lamenting as he
wept I heard just a little of what he said over the
raucous crowds
“… your enemies will throw up a barricade… raze
you and your children… not one stone upon another…
because you didn’t recognize…”

What! Recognize what?!
With that he passed beyond us and entered through
the gates
Into Jerusalem
“He’ll pay for this ” my master growled “Not today
not in front of these fools But soon I swear Jesus will
pay for this blasphemy ”
Smoke was practically coming out of his ears
But he was right Within a week of his great entrance
into Jerusalem Jesus was paying the ultimate price Were
my master’s words another prophecy as High Priest? Or
just the vengeful blustering of an arrogant ass? Either
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way I was sorry to be a part of it and I’m still sorry
to this day that I was ever a part of the mob that
arrested God’s only Son

Shoot I’m getting ahead of myself Back to that
night you wanted to hear about…
Barely awake I came out into the courtyard in the
dead of night Torches blazed tension was in the air
And there was Jesus’ disciple Judas The betrayer He was
antsy like a horse chomping at the bit before a deathcharge Wild-eyed possessed by something evil His eyes
had both fear and hatred burning in them Judas gave
me the creeps and I didn’t want to go anywhere he was
leading
Slowly the courtyard filled up with Pharisees and
scribes clutching whatever weapons they could find Then
Temple guards started showing up Everyone had a blade
in one hand and a torch in the other The atmosphere
was charged They were all pumping each other up with
stupid macho words
“We’ll get him this time!”
“They don’t stand a chance!”
“Finally! No one can stop God’s will!”
Fools False boldness to hide true cowardice Most of
them had never known any sort of brawl or battle I’d
seen the same men dumbstruck in the Temple standing
before Jesus too afraid to act in broad daylight But
now that the wine flowed freely now that they were
anonymous in the darkness they sang a different tune
Eventually we marched out there hundreds of us
Chests puffed out torches lighting up the night
Growling shouting cheering Madness on the move
I don’t know why my master brought me He didn’t
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need any extra brawn that night But as a slave I didn’t
have a choice I was along for the ride whether I liked
it or not
They brought my cousin along too the son of my
mother’s younger sister A slave like me His beard was
just starting to grow but he was shaping up to be a big
man too Was he being apprenticed alongside me in the
dark dealings of the High Priest?
Judas led the way Then came my master and me with
the other priests Next the Pharisees the Sadducees and
members of the Sanhedrin The Temple guards followed
behind us all through the city streets in the middle of
the night We picked up another couple hundred Roman
soldiers from their garrison by the Temple " they
grudgingly fell into our long procession at the rear
Like me I’m sure they’d rather have stayed in bed Then
we all passed through the city gate Only someone like
my master would have the clout to have the gates opened
for a torch-lit mob in the middle of the night
Down we marched into the Kidron Valley then up the
slope of the Mount of Olives on the other side Hearts
quickened nerves heightened The tension was building
as we neared our destination Like a massive pack of wild
dogs snarling and foaming at the mouth we stalked our
prey through the night Finally not far up the
mountain near the olive press carved into the rock we
came upon a group of men who had no business being in
a fight in the middle of the night
They were terrified Cold sleepy and wide-eyed They
had no armor to speak of no weapons from what I could
see Weak-kneed stammering and skittish I smelled the
terror-piss running down their legs As we surrounded
them they all collapsed back around their leader who
was just a stone’s throw away
But he was in even worse shape! I barely recognized
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him Bloodshot eyes pale skin shirt soaked with sweat
He looked like a wreck and we hadn’t even touched him
yet!

Is this Jesus?! What have you been doing all night?
But as bad as he looked I could tell it was
definitely him Jesus was the only one of them standing
up straight the only one who didn’t look ready to bolt
out of there at the snap of a twig But he’d certainly
seen better days He looked like hell
Judas approached Jesus and greeted him with a kiss
That was the strange pre-arranged signal for who to
arrest not that we needed it The Temple guards timidly
moved in to seize Jesus
I could see that one of Jesus’ men was actually
armed He had drawn his sword silently as they were
being encircled He held it low with a white-knuckled
grip He was right in front of me beside his master
while I was in the front row of the mob beside my own
master They were terribly out-numbered Everyone knew
it But this man with the sword was like a lion cornered
in a cave just about to lash out

Don’t do it man Don’t you use that sword
I willed him to be calm but his tension just
escalated It was only a matter of time before something
snapped The guards grabbed Jesus’ arms Sure enough the
wild-eyed man blurted out “Master should we attack with
our swords?!”
Before Jesus could say anything the wild man
whipped up his sword and stepped towards me I could see
the fire in his eyes like this was the moment he’d been
waiting for the fight of his life the fight for freedom
the fight for everything he believed in And I just
happened to be the poor fool standing closest to him
He moved so fast I didn’t have a chance to lift my
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club to block his swing With both hands he slashed his
blade toward my neck
He aimed to take my head off
Reflexes took over

My old street-fighting days

kicked in not a moment too soon I managed to duck my
head to the right just in the nick of time I saved my
head but not fast enough to save all of it

ARGH! MY EAR!
That maniac swung for my neck but hit my ear His
sword was so sharp that he lopped it clean off the side
of my head
“Dammit! You stupid little…”
Many other foul words erupted from my lips I guess
I should’ve been thankful I only lost an ear and not
my whole head I knew he was going to do something
stupid and I should’ve been ready I was so mad at him
and myself I had my skull-basher in hand raising it
up just about to smash his head in
But before I could swing Jesus cried out
“STOP!”
We all froze
This man’s words had power

Oh God I’m sorry I always forget to tell the part
about his words That might be the most important part
of the story
When we first came upon them in the olive grove
and circled around Jesus asked us “Who are you looking
for?”
My master who was in charge was the one to respond
“Jesus ”
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But when Jesus responded immediately the weight of
his words knocked us all to the ground
“I am ”
BAM! We were ekplesso blown away We all fell back
onto our asses It was embarrassing! Stunned we all
quickly got up This man’s words were so powerful we
literally couldn’t stand up to them
So back to where we left off – after my ear hit the
ground and I was just lifting my club The Roman soldiers
were about to run the rest of them through with their
spears But after Jesus said “Stop,” none of us could move
There was a power there amongst the olive trees The air
was buzzing with it
Jesus spoke to Peter the man with the sword but his
words were really for all of us
“Put your sword back in its place in the sheath!
Everyone who picks up the sword will die by the sword
Don’t you realize that I can call my Father to
immediately provide over twelve legions of angels?”
Then Jesus looked at me He was a free man and
considered a great teacher I’d been a slave my whole
life But Jesus didn’t look at me with disdain like my
own master did He looked at me as one man looks at
another Eye to eye
He walked towards me
We were all still frozen stiff but not him There I
was holding my club with one hand and the bloody side
of my head with the other hand dumbstruck We all
watched as he calmly searched the ground Before long
he found what he was looking for and stooped down to
pick it up I couldn’t believe what he held in his hand
My ear My severed left ear
I still couldn’t move None of us could He didn’t say
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a word as he stepped toward me My hand fell away from
the side of my head as he lifted my ear up and placed
it back where it belonged And there it stayed The
bleeding stopped
I was in shock We all were
Jesus looked at me again but this time it was
different Like he felt sorry for me The same way that
synagogue leader from Galilee looked at me years before
It should have been the other way round " I should have
been sorry for him But he knew something that I didn’t
and it was worth more than his life on earth

The Truth
I was completely useless from then on Eventually
people started moving again My ear was firmly
reattached to my head like we were never apart The
Temple guards tied Jesus up His disciples scattered
The rest of the night was a blur The enormity of
his words and healing power rocked my world

In the next day or so Jesus went through various
trials What a sham I’d seen them before When I heard
he was sentenced to be killed my heart was crushed I
didn’t know why I just knew that there was something
special about him I wished he was my master
He was killed soon after that Crucified by the
Romans like they all are It broke my heart But then
the most amazing rumors started floating around He had
come back to life!

What?!
It was crazy Nobody survived a Roman crucifixion
No he had certainly died that day But I heard of people
who had seen him and spoken to him Others had even
eaten fish that he’d cooked on the beach for them It
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was unbelievable!
I learned more by eavesdropping on the Council I
learned the Truth He was alive They even bribed the
guards from his tomb to testify otherwise

Jesus is the Messiah!
My master could tell that I believed I was changing
from the inside out and he hated it Whenever he looked
at me I knew he resented me for being healed by Jesus
My ear was a constant reminder of his own failure as a
spiritual leader
“Do you really believe this nonsense about Jesus
coming back to life?”
I couldn’t lie I said I did
For my blasphemy he had me beaten by the guards
Hard He even had my mother beaten

Asshole
I’ve been beaten many times " concussions broken
ribs skin whipped to shreds But the blows on my back
and head that day never felt so sweet I was beaten for
believing in a man named Jesus and I couldn’t have been
happier about it

My master sold me soon after that Both my mother
and me
We bounced around to various households bought and
sold many times I wasn’t much good until my bones healed
up and my skin scarred over Eventually I was bought
by a master who was sympathetic to this new “Way” that
people were preaching Even though I’m still a slave
here on earth there are no slaves and no masters in
God’s kingdom Just men And in God’s kingdom I’m free
Now years later I’m an equal to people who I wasn’t
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allowed to look in the eye before I’m a part of the
kingdom of heaven now My new master is Jesus
Who could’ve predicted that me a brute of a slave
would be a part of his story? I’m now known as the man
who got his ear cut off by Peter and the last person to
be healed by the hand of the Son of God
Yeah I’ve always been big But one night I met a
man who was bigger than everything He changed me with
his words and he changed me with his touch
I met the Truth and the Truth set me free
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Luke was a Gentile (non-Jew) physician,1 likely from the Syrian city
of Antioch. He was called a “fellow worker” of the apostle Paul and
faithfully accompanied him on many of his missionary journeys. 2 It
was likely during Paul’s two-year imprisonment in Caesarea that
Luke compiled the information needed to write his gospel. He also
wrote the book of Acts, which records the history of the early church.
These books may have been commissioned by a benefactor named Theophilus.3
Although Luke most likely wasn’t present for any of the events of
Jesus’ life, his extensive research made his book the most detailed,
historically grounded, and medically descriptive of the four gospels.
Writing in Greek, he used the highest literary quality and largest
vocabulary in the New Testament, which may reflect his advanced
education and Greek heritage.
It’s not unreasonable to conclude that Luke interviewed many of the
firsthand witnesses to Jesus’ life – like Malchus – to accurately compile his biography. Luke himself states:
“I thought it would be good for me also to write it out
chronologically, after carefully investigating everything
from the beginning, so that you might know for sure about
the word you’ve been taught.” 4

STUDY QUESTIONS: MALCHUS
1. We’ve all had jobs we didn’t like, working under a supervisor we didn’t appreciate. How did you respond to that
oppressive work environment?
2. Nobody likes being “pre-judged.” What are some untrue
1

Colossians 4:10-17
Philemon 24
3
Luke 1:1, Acts 1:1
4
Luke 1:3-4
2
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prejudices or stereotypes that have been imposed on you?
3. Has God ever healed you or someone you love?
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9

BARABBAS
JERUSALEM, JUDEA. APRIL, 30 AD.

There’s tension in the air. Restlessness. A man walks warily across
the courtyard of the Praetorium, the palace of the Roman governor
in Jerusalem. A crowd behind him is gathered around the Lithostrotos, the Pavement, shouting at the governor as he sits on his
judgment seat.
The Roman soldiers are on edge, their gaze darting between the angry crowd and the man walking toward the gate. Riots have started
over less than this. They see their governor, fed up with the horde
surrounding him, wash his hands and flick the water off himself towards the people in frustration, as they all thunderously celebrate
and praise their God.
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Across the courtyard, the man is slowly limping his bruised and
bloodied body toward the gate. Astonished, he begins to speak under
his breath…

I can’t believe I’m walking out of here. A free
man! This is it, I’m passing through the gates and
nobody’s stopping me!
The guards in the gateway are watching me in
disbelief. I murdered their brothers-in-arms. I
keep expecting an arrow or a spear to fly through
my back, or one of them to step out and hack me down
with a sword or an axe. God knows I deserve it. But
they just watch, disgusted, as I walk out of prison,
from death to life.
Over the last couple of days, I’ve had plenty
of time to think about how I got here. That’s pretty
well the only thing I could do with my body beaten
to a pulp. None of the other prisoners here are
anywhere near as notorious as I am. The Passover’s
coming, and we all knew Pilate would let one of us
go free. They argued constantly about who the most
innocent was, the most likely to be freed.
All I know is I was the last on the list.

I’ve broken a lot of laws, and I’d break them
all again if I could. It’s all God’s work. He made
the Jews his people, and he made us to be free. In
fact, it’s us who should be ruling the world, not
the Romans.
“Zeal for your house has consumed me.” I love
that verse. Funny, people used to quote that about
Jesus. Something about him starting a riot in the
Temple. I guess he didn’t like all the vendors
there. I don’t blame him. A bunch of thieves with
jacked up prices, turning a profit on God’s holy
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Law. Maybe he and I could’ve been friends in another
life. But I don’t think he had the guts for what it
takes to establish God’s kingdom on earth. Not
enough backbone. Gotta break a few eggs to make an
omelet.
Nobody is more passionate for God’s kingdom than
me and all the rest of us who continue to fight for
God’s kingdom. I guess Zealots is an appropriate
title. When Joshua led Israel into this land generations ago, he ruined whole nations, killing
everyone in his path. Soldiers, civilians, kings didn’t matter. Samson killed thousands of uncircumcised Philistine swine. Our great king David did
the same, then set his throne right here in Jerusalem. All for God! It’s the same with us, although
our methods are a little different.
Our numbers are growing, but we’re still not
nearly enough to take on a Roman legion in open
combat. But one day, when God wills it, it’ll happen. Then we’ll experience victory upon victory,
like our fathers did generations ago! Until then,
we use less conventional methods.
Our scouts tell us when any goddamn Roman comes
out of the Praetorium or the Antonia Fortress. As
he walks through the crowded market or wanders down
a dark alley, we’ll creep up behind him. Silently,
before he even knows we’re there, half a dozen
blades will relieve him of the vast majority of his
blood. Then we’ll slip back into the shadows as he
slips quietly into death.
Other times, a prominent Herodian – the basest
of traitors – will step foot in the Temple, like he
still belongs there. Herodians are pure filth;
they’ve thrown their lot in with the Romans. They
actually prefer Caesar to rule over us! Before he
leaves the Temple complex, he’ll get a knife in the
back, just like he did to his people.
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Fires work well on Roman structures. Two horses
stampeding with a blazing cart behind them can cause
a lot of damage. In the confusion, we climb over
the wall and kill anyone who manages to sleep
through the commotion. This is obviously a lot more
productive in the dead of night.
Our cause is well supplied by any poorly guarded
Roman shipment along the highway. Our ranks swell
with patriots just like me, hellbent on punishing
the enemies of God.
But it’s not without its cost. I’ve seen many
of my brothers-in-arms killed in action. Others were
crucified as a warning to the rest of us, not that
it did much good. As the Romans hate us more and
more, their crimes against us multiply, which makes
our public support grow even more. For every Jewish
martyr, five more rise up to take his place.
As surely as God lives, we’ll win this war one
day. I may not be around to enjoy it, but I’ll
gladly lay down my life for the Cause. I’d even
carry a cross to Golgotha if it meant victory for
our people! There’s no one more committed to God
than I am.
No one.

It was during one of our missions that I was
captured. We were cleansing the city, taking out
the trash, I liked to call it. We’d done it many
times before, but this last time – three days ago I was caught.
Red-handed.
A group of us jumped four Herodians as they
walked down a narrow lane. Two immediately fell
under our blades. One was staggering from a crushing
blow to the head. But the last one was fast: he
darted away from us and alerted a squad of Romans
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that happened to be marching down the road just
around the corner.
Bad luck. That’s what did me in. Plus some sloppy
reconnaissance. I should’ve known better.
We were outnumbered and quickly overpowered. A
fierce struggle left most of my men killed. Only me
and two others were left alive, beaten and semiconscious. They bound our hands, still covered in
the blood we shed, and dragged us away.
I knew this was the beginning of the end. There
was no way I could walk away from this. You see,
I’m a repeat offender. Not to brag, but I have quite
the reputation for all the terror I’ve caused and
all the men I’ve sent to hell. They call me a murderer, a thief, and an insurrectionist. Pilate
announced my formal charges as murder and theft,
since the Herodians’ fat purses were snatched up
after they fell. But my true charge should’ve been
patriotism. History will see me differently when
the Jews finally rule again. I’ll be remembered for
what I truly am: a hero.
I was beaten within an inch of my life that
first night I was in prison. The cohort had strict
instructions not to kill me, but as long as I was
still breathing the next day, anything was fair
game.
Whips tore into my back and shredded my skin,
like a knife through silk. My toenails were all
ripped out, then patches of beard. They wrapped
thorns around my torso and dragged me around the
courtyard with a horse. Creative, I must admit.
Then came the beatings. Fists, rods, bars,
stones. I felt it all. I lost track of how many
bones had cracked beneath their blows. In the past,
some prisoners were beaten so bad they didn’t ever
make it to the cross, much to the irritation of the
governor. As a result, Roman soldiers are experts
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at causing the maximum amount of torture without
allowing their prisoner to die. They get a lot of
practice.
The pain I experienced that night was beyond
anything I’d ever known. Twice I passed out. The
first time I was revived with a bucket of water on
my head and a shot of posca down my throat, that
God-awful vinegar-wine the soldiers drink. The second time I awoke to urine streaming down on my head
while laughter echoed throughout courtyard. They
didn’t just want to break my body, they were out to
break my spirit too. Mission accomplished. Insult
to injury. I’d never been so tortured or humiliated
in all my life.
I can’t say I didn’t deserve it. My guilt was
never in question.
Two days later – tonight - they did it all again.
This time to Jesus. I watched it from the tiny
barred window in my prison cell. He was beaten
within an inch of his life. Not sure how he’s still
standing.

We investigated Jesus a while back. Back then
he was just another confusing prophet, although considerably less angry than all those who had come
before him. He had a following that grew by the
week. But strangely, he avoided the big cities rather than focusing on them. It was like he was
trying to avoid popularity.
I sent one of our new recruits, Simon, to gather
intel on what Jesus was doing and what his ultimate
goal was. From what we’d heard, Jesus was all about
establishing God’s kingdom too. But without the
blood! Well, except maybe his own.
However, Simon never came back. I sent others
after him, and some of them didn’t come back either!
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Those fools got caught up in Jesus’ ridiculous
bloodless propaganda and whatever magic tricks he
was performing. Good riddance.
The Pharisees hate Jesus - they hate anyone who
doesn’t submit to their teaching. So, with their
political influence, they had Jesus arrested like a
criminal. Like me. Also like me, he didn’t bother
to defend himself against their charges. Not even a
peep as they hurled their venomous accusations
against him. Pilate asked him why he wouldn’t respond, but still no answer. At least none that I
could hear. As far as I could tell, Jesus had done
nothing wrong, no terrible crime committed, besides
pissing off the Jews. But now he’s going to the
cross while I’m going free.
What’s he dying for?

The first time I saw Jesus was way up north
around Galilee. Word of his teaching and miracles
had taken the country by storm. It was all I ever
heard about! Jesus this, Jesus that. Enough already!
I’d lost enough recruits to him. I set off to see
this miracle man for myself.
I found him in the wilderness outside Bethsaida.
It was early spring and the hills were green. Thousands upon thousands had journeyed from all over to
hear him speak and be healed of their various diseases.
When I arrived, the whole scene was nothing
short of pandemonium. I don’t know what kind of
sorcery Jesus possessed, but somehow people were
getting healed. I saw it firsthand. A steady stream
of the diseased and crippled trickled toward him,
and a torrent of the healed flowed away, jumping
and praising God. Women and children were everywhere.
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What kind of a revolution is this?!
He spoke well, teaching at a level anyone could
understand. But the content was ludicrous!
Lose your life to gain it? Be poor to be rich?
Believe like a child?! What is this nonsense?!
However, I couldn’t deny that he had won over
every heart. They were all hanging on every word he
said.
The day dragged on with more of the same. As
evening came, it became clear that nobody had put
any thought into logistics. People started getting
hungry and there was no possible way to feed them
all.
I shook my head. What a disaster.
I overheard Jesus’ disciples discussing the same
thing. It was getting late, so the disciples wanted
Jesus to send them all home before it got dark.
But Jesus had other ideas. He wanted to feed
them all before they left. I had to laugh under my
breath.
What a fool!
Apparently, his disciples thought so too. One
of them, a Greek-looking man, said, “Should we go
and spend 200 denarii on bread to give them food?
That’s not even enough for everyone to have a little!”
“How many loaves do you have?” Jesus replied.
“Go and look.”
So his disciples started asking around.
Now, I know for a fact that many of the people
there had at least some food. Nobody walks out into
the wilderness without bringing some sort of provisions to get you home again. There were little
parcels and baskets all over the place being quietly
hoarded away. They all knew that as soon as someone
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brought their bread or water out, there’d be a hundred moochers asking for a bite. I’m sure there
wasn’t much food – not nearly enough for everyone
there – but there certainly wasn’t nothing. Hell, I
had enough tucked away to feed myself for three
days! But I’d be damned if I was going to share it
with the wretched hordes surrounding me.
“You got any food on you?”
I turned to see one of Jesus’ disciples behind
me. He had the weathered look of a fisherman. Sunbaked face, wind-tossed hair. I learned later his
name was Simon too, but he wasn’t the Simon I had
lost. This one went by Peter and he was one of
Jesus’ regulars. Peter and the other disciples were
canvasing the crowds looking for handouts.
“Nope, haven’t got a scrap,” I lied. “You could
try that family over there. They must have something
hidden away in that basket to feed their hordes of
children.”
Peter looked skeptical but moved on, continuing
on his fool’s errand.
Eventually, the disciples came back kenos,
empty-handed. Well, almost. Out of the thousands of
people present, nobody volunteered to share any of
their provisions.
Except one.
They found a boy, about ten years old, who had
five buns and two little dried fish. His mother had
probably packed it for him that morning when he set
out with the crowds to follow Jesus. He’d already
eaten the first half earlier in the day and this
was what was left over to get him home.
Foolish boy. You’ll have a long, hungry walk
home for your generosity.
But nevertheless, he brought it to Jesus. The
boy was obviously enamoured by him.
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A boy’s lunch? For thousands?! The disaster continues.
Jesus had his disciples sit everyone down on the
grass.
How lovely, a picnic. I hope I can finish the
single crumb I’ll get!
It was pathetically funny.
But what happened next was nothing short of sorcery.
Jesus pretended to pray to God, lifting the food
up in his hands. And when he brought it down again,
it had tripled. Just like that.
I swear to God. Before my very eyes!
Jesus passed out the food and somehow it just
kept coming. I took handfuls of bread and armfuls
of fish, but it still kept coming!
I stuffed my face and filled my pockets! Still
it kept coming! Everyone was eating! As much as they
wanted! And there were leftovers!
I can’t explain how he did it, but I confess
that my belly was absolutely stuffed, along with
thousands upon thousands of other bellies on the
green hills of Bethsaida. An ordinary lunch fed an
extraordinary amount of people.
As everyone stretched out, belly up on the
grass, the disciples started to stir. Jesus was
sending them away across the sea while he sent the
crowds home. As they left down toward the shore, I
caught sight of Simon, my long-lost recruit. I
quickly wove my way through the crowds and confronted him. He was surprised, to say the least, to
see me.
“Barabbas, sir! What are you doing here?”
“What am I doing here?! I came looking for you!
What the hell’s taking you so long?!”
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“I... uh... I’m following Jesus now.”
“Following Jesus?! Are you stupid? You don’t
actually believe this love-your-enemies bullshit,
do you?”
“Well, yes. I believe everything Jesus says.”
“You goddamn little pissant. I should slit your
throat right here for turning your back on us!”
Heads started to turn as my voice got louder and
louder. Simon Peter looked back at us. I realized
that it wouldn’t do to kill anyone here, with a
thousand witnesses watching my every move.
“Fine, Simon, have it your way. Follow your precious Jesus. But if I ever find you on the opposite
side of this fight for God’s kingdom, I won’t hesitate to cut your worthless body into a thousand
goddamn pieces and piss all over your lifeless
corpse.”
There was no point talking to him any longer. I
was so mad I left without ever speaking to Jesus.
But it wasn’t long until I saw him again.

The following autumn, Jesus made an appearance
in Jerusalem during the Feast of Booths. His following was getting bigger and bigger, too big to
ignore anymore. With his numbers and my leadership,
we could overthrow Jerusalem within a year! And that
would just be the beginning!
So I went to see him. Again.
This was rather difficult to do in Jerusalem,
since I was becoming so well-known in the city. Most
soldiers knew my face, or at least a description of
what I looked like, so I had to be cautious in my
approach.
I chose my moment carefully. Just after dawn,
as the first rays of sunshine were starting to dry
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the cold morning dew, I snuck into the city. The
gates had just been opened. Although they were heavily guarded, the sleepy-eyed soldiers were changing
shifts. Nobody was paying much attention to the
caravans of merchants and pilgrims as they hauled
their goods and animals into the city. I found an
old farmer bringing his crop in from the country.
Nobody gave me a second glance as I helped push his
dilapidated cart uphill through the cobblestoned
Fountain Gate. Once inside, I quickly ditched the
old man and got lost in the shadows and alleys in
search of Jesus’ trail.
The city was packed with visitors for the feast.
Tents, lean-tos, and makeshift shelters overflowed
out of every house to further obstruct the alreadycrowded streets. Plus, Jesus was in the city. Everyone was buzzing about him and he was inundated
with crowds wherever he went. The traffic was horrendous, but it made passage around the city easier
for someone who didn’t want to be recognized. All
the obstructions and attention Jesus drew took the
heat off me. Even still, I wore a heavy cloak to
hide my face.
He’s around here somewhere. He can’t hide from
me.
I wasn’t in the city an hour before others
searching for Jesus happened across my path. A door
burst open in front of me and a dozen men spilled
out into the lane. The little mob erupted so suddenly I didn’t have a chance to hide. But they all
turned left, away from where I was standing.
“Let’s see what Jesus thinks of this!”
Right place at the right time. They were off to
find Jesus too, and it looked like they knew exactly
where to find him. They barely noticed me in all
their excitement.
I could tell they were mostly Pharisees by their
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speech and their clothes. But there was someone in
their midst who was definitely not one of them.
The men were dragging along a young woman, out
the door and down the lane. One man on either side
of her held each arm in a vice grip. Her resistance
and pleading were useless - it just drew more attention to the procession. The men seemed pleased
with this. After all, if there’s one thing Pharisees
love, it’s attention.
What are they up to?
A dozen men in all, with one hysterical woman.
I was just about to drop in behind them when
another man came out the door, after the rest. He
was looking left at the procession, watching them
march away. But he was turning right.
Towards me.
He was clearly with them. But not. He wasn’t
looking where he was going as he snuck away. When
he finally turned his head, he stopped suddenly at
the sight of me, barely an arm’s length away. He
looked guilty, like a fox leaving the chicken coop.
I knew him. The oldest son of one of the Sadducees. His father sat on the Sanhedrin, the High
Council. Both he and his father are more like maggots than men. Completely corrupt, yet powerfully
connected. The kind of men who are thrilled to take
a bribe, lie in court, betray friends, and condemn
the innocent. The scum of the earth. Very rich, and
very evil.
You sneaky bastard. I know what you’ve done.
His expression said it all. It quickly changed
from guilty to smug. With a cocky half-smile, he
brushed past me and disappeared around a corner.
I should’ve slid my blade between his ribs then
and there. Rid the world of another filthy rat. But
his death would only draw attention, which I didn’t
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want. And my ticket to see Jesus was fast departing.
Next time, pretty boy.
I hurried to catch up. Nobody noticed me in the
back of the ever-growing procession. It wasn’t long
before we burst into the Temple courtyard. Jesus
was there, teaching again.
Aha! We meet again!
Well, not really. We hadn’t actually met yet.
When I saw him on the hills of Bethsaida, he
didn’t look like much. Actually, he was rather disappointing. An ordinary-looking man. Time hadn’t
changed that much – he was still strikingly ordinary
as he stood there teaching in the Temple. But as
the Pharisees pushed the woman forward into the
middle, it seemed like he was going to do something
extraordinary. Again.
The leader of the gang spoke. I could see he was
holding a rock in each hand.
Prepared. Well done.
“Teacher, this woman was caught in adultery, and
Moses commanded us in the Law to stone such women.
What do you say?”
The woman looked pitiful. Swollen red eyes,
snotty nose, bloody lip. Her hair was dishevelled,
her clothes stretched and torn. Was she wearing a
man’s shirt? She had been thrown to the ground, but
the Pharisees forced her back onto her feet, to
stand and await her sentencing.
She was muttering and pleading for her life.
Apologies and promises and begging, all mixed together. But she found no mercy in the faces she saw.
She knew what was coming. We all did.
It was clear to me that she had been seduced and
entrapped by that worm of a Sadducee’s son. It takes
two to fornicate, but the other half of this amorous
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couple was long gone. She was set up. It was all a
trap.
To catch Jesus.
Brilliant.
Jews couldn’t legally execute anyone under Roman
law. Only Romans could do that. So if Jesus said to
stone her, he’d be opposing the Romans. But if he
said not to stone her, he’d be opposing the Law.
And as sinister as the situation was, the Law was
the Law. So Jesus lost either way. I’d take care of
the worm another time, but it was obvious the woman
before us had to die today.
I love a good stoning! I get so excited just
thinking about it! It’s the perfect method of execution. Dramatic, but not too gruesome. Quick, but
not immediate. I’d participated in many such stonings, quite happily. In fact, I’m a bit of an expert
at it.
You see, stoning is all about rock selection.
You want a big one, but not so large that it can’t
be easily gripped in one hand. Ideally, you pick
one about as big as two fists put together. Sharp
edges are a bonus, like a piece of brick. However,
you’ll want more than one rock – throw your backups first and save your best for last. To really
make it count, you’ve got to get your criminal on
the ground first.
Once downed, your aim needs to be spot on. I
practiced the final throw for years before I could
consistently hit a target. I smashed the life out
of anything I could find: flowers, insects, birds,
small animals. It took time and constant practice
to perfect my skills. But now, nobody is deadlier
with a rock than I am.
Don’t go for the body – too soft. You might
break some bones, but you’ll never kill anyone that
way. You need a head shot for that. The side of the
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head just above the ears is the weakest part of the
skull. Aim for that and throw as hard as you can.
You should hear a crunch, not a thud. You’ll know
the job’s done when your criminal starts twitching.
Bleeding from the ears is another good sign.
Game over.
The beauty of stoning is that the whole community participates and no one person can be held
responsible (or take credit) for the execution. But
of all the stonings I’ve been a part of, I’m convinced that I’ve dealt the death blow in a least
half. Maybe more.
I’m that good.
So, even though I was still watching things unfold from the shadows, my arms were already full of
perfect stoning rocks that I’d gathered on the
march, in preparation for what was clearly coming.
Except, to my utter disappointment, it didn’t.
What the hell! Nobody’s moving! And where is
Jesus?!
I crept closer to the crowd surrounding him.
The Pharisees repeated their accusations and
their question. Still silence. I could see the top
of Jesus’ head through the crowd as he crouched on
the ground.
What on earth are you doing down there? Writing
in the dirt?!
Yes, that was exactly it. He was writing with
his finger in the thin layer of dust that covered
the stony pavement of the Temple complex.
The priests often do that, write the names and
sins of those seeking repentance in the dust of the
Temple grounds. Then, after the sacrifice is made,
the dust is wiped clear, as a symbol of the sins
being wiped away.
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But there was another thing it reminded me of.
Jeremiah’s words:
“O Lord, the hope of Israel, all who leave
you will be shamed, and those who turn away
on earth will be written down, because
they’ve left the fountain of living water,
the Lord.” 1
We all hear these words every year on the Day of
Atonement. And here Jesus was writing something down
in the dust.
What does it say?
The Pharisees persisted in their badgering of
Jesus, as the woman wept in the middle of it all.
Still no answer. It was like he couldn’t be
bothered with their silly games. I’d never seen a
man ignore a Pharisee before. Impressive.
More yelling. Name-calling. The Pharisees
weren’t used to being ignored and their fury was
growing like a grass fire up a mountain.
Finally, Jesus stood. Everyone became silent,
all eyes upon him. Even the woman silenced herself
to hear his judgment.
But no judgment came.
“Whoever among you is without sin should throw
the first stone at her.”
The lead Pharisee opened his mouth to speak...
but no sound came out. He just stood there dumbfounded as Jesus again crouched down to write in
the dirt. The Pharisee stormed off in frustration,
still unable to speak. Nobody could say a word! One
by one, the others followed him.
I was enraged.
What the hell! This is heresy! Who cares if
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we’ve sinned?! That whore was caught bare-assed in
bed with another man! Stone her!
I couldn’t very well do it myself, when all
those spineless Pharisees were melting away like
frost in the morning sun. Cowards! Soon there were
none left.
Jesus spoke again.
“Woman, where are they? Didn’t anyone condemn
you?”
“No one, Lord.”
“I don’t condemn you either. Go. From now on
don’t sin anymore.”
Shock. His mercy was blasphemous.
The bedraggled woman collapsed on the ground,
sobbing. She didn’t crawl towards his feet or grasp
onto the edge of his clothing, as many had done
before. She knew – we all knew – she was entirely
unworthy of contact with such a man. Instead, she
blubbered and wept, face to the ground, as her tears
and snot mixing with the dust on the Temple pavement.
A pitiful sight.
“Yes master... I’m sorry... thank you... yes...
I will... thank you sir...”
She backed away and scurried out of the Temple.
From death to life. Unbelievable. My perfect stones
slipped from my hands. Unused. Unbloodied.
Damn.
Eventually Jesus wandered away to another part
of the Temple. The crowd dispersed. But it wasn’t
long before the Pharisees returned to Jesus again.
A crowd formed again to watch the spectacle. I heard
them arguing with Jesus across the courtyard.
Before I left, after failing to actually meet
Jesus yet again, I had to see something.
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I left my hiding spot in the shadows. With hood
pulled low over my head, I approached the ground
where Jesus and the Pharisees had been and crouched
down.
I looked at the dust.
Much of the writing had been kicked away by the
shuffling feet of dispersing crowds, but a few bits
of words remained.
Except they weren’t words. They were names. Jesus had listed the names of every man who’d been
there, yelling at him to judge. They were the names
of all of those present who had held stones in their
hands.
And there, at the end of the list, was mine.

Now, I’m limping away from my would-be executioners. It hurts to walk, it hurts to breathe, and,
thanks to a pounding headache, it even hurts to
think. I don’t know how I’m still alive.
I look back over my shoulder as I pass through
the gates and see Jesus still standing there on
Lithostrotos, the Pavement. We call it Gabbatha in
our own language. The crowd of High Priests and
Pharisees and their entourages are standing in the
courtyard below, cheering and congratulating each
other. Pilate is writing something on a sign and he
hangs it around Jesus’ neck. His charges, I assume.
Can’t read it from here, but it doesn’t look long.
That twisted ring of thorns is still stuck on his
bloodied head. Patches of beard ripped out. Left
eye swollen shut. He’s having trouble standing upright.
There’s that purple robe still across his shoulders. It was one of Pilate’s, until it got demoted
to horse blanket. Then the dogs slept and pissed on
it, before the soldiers found it under a pile of
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horse crap in the stable. They put it on Jesus. A
royal robe for a great leader. The only honor he’ll
ever receive.
Two of my men are still locked up in there. We
all knew our fate when we were captured. They’ll be
crucified soon, with Jesus alongside them. Everybody has seen the poor bastards hanging there on
crosses, just outside the city gates. Exposed to
the whole world. Convicted criminals.
But why didn’t Jesus defend himself? What a
fool. Any reasonable defence would have been more
than enough against those bullshit charges. He
didn’t even try to get out of them!
This isn’t fair. That should’ve been me in there
being judged, just like that woman was judged in
the Temple. And yet, because of Jesus, she left her
accusers behind and walked out the Temple gates a
free woman. Now I’m in the same position, walking
out the Praetorium gates a free man, from death to
life.
But Jesus is doing the opposite. He’s standing
there, an innocent man convicted, about to be
dragged away to the cross.
In my place.
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Roman soldiers were highly trained and disciplined. They were arguably the most effective military force of their time. In the first
century Mediterranean world, there was none deadlier than a Roman
soldier.
When it came to their treatment of prisoners or criminals, the beatings and torture were ruthless, with victims often dying in the
process. If a death sentence was issued, there was virtually no chance
of survival. Soldiers were professional killers, and, in the first century, they had plenty of practice at it. Furthermore, if they failed to
execute a condemned criminal, and he somehow survived to escape,
the soldiers would’ve been executed for failure to perform their duties.
No one survived a Roman execution.

STUDY QUESTIONS: BARABBAS
1. Think of a time you got caught in the act of doing something
wrong. How did it feel?
2. Mercy is not receiving the punishment that you deserve.
What was a time someone had mercy on you?
3. When is it okay to judge someone?
4. Has someone ever willingly taken punishment that
should’ve been yours?
5. Do you think Barabbas believed in Jesus in the end? Or did
he continue as a Zealot?
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10
SIMON (PART 1)

JERUSALEM, JUDEA. SEPTEMBER, 30 AD.

On the outskirts of Jerusalem, just outside the Judgement Gate, a
man is cinching down the last ropes on his loaded camel. His bags
are packed, animals watered, and provisions purchased. His small
group has joined a larger caravan travelling southwest to Egypt and
beyond and they’re all nearly ready to go. This man has a long journey ahead of him.
His mood now is quite different from when he arrived just a few
months ago. The city, which he held in such high esteem, he now
loathes, even pities. He saw its true colors and was appalled.
However, he’s not leaving empty-handed. He’s bringing a message
of hope and salvation back with him, a message that’s starting to
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change the world.
As he climbs up on his camel, his entourage falls in behind him. Soon
they’re engulfed in the caravan of merchants and pilgrims making
their way along the well-worn highway to Bethlehem, then Idumea,
then Egypt, and finally Cyrene. Ascending out of the Hinnom Valley, he stops to look back one last time at the great city of Jerusalem
and its glorious Temple. He won’t make this journey again.
The man shakes his head and kicks the dust off his feet. As his camel
plods on, he laments out loud, half to himself and half to the city
itself. A merchant on the camel ahead of him overhears his words and
turns back. It’s unusual to hear a Jew speak gloomily about his beloved city.
Their conversation begins…

Oh Jerusalem, Jerusalem! I made the journey of a lifetime to see
you with my own eyes! The city of my people, the jewel of my fatherland! And oh, the sight of you as I crested that mountain ridge and
saw your majesty! You were built by the very hand of God amidst the
mountains of Judea!
But alas, the awesome wonder soon ended. As I made my way
through your glorious gates, my pilgrimage was rudely interrupted. I
was forced – me! your most faithful adoring son! – to carry the cross
of a criminal. But he was no ordinary man. And your terrible crime,
your spilling of innocent blood, precipitated your fall from grace in
my eyes. Your glory was a sham, like an actor on a stage. As you crucified the very Son of God, you never suspected that you yourselves
would be crucified and torn apart before long.

What’s that? You’ve never heard a Jew speak mournfully about
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our fair Jerusalem? Well, many of our prophets have lamented about
our nation throughout her history, but I confess I never thought such
words would ever come out of my own mouth. However, everything
I’ve experienced over the last six months has completely changed me.
In a sense, it’s like I’ve been born all over again.
I’ll forgive your ignorance, friend, as it seems you’ve no idea what
I’m talking about. Looks like you’ve been travelling far for many
months, if not years. Spices from the East? Ah, you’ll do well selling
those in Egypt. All they have there is salt and silphium. Huh?
Silphium? Well, funny you should ask that. I’ve got a story that may
very well change your life, as it has mine. And coincidentally, it all
starts with this wondrous plant.
You seen, where I come from, everything’s all about silphium. My
hometown, Cyrene, was built on the fortunes made from this seed, the
most versatile of plants. God’s gift for man’s many ailments. I’m sure
you know much of the spices of the east, but this spice from the west
surpasses them all.
Silphium is found on a shrub that grows wild around Cyrene
and all along the coastal lands of the Great Sea, as far east as the Nile
and as far west as the strait opposite Hispania. For generations, it was
considered a weed, growing out of walls and rocks, contaminating
wheat and barley harvests. At first, it was only fit for livestock feed.
But when herdsmen noticed that the livestock flourished on diets of
silphium, its secrets were soon discovered.
What can you not do with this amazing seed? Well, it started as
a seasoning, enriching any meat dish with its rich rusty flavor. It got
so popular, whole cities began to smell of it.
Then it became medicine. Your child has a fever? Use silphium.
Cough won’t go away? Gargle silphium before bed. Upset stomach?
Two shots of silphium elixir and you’ll be good as new. Strains and
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sprains? Warts? Low mood? You guessed it, silphium for all.
But most amazing of all, it somehow keeps women from getting
pregnant. Or at least pregnant less often. You’d think that infertility
would lead to its avoidance, but this characteristic alone has led to an
obsession with the stuff. Husbands love it – more sex with less pregnancy. Wives love it – less pregnancy meant less chance of dying
during childbirth. Harems and brothels consume piles of it. Even the
shape of the dimpled seed (like this: ) is now associated worldwide
with romance. Of course, we Jews don’t use it to prevent pregnancy.
This directly contravenes God’s earliest command to be fruitful and
multiply. Well, at least we don’t admit to using it like this.
Word of this little wonder spread far beyond the shores of Cyrene. Silphium ships all over the Great Sea, packed and loaded as soon
as it’s harvested. The price soared so much that it’s now worth its
weight in silver. But the industry is unsustainable. Already the supply
is decreasing, so the price keeps increasing. Silphium is getting harder
to come by. Livestock eat the plant right down to the stalk. The desert
winds kill the roots. And despite its prevalence in the wild, nobody
can figure out a way to cultivate it. It only grows as a weed, where it
has no place growing, and refuses to grow elsewhere. God’s most stubborn plant.
The best days of silphium are behind us. The industry is still
thriving, but the desperate demand for more will soon be its undoing.

My father arrived in Cyrene at the height of the boom, during
the time of Herod. No, not the current Herod. The first Herod, Herod
the Great. I think he named himself that, because nobody in their
right mind would ever call him great. A paranoid, sociopathic tyrant.
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A devil of a man, with a murderous temper to boot. Praise God he’s
gone, though his sons aren’t much better.
Anyway, we Jews have been scattering to the four winds ever since
the Babylonians conquered us generations ago. This was our diaspora, our dispersion. With the Temple destroyed, our national
identity was crushed. I can’t say we didn’t have it coming, but the devastation of Jerusalem threatened to destroy our identity altogether.
It was the synagogue that saved us all.
With our Temple gone, we built little temples (synagogues) in
every city we settled. We gather weekly in them to read our Scriptures
and tell our stories. Our nation is thereby preserved, our faith sustained. God punished us harshly for our many sins, but he didn’t
destroy us completely. So as the Jews disperse abroad, generation after
generation, we are still tied together by the same blood, the same language, the same faith, the same God.
My father was a Levite, that ancient tribe of priests. The same
blood flows through my veins. And our God-given role for all time is
to mediate between God and men, to foster the divine relationship.
Years ago, when I was very young, my father heard of the economic prosperity of Cyrene, and also of its religious poverty. He
packed up his family and everything he owned and headed west to
bring his people back to God, and also to bring his family the opportunity to thrive in a way they never could in Judea under Herod.
Compared to the near-poverty we lived in in Judea, my father’s
salary in Cyrene was a fountain of cash. Unlike everyone else our
boom town, we lived frugally. With his savings, my father made investments, bought land and herds, hired capable managers. Slowly
but surely he established himself, not only as a prominent synagogue
leader but also as a shrewd and successful businessman.
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He established the most prominent synagogue in the area. Our
wealth grew, our roots deepened. But despite his success, his prominence in the Jewish community, and the importance of his work, my
father always yearned for a unified and independent Jewish nation
again. At home, our true home. A nation of holy men, centered on
Jerusalem, the city of our great God.
As I grew, his vision became my vision. He always spoke of Jerusalem with such admiration and tenderness.
“It’s the most glorious city in all the world, Simon! A city on a hill,
surrounded by mountains, with a Temple greater than any other
structure built by men. Oh my son, how I hope and pray your eyes will
see Jerusalem for yourself one day!”
And so, spurred on by my father’s passion, I finally made the
pilgrimage that countless Jews have made before me. I went home, to
the home I’d left as a baby. I loaded up a caravan of animals and servants, of like-minded relatives and riches. I set out on the journey of a
lifetime to behold the glorious city of our God and worship in his Temple for myself.

It was a long road. Not as long as yours, mind you, but the
longest I’ve ever journeyed. Uncountable miles. Dry mouths and sore
backsides at the end of every day. Soon we began to smell like our
camels – what stinky beasts. Still we pressed on. Through Egypt and
the Nile delta. Around the desert. Then to the sea of water so salty, a
man can lie effortlessly on its surface and read a scroll without
worrying about getting it wet. Then up the Jordan River to Jericho.
Finally, we were in Judea, passing over the ground our fathers had
walked generations ago. The anticipation escalated as we climbed up
the rocky road through the mountains! I was overwhelmed with joy,
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completely obsessed with my quest to reach the home I’d only
dreamed of!
Finally, I saw it.
I was leading the caravan, when, quite unexpectedly, we reached
the top of a ridge. The road sloped down, and there, across the valley,
was the city on a hill amongst the mountains. Jerusalem! And there
was the Temple! It was huge! Rebuilt and renovated just a generation
before. What a massive wall on the east, dropping down a hundred
cubits or more into the valley! The houses and palaces! The impenetrable walls! The majestic gates at the center of city life! At last! I’d
seen it with my own eyes!
My generosity abounded. How could it not? I offered sacrifices
right there. The poor and crippled were lined up on either side of the
road. I shared freely, offloading the rest of my provisions, passing out
the choicest cuts of meat to the lowest of lows. Funny, they seemed to
be used to this sort of thing. I imagine I wasn’t the first Jew to make
this journey and have such a euphoric reaction. But nothing could
temper my joy.
That is, until I reached the gates of Jerusalem itself.

The timing of my arrival couldn’t have been better. The Passover
Feast was just about to begin. The lamb was being slaughtered that
very night! By God’s infinite grace, I could celebrate the greatest Jewish feast with the whole nation! We decided to spend the night at the
town on the ridge, since it was already getting late. What was its name
again? Bethphage? Bethany? No matter. Morning came and we were
on the road again, bright and early. We made our way slowly down
the mountain, soaking it all in. I didn’t want to rush a single moment.
Closer we drew to the city. How enormous it looked as we stood
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in the Kidron Valley looking up at it!
Our accommodations were with my father’s brother, near the
market on the west side of the city. But we were arriving from the east.
My father knew the city well – it had been his childhood home – and
he instructed me carefully how to enter it.
“Come to the city from the mountains to the east,” he had told
me before I left. “Then you’ll see Jerusalem and the Temple of God in
all its glory! But don’t enter through the east gates, by the Temple. My
brother – your uncle – lives on the opposite side of the city, and passing through with a full caravan would be disastrous! Not only are you
sure to get lost in the narrow streets, but you’ll be an easy target for
thieves and swindlers. Go around the outside of the walls to the north
and enter at the Judgment Gate. Your uncle’s house overlooks the
market there.”
I did as instructed.
I guided my caravan north up the Kidron, past the huge retaining wall of the Temple, which shadows the entire ravine each
afternoon. Past the pools of Bethesda (what a stench!) and around the
north city wall. Then, finally, I saw our entrance.
The Judgment Gate.

The gate was open! Beckoning us! Welcoming us home! As we
approached, people scattered to clear the road, clearly a sign of respect for this epic journey that had reached its culmination.
At least, that’s what I thought was happening.
I didn’t realize until it was too late that another procession was
coming out towards us, leaving the city through the same gate we
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were about to enter. The people were actually scattering and hiding
from them, not making room for us.
Romans. Soldiers. About a dozen of them. The captain was leading the way, scowling, looking for someone in the crowd.
“You!” he said, pointing a finger at me.
“Who? Me?”
I looked around me, but I was the only one left on the road. I was
nearly at the threshold of the gate. My caravan was well behind me.
They’d obviously noticed the Romans much earlier than I had and
quietly followed the rest of the people and cleared the road. Everyone
avoided eye contact with the soldiers.
Except me.
“Yeah, you! Rich boy! I’ve got a job for you.”
“Um, I’m sorry,” I stammered. “You must not understand. I’ve
just arrived on a long journey and–”
“Shut up!” he growled, as he grabbed the back of my neck and
shoved me toward the city, where he’d just come from.
It was then that I saw what the procession was all about.
Three men were being taken out, each carrying a beam across
their shoulders. The first two were managing their loads fine, but the
third looked half dead. Maybe more than half dead. The soldiers behind him kicked him forward, shouting at him to get going. One had
a whip, which, despite its many blows, only had the result of knocking
the man down again and again.
I immediately understood. These were criminals. I’d seen the big
stakes in the ground along the road, near an outcropping of rock that
looked creepily like a skull. They were being taken out to be crucified.
How very Roman.
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“Carry that cross for him!”
I was thrown forward, more shocked than anything. I tried to
turn back to confront him, but I tripped on a stone embedded in the
road and my momentum carried me forward onto my face in the dirt.
I was just about to come up swinging when a voice in front of me
said, “Don’t fight this, friend. Or you’ll be joining me on a cross of
your own.”
I looked forward and there he was, the criminal, fallen on the
ground beside me. He looked like hell. His face was swollen, bloodied,
and broken. Chunks of beard torn out. Missing teeth. I think his own
mother would have trouble recognizing him. Great gobs on mucous
hung from his hair and clothes, like he’d been spat on a hundred
times. He smelled like old urine.

Are those thorns on his head?
The beam was lifted off his back and put on mine.
“Up!”
I reluctantly obeyed. The criminal slowly wobbled to his feet, free
from his burden.
“Now get going!”
We walked side by side, back along the road, away from the city.
“What kind of a place is this?” I muttered under my breath, disgusted.
But I knew the law. Impressment. Any Roman soldier can force
any non-Roman into service at any time. He can confiscate your horse,
apprehend your food, or make you carry his gear. There are some limits, of course, like he has to let you go after a mile. But I’d never seen
impressment enforced. At least, not around Cyrene. No wonder the
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Jews hate Herod and the Romans so much! Impressment doesn’t endear any ruler to his subjects.
It was amazing how quickly my abounding joy turned into seething anger. I certainly didn’t see this coming.
“Goddamn stupid Romans,” I muttered again. “I come all this
way to carry a cross for a goddamn criminal.”
Then I was a little embarrassed, because this bloodied condemned man was stumbling along beside me.

Is he even going to make it to the cross?
He fell to one knee as he coughed up blood. Then he looked up
at me and said, “I tell you truly, you wouldn’t be so upset to come all
this way to bear my yoke if you’d known who it was you were bearing
it for.”

Huh? What’s that supposed to mean?
Then he somehow managed the faintest of smiles before he
heaved himself up and kept walking forward.

Am I supposed to know you? Are we related?
Little did I know that I was carrying the cross for a celebrity. Even
in Cyrene we’d heard about a great teacher who performed amazing
miracles. You must have heard about him in your travels. Everyone
said he was the Messiah and expected him to form an army to deliver
the Jews from their enemies. I’d hoped I would be able to see him while
I was here in this part of the world.
Jesus from Nazareth.
How ironic that I didn’t recognize him when we were face to face.
But how could any of us have known who he truly was?
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I didn’t have to carry his cross far. A rocky rise with tall stakes
planted in the ground was just outside the gate. Golgotha, the Place
of the Skull. The Romans called it Calvaria. It was outside the Judgment Gate (of course, how appropriate), near the Praetorium, Herod’s
Palace. Every city had an execution site, but even I, a Jew from abroad,
knew the name of Jerusalem’s.
We got to the place. Crowds upon crowds came out to see him. It
didn’t take long for me to hear who he was.

This is Jesus? The Messiah who’s going to save us all?
I stood there stupefied. I couldn’t get his words out of my head.
As was the custom, kind-hearted women from the city were allowed to give the condemned men a drink of strong wine mixed with
myrrh. A small mercy to dull the senses. The other two gulped it down
greedily, but Jesus refused. He wouldn’t allow a drop to pass through
his lips.

Are you mad, man?! Do you want to feel what’s coming next?
They crucified him there in the usual way, if there is a usual way.
What a ghastly practice. The methods are only limited by the soldiers’
imagination. But the day Jesus was crucified, the guards didn’t seem
particularly creative.
“I don’t care how, just get it done.”
Jesus’ centurion wasn’t keen on his task. He must have known
the significance of whom he was killing, at least politically.
Jesus was roped to the crossbeam, arms stretched outward over
the top and down the backside of the rough lumber. A soldier brought
out the nails, huge metal spikes, forged specifically for this purpose.
Four for each prisoner, one for each limb. They must’ve been a cubit
long. The nails were driven through the back of Jesus’ wrists into the
wood. This is always the worst part – victims writhe and plead and
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scream as pain shoots through their bodies. Jesus did none of that. He
just gasped as his body was pierced. In between the clangs of the
hammer pounding home the spikes, I heard him speak through
gritted teeth.
“Father, forgive them. They don’t know what they’re doing.”

What kind of a man can forgive his enemies as they crucify him?
The crossbeam was lifted off the ground, with Jesus hanging
from it, and dropped into the notch near the top of the tall vertical
stake.

THUD.
Sometimes there’s a little ledge to support the feet, but not for
Jesus. The last two nails were driven through his ankles into either side
of the stake. This way, when he pushed himself up with each breath,
the bulk of his weight ground his bones against the metal spikes.
He was suspended there, hanging from his outstretched arms,
straining to push himself up on spiked legs with every breath. He
hung, exposed and humiliated, for all to see.

Who could deserve this? What was he convicted of?
The charges above his head read:

 מלך היהודיםin Hebrew
REX IVDAEORVM in Latin

Bασιλεὺς τῶν Ἰουδαίων in Greek
The “King of the Jews”? What kind of a crime is that?
Two other criminals were crucified with Jesus, on either side of
him, but their charges were clear. Zealotry, theft, murder. I asked a
bystander about them.
“They ambushed some Herodians in the city a few days ago, but
the Romans caught them in the act. Most were killed, but three were
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captured alive. They were brought to the governor to be sentenced,
but I don’t know where the third one is. I heard it was none other than
Barabbas, their ruthless leader. Maybe he died from the beatings…”
I barely heard his words as I stood mesmerized by the man in the
middle. Blood covered much of his cross, slowly flowing from his
many wounds: thorn-wrapped head, smashed up nose, split eyebrows, whip-shredded back, and his pierced feet. He was bleeding
away what little life he had left. From the cross, his crimson blood fell
onto the hardened ground of his fatherland.
I watched as his blood covered the earth.
The soldiers at his feet started arguing about who should get his
clothes. They were soaked and stained with blood, sweat, and who
knows what else. I don’t know why anybody would want his filthy rags
– they’d probably just hawk them at the market for a few measly
coins.
The centurion, already irate at having to crucify the “King of the
Jews,” erupted at his men.
“Goddamn it! Would you shut the hell up!”
He seemed edgy, looking around nervously at the growing crowd
and up at the darkening sky.

What could you possibly be afraid of? A riot? Getting struck by
lightning?
The soldiers started playing games for the clothes.
“Come, master. Let’s be going.”
My servants had seen the everything and were eager to put it all
behind them. Frankly, I was too. The whole scene was dreadful.
Crowds had gathered, weeping and throwing dust in the air. But despite the deep grief of some, others taunted him. Incessantly. In fact,
all along the way to the cross, and even while he was hanging from it,
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Jesus was mocked.
“He saved others but can’t save himself! Is he the Messiah, chosen
by God, the King of Israel? Let him come down now so we can see and
believe!”
Most of the mockers were well-dressed – some were even in their
priestly robes. Sadducees, I assumed, and probably some Pharisees
with their disciples. The soldiers chimed in too, as they gambled for
their prisoners’ last possessions. Even one of the Zealots on the cross
next to him began cursing him.
“Aren’t you the Christ? Save yourself and us!”
But Jesus just hung there, taking all their abuse without a word.
The only one to defend him was the Zealot on the other side.
“We’re getting what we deserve for our actions, but this one has
done nothing wrong.”
My servant was pulling at my sleeve. I’d seen enough. But as I
turned to go, I heard the repentant Zealot cry out.
“Jesus, remember me when you come into your kingdom!”

You poor fellow, what are you talking about? You’re both dying
helplessly on a cross, not coming into a new kingdom. You must be
delirious.
But then I heard Jesus – pale and weak, but with as much of a
smile as he could muster – speak again.
“Truly I tell you, you’ll be with me in paradise today.”
The Jews erupted at this, redoubling their abuse.

Who has ever heard such a thing spoken from the cross? What
kind of a man is this?
As I walked away towards Jerusalem, I couldn’t help but look
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back. There he hung, dying. I thought this journey would be the highlight of my life, that it would be about coming home to the city of God.
Now it felt like God had just left it.

Hours later, I sat in the shade on the roof of my uncle’s home as
Jesus hung from his cross outside the city walls. I couldn’t see him, but
I could feel him. We all could.
At midday, the sun failed – ekleipo – and the sky went black.
For hours the absence of the sun sent a chill through us all. Then, in
the midst of the darkness, an earthquake struck. The land shook so
violently I thought the whole city would crumble apart! Dishes
smashed in every kitchen, animals wailed in every barn. Children
screamed, women were hysterical, men trembled in fear as great rocks
split apart before their eyes. Buildings started crumbling. Nobody
could stand on their feet. It was as if we were all bowing before the
King of the Jews dying on the cross, whether we wanted to or not. I
don’t know how we all weren’t buried alive. After what seemed like
eternity, the earthquake ceased as quickly as it began. The ground was
still, the sky bright again.

What just happened? Surely this wasn’t all because of Jesus?!
Crowds of people began slowly streaming back in through the
Judgment Gate, downcast. Tears streaming down, hushed tones. It
could only mean one thing.
Jesus was dead.

What did I just witness?

Alas, here we are friend: 0ur first camp on this long journey. I
regret that we must pause this story, this greatest of all stories.
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For now.
Now, don’t argue. I can see your heart is troubled. I admit that I
felt the same way when Jesus was killed. Jesus’ breath had left his body
on that dark day, and with it, the light of the world seemed to have
been put out. Like me, you will have to go to bed with this sorrow. But
unlike me, you can know that this isn’t the end of the story.
Little did I know, I had seen the greatest thing to have ever happened. That is, until something greater happened a couple days later.
I’m sorry, I must go. The servants are hopeless at setting up camp
on their own. Can we travel together tomorrow? Wonderful. There’s
still so much more to tell.
Indeed, my friend, the best is yet to come.
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Recent archeological studies have discovered an ancient cemetery on
the west side of the Old City of Jerusalem, just outside the Second
Wall. Tombs were found cut into the soft limestone cliffs of an abandoned rock quarry. On top of these cliffs, near the Judgment Gate,
is an outcropping of rock that would have been easily seen from the
city walls and nearby highways. This is the traditional side of Golgotha.
Roman historians record that that Helena, the mother of the Roman
Emperor Constantine, traveled to Jerusalem in 326 AD to locate the
relics of Christianity. Constantine and his mother had converted to
Christianity years earlier. However, a pagan temple had been built
by Emperor Hadrian over the filled-in quarry around 135 AD. Helena considered Hadrian’s temple to be a desecration to the site, so
she ordered it torn down and a church constructed in its place. Tradition holds that, during the excavation of the temple and subsequent
construction of the church, the remains of crosses from Golgotha were
discovered nearby. Furthermore, one of them was declared by Helena
to be the “true cross” of Jesus.
After centuries of renovation, destruction, and reconstruction, all of
the traditional locations regarding Jesus’ death and burial are now
encased within the Church of the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem.
It is still a major destination for Christian pilgrims today.

STUDY QUESTIONS: SIMON (PART 1)
1. Have you ever wanted something so bad and worked toward it with all your heart, but no matter how hard you try
you can never seem to achieve your goal?
2. Have you ever had to pay for someone else's mistakes or
been punished for another's crime?
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3. Has there ever been someone in your life that you respected
at first, but were sadly disappointed to see their true colors?
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11
AZRIEL

JERUSALEM, JUDEA. APRIL, 30 AD.
A man walks down the narrow side streets of Jerusalem lost in
thought. It’s Sunday, the first day of the week, and everyone is
bustling about with the day’s activities. However, this man is on his
way home, his work done.
He has walked these roads countless times on his daily commute to
the Temple, but today he’s not the same. He doesn’t hear the neighborhood baker, an old friend, call out his greeting. He barely misses
stepping in fresh horse dung in the middle of the road. He doesn’t
even notice his own wife buying food at the market as he walks by.
He seems exhausted, dazed, and completely preoccupied with his
thoughts. His friend, the baker, watches him with concern, then
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starts off after him.
The man is dressed in light armor. A thick leather breastplate is on
his chest. A bronze helmet is on his head. A short sword is strapped
to his hip, a long spear balances over his shoulder. He trudges
wearily home – the trudging home is a familiar sight to his
neighbors, but not the weariness. As people recognize him, they stop
and stare. Although he’s dressed as a soldier, he’s dishevelled and
distraught. Clothes and beard are singed, like he got too close to a
blazing furnace.
He’s stewing over something, after a long night on the job. He’s
processing what just happened with great difficulty.
The baker catches up to him as the man reaches his own doorway. A
hand on his shoulder finally snaps him out of his daze. The soldier
startles and quickly turns to find his friend standing there, looking
worried.
“Azriel, I’ve been calling your name since the market! What’s going
on with you?”
With a great sigh, the man leads his friend into the house and collapses into a chair.
He begins…

Lies. All lies.
“Just tell them his disciples stole his body,” they said.
These sorts of lies can get a guy killed.
“And don’t worry. If the governor hears about it, we’ll
convince him otherwise.”
That’s not very reassuring.
Look, here are the coins they gave me. A hundred
denarii. More than I’ve ever held at once! But it doesn’t feel
right. This is dirty money. Those crooked High Priests.
It makes me sick.
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Last night. I’ve never been so scared in all my life. The
earthquake, the second one in three days. Those two men
blazing with light…
What? Yes, I know, I’m not making any sense. The wine?
You know where it is. Top shelf. Pour yourself a cup too.
Mmm. That’s better.
It’s okay, you can laugh. I know what I smell like. Don’t
worry, I’ll get to that.
Alright, the beginning…

I guard the Temple. You know this. The Temple of the
Most High God. The God of the Jews. The only God. But now
I’m wondering if this whole religious system isn’t all just a big
charade.
I have a good job. I wasn't smart enough to be a Pharisee,
nor rich enough to be a Sadducee. Wrong family to be a
priest, not crazy enough to be a Zealot. But I'm educated,
from a pure-blooded Jewish family, and, most of all, I can
command authority with my voice. It’s just something I was
born with. My Big Boy Voice, as my mother liked to call it. I
speak, and people listen and obey. And if they don't, I make
them.
I was born to be a Temple guard, to protect and enforce
what’s holy. I'm the police. We quash riots, arrest sinners, and
throw the unclean out of the Temple. We maintain order
amidst the throngs of people who come to Jerusalem to
sacrifice and worship. But in addition to all this, we do
whatever the High Priest tells us to do. He's our commanderin-chief. He’s the Law.
As you know, we work in shifts, each of us on duty for
set times. Some during the day, some through the night. We
even have that Sabbath shift. Anyway, I worked the day shift
all this week. It's been a long pull, what with all the unrest and
uproar in the city because of that man . You know who.
Jesus.
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He came to the Temple often and usually caused a stir.
But the last time was way beyond the usual tirades. That
blasted wretch! I could've killed him with my bare hands! But
now I’m not so sure he was in the wrong…
Right, sorry. From the beginning.
We've been working overtime to keep the diseased and
crippled out of the Temple. Anytime Jesus was around they
would storm the gates in throngs to be healed. Well, we
boosted security, ran extra half-shifts to increase our numbers,
and kept a wary eye out for trouble. Eventually, with the
crowds of unclean barred, the healings petered out. Everyone
unclean was finally removed from the Temple. Thank the
Lord. But last Sunday – a week ago today – we were quickly
overrun.
Again.
Jesus arrived in the Temple in the midst of the biggest
parade I’d ever seen. It was a chaotic celebration, all for him.
There wasn’t an officer, soldier, or Pharisee to be seen – the
whole thing was a disorganized mass of commoners. They
were old and young, men and women, children and babies,
scoundrels, sinners, and cripples. The healthy and the diseased
alike. Thousands of them poured in through the gates before
we were able to establish any sort of order. And there was
Jesus himself, in the middle of it, riding a young donkey on a
pile of coats. Palm branches were waving. Children were
singing. The blind stumbled their way into the Temple and
skipped their way out. The crippled crutched their way in and
danced their way out.

Oh no , I thought, here we go again .
But, to my surprise, Jesus left shortly after he arrived. He
quietly slipped out in the midst of the cheering. No verbal
jousting with the priests. No riots or angry mobs. No teaching,
no debates. He just looked around like he was surveying the
place and left. And before long, with their “Messiah” gone,
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the crowds melted away too.

Phew .
I expected a firestorm, but last Sunday there was barely
a spark! I started to breathe a little easier as I saw him leave.

Maybe Jesus isn’t so bad after all?
No, the firestorm was indeed coming. It was about to rip
through the Temple and burn up every last bit of chaff. It was
going to get hot. Very hot.
All hell was about to break loose.

Monday came like any other. Jesus entered the Temple
in the morning, as usual. He slipped in inconspicuously – no
crowds around him, just his disciples – but something was
wrong. I knew there was trouble afoot. I could smell it.
Even the air was edgy.
He walked in silently, hell-bent on his task. He certainly
didn't look happy as he sat on a stool in the corner and
braided scraps of rope together. He was a hurricane brewing.
I watched suspiciously as he wove in shards of sticks and bits
of brick.

What are you up to? Another object lesson?
A lesson, yes. But not with words or parables. This time
he taught with violence. When Jesus was done his makeshift
whip, he stood up, took a deep breath, and started on a war
path.
The livestock were first. He kicked down the pens that
corralled the goats and sheep, whipping their backsides and
yelling like a madman. The animals went crazy, stampeding in
all directions.
The birds were next. Jesus took hold of the cages and
tore them apart with his bare hands. Hundreds of doves
escaped to the heavens in a flurry of feathers, as their wicker
prisons were dashed to pieces on the Temple pavement.
Then the tables. The only acceptable way to pay the
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Temple tax is with the Jewish shekel. So, of course, money
changers sit in the Temple complex, peacefully doing their
business. They charge a small fee, but hey, that's the cost of
holiness. Anyway, Jesus stormed over to them, and before
they could gather up their piles of coins, he tossed over their
tables and kicked them aside. Money flew everywhere! People
went wild! Some were honestly helping to gather it all up.
Others were less honestly helping to gather it all up.
I tried to intervene, but he was too fast! The coins of the
first table had barely stopped clinking to the ground when he
was onto the next! The money all mixed together on the
pavement, further scattered by frantic feet and animal hooves.
Anyone who tried to stop him got a whip across the back
or a fist to the face. He was possessed! Like trying to restrain
a whirlwind! I saw him straight-leg kick a man square in the
chest, sending him flying backwards over his table and landing
hard in a coin-covered heap on the pavement.
Then Jesus blocked off the east entrance, barring
merchants from transporting their goods through the Temple
into the city. A common shortcut, but he wouldn’t allow it.
He drove the flocks and carts back out the way they came!
The animals yielded instantly, stampeding away from the man
with the whip, but the merchants took convincing.
“What are you doing?!… Ow! Stop it! The Priests have
no problem with it, so why do you?!… ‘A den of thieves’?
Come on, let’s just calm down… Raca! That was my hand,
you maniac!… This is assault! Look at this, I’m bleeding!…
Argh! Okay, we’re going… You evil, evil man…”
Bloodied and bruised, they eventually followed their
animals out, cursing Jesus’ name all the way into the Kidron
ravine.
We, the Temple guard, were everywhere trying to restore
order. The rams were having a field day tearing around and
knocking people over, right along with Jesus. When one
moneychanger bent over to scoop up coins, a ram smashed
into his backside and sent him flying into a stone wall
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headfirst. He was knocked out cold. Elsewhere in the complex,
I watched two bulls yoked together crash through a crowd of
panicked worshippers in their haste to escape the mayhem.
Their yoke clotheslined more bystanders than their hooves
trampled! I saw an old priest collapse, clutching his chest from
the strain of it all.
It was complete pandemonium. I'd never seen anything
like it, and never will again. And there was Jesus, at the center
of the storm, yelling that God's house shouldn't be a
marketplace. He was ferocious with that whip!
My voice, my voice of authority, was powerless to control
the chaos. But his voice, dear God, it shook the earth! I
sounded like bleating lamb compared to him. Even Jesus'
disciples were at a loss. Their feeble efforts to control him got
themselves whipped too!
He left the Temple before I could get my hands on him.
This was all on Monday. You must have heard the news. As I
said, I wanted to kill him right there. He went too far. He’d
pay for it before long.
And he did.

Although Jesus caused a stir wherever he went, it wasn’t
always in a bad way. The first time I saw him was before he
became such a public enemy.
You know about Bethesda, just north of the Temple. It’s
basically a couple of freshwater pools carved into the bedrock.
When the Kidron flows with rainwater and snowmelt in the
spring, it gets channeled into these two pools. There the water
sits most of the year, stagnant, until it’s refreshed the next
spring.
For whatever reason, Bethesda has a legend. It’s silly,
really, but people believe it all the same. Every so often when
the moon is full, the waters of Bethesda froth and foam, and
the first diseased person to get down into the pool gets healed.
They say an angel stirs the waters, but I think it’s just air
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bubbles escaping from the rock below. Jerusalem certainly
isn’t short of diseased people, and with no hope of getting
healed otherwise, they all congregate at Bethesda.
The two pools are surrounded by four short walls
supporting a covered walkway. A fifth walkway runs down the
middle of the complex, separating the pools. The sick and the
crippled of Jerusalem – of all Judea! – lay in the shade of
these five porches, waiting for their chance to be healed,
which never comes.
There the bodies waste away. I imagine few relatives ever
venture down to care for their sick family members. A man
could lay dead for days before anyone realizes he’s long gone.
Many of the unclaimed corpses just get thrown over the wall.
Bethesda is as close to hell as I can imagine, but I figure
even the residents of hell get more attention than the poor
souls that end up gathered around those awful pools. It’s foul.
It’s hopeless. It’s completely off-limits to any self-respecting
Jewish man.
But one day, Jesus paid a visit.
Rumors of his healings had taken the country by storm
years ago. Everybody knew someone who had journeyed
northward for days to be healed by him. Sure enough, many
came back well again, but I thought the fresh air and the
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exercise from the journey had more to do with their recovery
than anything.
When Jesus was back in Jerusalem, people mobbed him
wherever he went, and he never seemed too busy to touch
the untouchable. The healings were astounding. I don’t know
how he did it. At first I thought it was all staged – clever
actors playing a part, then jumping up healed. It certainly
wouldn’t have been the first time a “messiah” had done that.
But eventually, thousands of healings later, I knew it couldn’t
be an act. Some people I’d known for years came back healed
from their longstanding diseases. For real. I couldn’t explain
it. Even the Pharisees were baffled.
I had to see it for myself.
So one day I followed Jesus out of the Temple in disguise.
His procession wandered out the Horse Gate into the Kidron,
then hiked up the ravine northward, toward Bethesda.
He paused briefly by the pile of bodies outside the wall,
all rotting and bloated in the sun. The smell was unbearable.
But Jesus wasn’t phased by it. He knelt down and touched the
foot of one of the corpses. I fully expected it to jump up and
start walking away! But it didn’t move. Jesus just laid a sad
hand on it, seemingly lost in thought.

What’s he doing? Praying for the dead?
Whatever he was up to, he was certainly contaminating
himself in the process. Touching the unclean made a man
unclean himself. A corpse even more so. Jesus was always
unclean, just one of the many reasons we didn’t like him in
the Temple. He couldn’t keep his hands off filthy people!
Before long he carried on, and his whole entourage filed
in through the narrow doorway to Bethesda.
I was about to follow when one of his disciples came
rushing out again. His face was gray and green. Two steps out,
he vomited everywhere. Then three others came out and also
started retching.
Undeterred, I covered my nose with my cloak and
ventured inside.
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I’d never actually been inside Bethesda before. A Temple
guard must always be ceremonially clean or else he can’t
perform his duties. Often in our job we have to come into
contact – grab, arrest, detain – visibly unclean people, and so
we too become unclean. But we always promptly wash and
purify ourselves again so we can get back to God’s work as
soon as possible. Just stepping foot in Bethesda would
instantly make me unclean, so it was with great reluctance
that I followed Jesus.
In I went.
I’d only ever seen the pools from the safety of the Temple
walls, high above the Kidron. On the few occasions I actually
looked down upon it, I could see only disease and despair. I
never looked long. When the wind was right, you could smell
it. Disgusting.
But now I was standing in it.
As you can imagine, the whole place reeked to high
heaven. The stench was the first thing that hit you. Every sort
of bodily fluid polluted the ground. None of the people were
able to move much, if at all, so they lay in their own urine,
feces, vomit, and oozing blood all day and all night. Even
covering my nose, I fought to keep my lunch down where it
belonged.
Next, the sound. The incessant moaning of the half-dead
blended with the buzzing of a thousand flies to create a
ghostly ever-present hum. It was the sound of a battle being
slowly lost.
And, of course, the sight of all the death and disease was
overwhelming. Jesus’ followers just stood there, awestruck, in
the middle of everything, hands withdrawn, trying not to
touch or be touched. There were at least half a dozen
withered bodies along the walls that were far too still to be
alive. How long had they been dead? God only knows.
The water of the pools themselves was even worse. All
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the filth of Bethesda drains inward toward the water, where it
gets baked by the sun and grows every sort of color. The water
that day was black with death. No Jew in his right mind would
stick a toe into that putrid mess. It was the definition of
unclean. This whole place needed to be leveled and turned
into a trash heap.

But where’s Jesus?
I followed the gaze of his followers to the shadow of the
far wall and saw him talking to a man on death’s door.
I edged closer.
“How long have you been here?”
“Thirty-eight years,” came the weak reply.
“Do you want to get healthy?”
The old man tried to respond, but his body was wracked
with a coughing fit. Blood gurgled up from between his lips.
He managed to sputter out that he couldn’t get to the pool
in time when the angel stirred it up.
Jesus stood up and commanded him, “Get up, pick up
your cot and walk.”

What? Are you serious, Jesus? You’re as crazy as the rest
of them!
But before my very eyes, the impossible happened.
The man sat up. Then, with skin-and-bone legs, he
miraculously stood. His sickness and frailty were instantly
gone. His whole appearance was changed!
My jaw dropped. Everyone’s jaws dropped.
The man’s eyes lit up, his toothless mouth erupting in a
smile. Then he started dancing.
What a sight! The almost-dead man was dancing on
toothpick legs, and Jesus was laughing out loud!
Then it was mayhem.
Jesus was mobbed. Every sick and dying body in all of
Bethesda limped, crawled, scrambled, dragged, and rolled up
to Jesus’ feet. In the onslaught, I was nearly knocked into the
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death-water. I shivered in disgust at the thought of falling into
it.

Get me out of here!
As I left through the doorway, I looked back to see more
and more people joining in the dance of the redeemed,
jumping up and down in excitement.
The noise became deafening. Cheering! Singing! A
hundred voices praising God.
I quickly made my way back down the hill before anyone
recognized me. But I stole a glance up at the massive retaining
wall of the Temple. Dozens of heads were peering down at
the cacophony inside Bethesda.
Amazing. There was no other way to describe it. What
Jesus did in Bethesda was absolutely amazing.

In addition to his miracles, Jesus’ teaching was earthshaking. Did you ever hear him speak? He said the most
fantastic things, but I admit I didn’t understand much of it. It
was so different from the everyday teaching of the Pharisees.
“Destroy this Temple and in three days I’ll raise it up.”
He said that after violently clearing the Temple, in
response to questions about his authority to do such a thing.
No idea what that was supposed to mean.
Here’s a few more:
“Unless a grain of wheat falls into the ground and dies, it
stays alone. But if it dies, it produces much fruit.”
Yeah, Jesus, we all get how farming works. But what does
that have to do with God and his kingdom?
“If anyone wants to follow me, he must reject himself,
pick up his cross every day, and follow me.”
No thanks.
“Whatever goes into a man from the outside can’t make
him dirty because it doesn’t go into his heart but into his
stomach and out into the toilet. Whatever leaves a man comes
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from the heart, and that makes him dirty. But eating without
washing hands doesn’t make him dirty.”
That one’s easy enough to understand, but contrary to
everything we’ve been taught about the Law.
“Blessed are the peacemakers, because they’ll be called
God’s sons.”
I liked that one. That’s me, a peacemaker in the Temple.
I hope.
But I wasn’t the only one who had trouble understanding
Jesus’ teaching. One day I overheard one of the Sanhedrin
Pharisees – Nicodemus – speaking to a huddled group in the
corner. He figured no one could do the miracles Jesus did if
he wasn’t from God, so he had sought Jesus out to discover
the truth for himself.
“He said that you can’t see God’s kingdom unless you’re
born again,” Nicodemus reported. “Who can understand such
words? He tried explaining, but it didn’t make any sense. How
on earth can a man be born a second time? Then he spoke
about physical birth and spiritual birth, and that God loved
the world so much he gave up his own son for it, so people
could believe in him and live. What could all this mean?”
In spite of our inability to understand it, Jesus’ teaching
spread like wildfire throughout Judea and beyond. It was
echoed by every tongue in the marketplace, in back alleys, in
the privacy of courtyards, kitchens, and bedrooms. Everyone
was talking about him and his wonderful healings and new
teachings, away from the critical ears of our leaders.
Even though he razed the Temple, I had to admire him.
The people loved him dearly. They hung on every word he
said and everything he did.
We all did.

Some of his most notable teaching came six months ago
during the Feast of Booths. We’d heard rumors that he wasn’t
coming this year – everyone knew he had a bounty on his
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head. But when he showed up on the second-to-last day,
teaching in the Temple like he always did, my heart sank.
Just my luck.
The Feast of Booths is one of the most difficult times of
the year for us. Three times annually, all Jewish men are
required to travel to Jerusalem to worship and sacrifice
together. The whole city was packed, so it was virtually
impossible to regulate access to the Temple, even with double
shifts. We just tried to keep order as best we could. But
anytime Jesus was around, keeping order was easier said than
done.
The priests and Pharisees wanted him arrested but didn’t
know how to go about it. I was sent by the High Priest to do
just that, but the people would have killed us if we laid a finger
on him. So instead of arresting him, I got caught up in his
teaching like everyone else. I just stood there, transfixed. It
was like his words were alive! Needless to say, the High Priest
and members of the Council were less than impressed when I
returned kenos , empty-handed. I remember their scathing
words.
“Have you been led astray too?! Have any of the leaders
or the Pharisees believed in him?”
Nicodemus was the only one to defend us. He asked the
Council if anyone could be judged under the Law before
hearing from him firsthand. A good point. He got chewed out
for this. Rumor had it, Nicodemus was a secret believer, but
I don’t think he was the only one.
The Pharisees thought they’d finally trapped Jesus in his
words when a woman was discovered in the very act of
adultery and was dragged in front of him for judgment. But
his words made them all sheepishly melt away. Stones that
were ready to be thrown were dropped on the ground. Why
was it so powerful when he spoke?
The teaching continued in the treasury. Not sure if
you’ve been in there, but it’s a small courtyard adjacent to
the Temple itself. Thick walls, one entrance, and armed guards
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posted around the clock make it virtually impenetrable.
Besides the governor’s own bedroom, the Temple treasury is
the most secure location in the city, if not the whole country.
In the far corner of the treasury, Jesus began speaking
again.
“I am the light of the world! Whoever follows me won’t
walk in the dark but will have the light of life!”
The Pharisees argued with him incessantly. On the one
hand, they were ekplesso , blown away at his knowledge and
insight into the Scriptures. On the other, they challenged
everything.
“You’re witnessing about yourself, so your testimony
can’t be true,” they said smugly.
Jesus replied that his father witnesses about him too, but
that they didn’t know his father. “If you stay in my word,
you’re truly my disciples,” he said. “Then you’ll know the
truth and the truth will set you free.”
The Pharisees erupted at this. “We’re Abraham’s seed,
and we’ve never been slaves to anyone! So how can you say,
‘You’ll be free’?”
With every word he spoke, the Pharisees got angrier. But
their arguments were no match for his replies. And the louder
they got, the calmer Jesus appeared. He looked perfectly
relaxed in such a hostile environment, quite the contrast to
the anxious expressions on his disciples’ faces. It was as if he
knew no hand could be laid upon him. The people hung on
every word that came out of his mouth. And each reply
further infuriated and paralyzed the Pharisees, rendering all
action and argument against him impotent.

Where did he get such insight? What invisible force was
protecting him?
“You’re a Samaritan and have a demon!”
Now, I’ve seen a lot of demonized men in my career, but
Jesus certainly didn’t look or act like any of them. And I knew
he wasn’t a Samaritan – I’ve spoken to his brothers about his
genealogy myself. The Pharisees’ retorts were becoming less
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reasonable and more venomous. But Jesus wasn’t phased.
“I don’t have a demon, but I honor my Father and you
dishonor me. I don’t look for my own glory, because there’s
someone else who looks and judges. I tell you truly truly if
anyone keeps my words he’ll never see death.”
“Now we know you have a demon! You’re certainly not
greater than our father Abraham who died, are you?! The
prophets died too! So what do you make of yourself?!”
The Pharisees were all shouting at once. I couldn’t hear
Jesus’ reply over the uproar. Things were heating up. I saw
stones being passed around through the crowd.
There was murder in the air. The High Priest and all those
aligned with him – the religious elite of Judea! – were
preparing to kill a man in a bloody rage! Runners were sent
out into the courtyard to round up more rocks. But what
could I do? Arrest Jesus and trigger a riot? Arrest the
members of the Council? Do nothing?! There was no simple
solution to the tense situation and things were getting out of
hand.
I hesitated too long and missed my chance to avert the
coming disaster. Jesus spoke again and the dam of hatred
burst open.
“Truly, truly I tell you. Before Abraham existed, I am.”
That was it. The Pharisees couldn’t contain themselves
any longer. Jesus spoke God’s name – the name God gave
himself from the burning bush, his memorial name forever,
the name that was too holy even to speak or write in its
entirety! – as his own.
Blasphemy of the worst kind.
We guards were powerless to hold back the floodwaters
of violence. In the mayhem, stones were hastily pushed into
the hands of those in the front row. The executioners. Those
same stones had been abandoned the previous day, after Jesus
had pardoned a sinful woman. Now they were to be used on
him for an even worse sin.
Everyone was yelling, demanding his blood. The uproar
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was deafening. The disciples were covering their heads,
cowering in the corner, their lives no doubt flashing before
their eyes. Angry arms cocked back to throw.

But where is Jesus?
Before a stone could be thrown, he was gone. Not sure
how, not sure where. He just disappeared.
I didn’t understand it – nobody did. There was no way
out of the treasury, except through the single doorway that I
was standing in the middle of. And yet one moment he was
there, the next moment he was gone.

How is this possible?
Furious voices, frantic searching.
“Where the hell is he?!”
“Don’t let him escape!”
“Blasphemy! He must die!”
His disciples had no clue where he was, but they didn’t
look particularly surprised. Rather relieved. Guards were
everywhere, weapons drawn, blocking anyone from entering
or leaving. Nobody could have gotten by us.
But nevertheless, Jesus was unexplainably gone.
Once again, the rocks went unused.

After numerous embarrassing attempts to get rid of him,
the priests and Pharisees were convinced that Jesus had to be
arrested in secret and executed by the Romans. Their
reasoning: it was better for one man to die for the people so
the whole nation wasn’t destroyed. Not sure I agreed with
that, but who was I to argue with God’s representatives? Their
urgency to get this done was escalated by Jesus’ trashing the
Temple last Monday. Allowing him to live any longer just
wasn’t an option anymore. However, there was no way to get
at him when the crowds were near. He had to be arrested
secretly. It didn’t seem right, but it was the only way.
It was a matter of timing.
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In the end, it was one of his disciples that delivered Jesus
to us. Late Thursday night, just outside the city, this man led
our leaders to him. Jesus was ambushed by a small army in
Gethsemane. Away from the crowds, away from a potential
riot. I wasn’t there, but many other Temple guards were.
Apparently, it went down without a hitch. Jesus just gave
himself up and his followers scattered without much of a fight.
Jesus should’ve picked better disciples.
The Romans arrested him. His trials were held that very
night, which didn’t seem right either. In fact, a lot of what the
Jewish leaders have been doing lately doesn’t seem right. But
it worked – they got the Romans to kill Jesus the next
morning. Crucified at Golgotha , like they always do. That’s
when the eclipse happened, around midday on Friday. I’ve
never seen it so dark.
By that afternoon, Jesus was dead. At least that’s what I
heard later on. Just surviving the earthquake that afternoon
was worry enough. I fully expected the whole city to collapse!
Instead, it just caused a lot of mess to clean up in the Temple
– tools, books, and utensils for the priests. I heard the
Pharisees mumbling something about a ripped curtain, but I
was too preoccupied with the rest of the Temple to pay much
attention. We’d just managed to clean up after Monday’s
fiasco and then it all got cluttered up again!
My God, what a week! I can’t say I was terribly surprised
that Jesus was dead, but it was all a little abrupt. The people
loved him so much!
Sigh. And that, my friend, is where this story gets really
interesting, as if it wasn’t interesting already.

“Azriel, get up!”
“Huh, what?” I said, still half asleep. The room was dark.
Friday night. My wife was sitting up in bed, kicking my legs
under the blankets.
“Someone’s banging on the door and calling for you. Go
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on, get up!”
“Damaris, you’re hearing things. Go back to be–”

BANG, BANG, BANG.
“There! There it is again!”
She was right, someone was indeed thumping on our
door, calling for me. Groggily, I stumbled out of bed and
wrapped myself in a robe. I shuffled to the door just as the
knocking started again.

BANG, BANG–
The raucous stopped as I unlatched the bolt. I eased the
door open to see a young Pharisee impatiently standing in the
moonlight. He was one of the disciples of the High Priest.
“Azriel, you’ve been summoned by the Hight Priest to
assemble a squad to guard the tomb of the heretic Jesus.”
My foggy brain couldn’t quite grasp what I was hearing.
And I was grumpy from being woken up.
“Are you kidding me? What time is it?”
“The third watch. You must be going. The High Priest
was adamant…”
“It’s the middle of the night! The sun’s going to rise on
the Passover Sabbath in a few hours and you want me to go
guard a corpse?!”
“Yes, that’s exactly what you’re to do. As I said, the High
Priest–”
“Yes, yes. I heard you the first time.” I was fully awake
now. “Does Pilate know about this? Do we even have
permission to take a body off a cross? The Romans still have
custody, you know, even after he’s dead.”
“He’s already been moved,” the Pharisee said. “Pilate
allowed the Arimathean to bury him in his own tomb, near
Golgotha. We’ll deal with him later. However, the High Priest
assured me that first thing in the morning he’ll personally
obtain permission–”
“Wait, the High Priest is going to see Pilate on the most

sacred Sabbath of the year?!”
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My mind was reeling. Nothing made sense.
“Yes, Azriel. Stop interrupting me. Select a squad from
the Temple guard and make sure nobody can get at Jesus’
body. Now go, quickly!”
With that, he spun and stomped off. I slowly shook my
head, bewildered.

What is happening here?
Grudgingly, I turned back into the house, dressed myself,
reassured my worrying wife, and marched off into the night.

As you know, Golgotha is up on a rocky ledge at the top
of the highest cliff above the old rock quarry. I can see why
the Romans like it for their executions – easily seen from the
city walls and nearby highways, and near the governor’s
residence. It was in the rock quarry below Golgotha that I
spent last night. Many of the massive bricks used to build the
city and the Temple were cut from the bedrock there, leaving
a chasm. The cliffs drop down deeper into the earth than the
city walls are tall, farther than a man could ever fall and
survive, and the vast pit is over a stone’s throw across in all
directions, in some places two. At the base of those same
cliffs, all the way around the bottom, are prime locations for
tombs to be cut into the limestone. Over time, the abandoned
rock quarry became the most popular burial ground for the
residents of Jerusalem. You must have relatives buried there.
And because its floor is so low, it collects and retains
rainwater better than the rocky hills above. Thus the quarry
floor became lush and verdant, a garden of sorts, where family
and friends could visit cherished tombs and reminisce amongst
the flowers and trees. Essentially, it’s a big hole – nice enough
to visit in the day, but not a pleasant place to spend the night.
Our ancestors, who cut and carried those great stones to
build our great city, were aptly laid to rest where they had
toiled so hard. They, along with their children and
grandchildren, occupy the tombs cut into the quarry. Many
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died of natural causes, surrounded by loved ones. But some
were executed on the cliffs above by the Romans. Whether
deserving or not, they were exposed, to their shame, on the
cross for the whole world to see, then carried down to their
final beds carved into the rock below. How very convenient.
That was how Jesus died, humiliated on a cross at

Golgotha , on the cliffs above the quarry.

I couldn’t believe I was marching down into the pit in the
dark. It had been such a long week of day shifts and now I
was about to work on the Sabbath instead of resting at home
with my family.

This is crazy. Even after he’s dead, Jesus is still causing
me trouble.
In the moonlight, I could see Golgotha high on the cliff
toward the city. The rock had split from the ridge all the way
to the valley floor and down into the ground. Boulders and
fresh fragments of limestone littered the grass around the
massive crack. It was like the earth was torn from the crosses
all the way down into the depths.

That’s new. Must’ve happened during the earthquake.
We arrived at the bottom during the fourth watch of the
night. Two old men were there with their servants and an
empty cart, preparing to leave. I overheard them speaking.
“It was good of you to give him your tomb.”
“I only wish I could do more. But come, we’ve got to
hurry before the sun comes up.”
As I approached, they turned and saw my uniform.
Resentment filled their eyes. I represented the authority that
arrested and accused Jesus, and eventually got him killed.
In the moonlight, I recognized Nicodemus from the
Council. The rumors of his blasphemous belief in Jesus were
clearly true. However, he didn’t seem so ashamed of it now
that Jesus was dead.
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The other man was named Joseph. He had recently
moved to Jerusalem with his family from Arimathea, near the
coast. Joseph was another devout Jew with money who had
been voted into the Council.
I spoke first.
“Is that the body of Jesus you’ve put in there?”
“Azriel,” Nicodemus said, “you must be here to ease the
anxiety of the High Priest. Guarding the tomb, are you? Need
to make sure nobody’s fooled into thinking he’s come back
to life? Rest assured; his disciples are in hiding. You’ll get no
trouble from them.”
“Is this your tomb?” I asked Joseph.
“It is,” he replied. “At least, it was. Carved out earlier
this year for myself and my family, though not yet used. I’m
honored to give it as the final resting place for such a great
prophet.”
The tomb was still open, but a big slab of stone was poised
and ready to roll into place over the entrance. A low doorway
was chiselled into the cliff, which led into the tomb room
itself, according to the popular style for the last few
generations. I took a torch and stooped inside. There were
multiple ledges carved into the rock, but only one was
occupied. A lone corpse was wrapped in graveclothes, lying
still on its stony bed. I pulled back the face cloth and saw the
beaten and bloodied face of Jesus in the torchlight. His once
lively eyes were half-open and glazed over. No breath moved
past his lips.
Jesus was dead. I saw it for myself. Not a wisp of life left.
Looked like every drop of blood had been drained from his
broken body.
“Azriel,” Nicodemus called from outside, “we must be
going.”
I replaced the face cloth. As I turned to leave, I saw
dozens of jars full of burial ointments and spices stacked
neatly against the far wall, presumably to be applied later this
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week. There must have been over a hundred pounds there,
far more than any one corpse would require.
“Is that all for him?” I asked.
Nicodemus ignored my question and instead spoke to
Joseph. “It’s getting light. We’d better get home before the
Sabbath begins.”
The dark purple sky was giving way to light blue towards
the east, while the undersides of the few clouds were glowing
red and orange. The Sabbath was dawning.
I stepped out. One of the servants pulled away the brace
and gave the entrance stone a shove. It rolled a full turn down
a short slope and slammed home against the opening of the
tomb, securing Jesus inside and everyone else out. It would’ve
taken my squad all day to move it out of the way again.
Nicodemus and Joseph plodded away with their servants
and the empty cart.
Earlier
gather the
Priest was
discussing
situation.”

that night, when I’d arrived at the Temple to
squad, I received further instruction. The High
there, along with the rest of the Council, still
and debating what to do about the “Jesus

“Here, take this,” he had said as he handed me his signet
ring. He also gave me a pile of crimson wax, the same that’s
used in the Temple for official purposes. “Make sure it’s
closed up tight. There can be no doubt that it was never
opened. Once it’s sealed, return the ring to me immediately.
Then guard the tomb with your life.”

Seal the tomb? Is that really necessary? Isn’t an armed
guard enough?
“Yes sir,” I’d replied.
He just wanted someone to blame if it failed, however
unlikely. Yet his words left no uncertainty about what would
happen to us if Jesus’ body disappeared.

Come seal it yourself if you’re so afraid.
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Resentment towards the priesthood was starting to boil
over. Nonetheless, after the entrance stone fell into place, I
poured hot wax all along the seam. While it was still soft, I
pressed the High Priest’s ring into the wax, imprinting his
unique seal. I sealed it not once but seven times, all around
the edge of the stone. Then I sent three of my best men back
to Jerusalem to deliver the ring back to its owner. As long as
that ring remained on the hand of the High Priest, there was
no way the body of Jesus could move.
Or so I thought.
With the tomb sealed, I surveyed the quarry in the
growing light. Across from us, quietly watching, was a small
group of women.

Great, just what we need. An audience.
“Hey, you there!” I called to them. “Get out of here. Go
home to you husbands and your children. Look, the Sabbath
is dawning and if you’re caught outside when day breaks
there’ll be hell to pay.”
That wasn’t true. Nobody really follows all the Sabbath
laws, except around the Pharisees. There are just too many.
Besides, it’s not like the Romans will let us keep the city gates
closed for a whole day once a week. Nevertheless, the women
slowly walked off after the empty cart.
We were finally alone. I organized a rotation of my men
so some could nap while others patrolled. The sun rose
uneventfully on Saturday, and the Passover Sabbath passed in
peace. Reinforcements and rations arrived around midday.
Nobody else ventured down into the quarry graveyard. A
quiet day to guard a tomb.
Little did I know what was coming later that night – the
most terrifying night of my life.

Now, about what happened.
It all began quietly enough. The first watch got settled
around the campfire while the rest of us drifted off to sleep.
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We didn’t see it coming.
It was midnight. The start of the third watch. A starry
night, with just the soft sounds of nature serenading us as we
took turns watching and sleeping.
Then, without warning, the sky burst open above us.
Blazing light blasted us, brighter than a hundred suns!
Instantly, we all fell on our faces in terror.
An army marched down from the sky, with trumpets
blaring and voices shouting! Then a shining man at the head
of it all stepped down, from heaven to earth, and rolled the
massive stone away from the entrance of the tomb without
any effort at all.
We were dazed and dumbstruck, eyes burning from the
light and ears ringing from the thunderous sound. Urine
soaked every groin. We all shook like lunatics, unable to watch
what was happening but unable to look away. The earth shook
with every step the man took. The sound and the light in that
moment were more than I could bear!
I fully expected to die from the intensity of the moment.
In fact, I wished I was dead rather than witness such a
terrifying scene.
Then it got worse.
The last thing I remember was an explosion of radiance
from inside the tomb. Heat and light beyond measure.
Something even more powerful was coming out towards us!
Then that was it. I was burned alive by the great glory
and intensity. It all happened so quickly.
I died.
Or at least I thought I did.

I woke up this morning to the shuffling of feet in the dirt.
They were the women from Friday night, except that instead
of weeping and reluctance to leave the graveyard, they were
now wide-eyed and running away.
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My whole body hurt, like the world's worst hangover. My
eyes were still burning, ears still ringing.
There was a heavy fragrance in the air. The whole
cemetery smelled of myrrh, aloe, and every other spice. It was
beautiful. The tomb itself was empty, devoid not only of
Jesus’ body but also the jars of spices brought by Nicodemus
and Joseph. They must have been vaporized and blasted
outward. Now everything in the vicinity was anointed.
Including me. Now you know why I smell like heaven.
There weren't many of us guards left. We all know the
deal – fail in our duties and we forfeit our lives. Well, we
failed. The tomb was empty. The rest of the guards must have
taken off, knowing their lives were in danger.
But how did we survive last night? I don't know what
happened, but it was certainly not something natural. I had
just witnessed the absolute glory of something divine.
I stumbled my way into the city. My uniform was halfburned off me, as you can see. Even my sword had melted in
its sheath. Beard and eyebrows singed. And yet my scent was
divine! I turned a lot of heads as I trudged along, alone, to
the home of the High Priest. It might have meant certain
death, but I'm still a soldier. My honor is worth more than my
life. Besides, if I ran, I'd endanger the lives of my family too.
Better me than them.

But once again, I didn't die. Not last night and not today
at the hand of the High Priest. They were back where I’d seen
them last, huddled in their Council room in the Temple. I told
them everything, but I wasn't reprimanded. Not even
lectured! They seemed to believe me, but they didn’t make a
big deal about it. They downplayed the whole thing! Smiles,
jokes, an arm around my shoulder.
“Azriel, you look so nervous! Not to worry. You’ve done
excellent work guarding the tomb all night, and you deserve
adequate compensation for such a difficult job. But let’s not
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alarm the people – no need to cause another riot. Just tell
everyone that a mob of his disciples overpowered you and
stole the body, in order to deceive us all that he’d come back
to life. Those evil disciples, they’re the ones who should be
punished, not you! Tell the rest of your squad to report back
to us – you’ll all receive the same amount for your faithful
service to God. And remember, the disciples stole the body.”
I looked with disdain at the hand resting on my shoulder.
The touch, the false friendliness, was revolting. It might as
well have been a snake on me. And there on the index finger
was the ring that had sealed the tomb closed. The symbol of
his authority meant nothing to me anymore. All the power of
the High Priest couldn’t keep Jesus in the grave.
I was paid and sent away. Now I'm looking at the dirty
money in my hands, which purchased my integrity. And I hate
myself for it.

What the hell happened last night? How am I still alive?
And who was this Jesus?
Even if it takes the rest of my life, I'm going to find out
the truth about this man. I feel like the greatest thing in the
history of the world has just happened. I witnessed it and
somehow lived to tell about it. And that's exactly what I must
do now.
Bribe or not, I must live to tell about this Jesus.
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Angels in popular culture are typically portrayed as glowing cherubs
dressed in white robes, floating with feathery wings and playing
harps. They’re soft-spoken, meek-mannered figures that sit on shoulders offering grandmotherly advice.
However, anytime angels appear in the Bible, the experience is completely opposite. They’re often described as fearsome-looking young
men blazing with light, carrying weapons and possessing extraordinary strength.1 Sometimes they appear alone,2 sometimes with an
army of others.3 The reaction to these heavenly beings is always one
of overwhelming fear. We know this because their statements typically begin with, “Don’t be afraid!” 4
Easier said than done.
The Bible says, “it’s a terrible thing to fall into the hands of the
living God.” 5 God takes it a step further when he says about himself:
“No man can see me and live.” 6This isn’t because God will strike
down anyone who lays eyes on him, as if he was too embarrassed to
be seen by people. Rather, the Bible states a simple fact: the vision
of God is so terribly overwhelming that the human body in its earthly
form cannot handle the intensity and enormity of the experience. To
see God in all his glory, any human will consequently fall down dead
in short order. The direct presence of God is deadly. The people of
Israel, when witnessing the glory of God, begged to not hear his voice
directly, lest they die.7
Therefore, even God’s messengers (angels) are frightening enough to
terrify the toughest soldier. Matthew specifically records the reaction
1

Matthew 28:2-3, Mark 16:3-5, Luke 24:4-5
Joshua 5:13-14; Numbers 22:22-31; Judges 6:12
3 Genesis 28:12; Genesis 32:1-2; Luke 2:13; Revelation 5:11
4 Daniel 10:7-12, Matthew 28:5, Luke 1:13, Luke 1:30, Luke 2:10
5 Hebrews 10:31
6
Exodus 33:20
7
Exodus 20:18-20
2
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at Jesus’ empty tomb:
“The guards were so scared that they shook and became like
the dead.” 1
That is to say, they probably fainted in fear.

STUDY QUESTIONS: AZRIEL
1. Have you ever been peer-pressured into doing something
you knew was wrong? Did you ever try to fix the wrong
afterward?
2. Have you ever obeyed orders or someone's wishes when
you knew it was wrong? Would you have been punished if
you didn't?
3. What was the scariest moment of your life?
4. Jesus is often portrayed as a gentle, meek, peaceful man.
But he said of himself, “I didn't come to bring peace, but a
sword!” Do you think Jesus ever used violence to achieve
his goals? Did he ever punch someone in the face or whip
someone’s back?

1

Matthew 28:4
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12
SIMON (PART 2)

JERUSALEM, JUDEA. SEPTEMBER, 30 AD.
Once again, a man is cinching down the last ropes on his camel. The
caravan is starting to move off. As the long line of people and animals form on the road, the man again laments out loud to himself,
not hearing his new merchant friend approaching from behind.

And he hasn’t come alone.
Introductions are made. It seems the merchant has spoken of nothing
else but the amazing story he heard on the road the day before. In
fact, he repeated every word to his three brothers around the fire that
night. Now all four are eager to hear more from this pilgrim.
The man smiles and continues…
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Oh Jerusalem, oh Jerusalem! Will my weeping over you ever
cease? Many of your sons and daughters believed in the Messiah that
was sent to save you. But woe to your evil shepherds, those blind
guides, who were tasked with bringing you nearer to God. They refused to see and understand that the day of their visitation was at
hand, and they didn’t recognize the very God they claimed to serve.
Oh Zion, your great sin, your unbelief, won’t go unpunished. The belief of foreigners condemns you and you’ll soon fall…
Ah, good morning friend. Peace to you. And who have you
brought with you? Yes, I can see the resemblance. What’s that? You’ve
been up all night talking? I can see from the excitement on your faces
that you’re hungry for more news about Jesus and his followers. Well,
I can’t say I’m surprised to have a larger audience today. This is exactly how such news has been spreading since the day he began his
ministry. Just like a grass fire, which spreads from stalk to stalk, so
our gospel ignites heart after heart. Indeed, it consumed me the same
way.
You all now know about Jesus’ crucifixion. The King of the Jews,
executed by the Romans. Our nation has been plagued by tragedies
since our inception, mostly because of our own unfaithfulness – but
that’s old news. This new, good news – euangelion – isn’t about our
past, it’s about our future. Had you been in Jerusalem longer than a
couple of days, you would certainly have heard that the tragedy of Jesus’ crucifixion wasn’t actually the end of anything.
It was just the beginning.
You see, this last Passover Friday was a dark day for the Jews.
Indeed, for the whole world. A Passover to end all Passovers. But the
darkness wasn’t the end of the story.
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Sunday was coming. And Sunday was going to be bright.
Very bright.

In the days after Jesus’ death, many of his disciples scattered. At
least, I assumed so because I saw two of them leave the city early one
morning. I recognized them from the crowd of mourners at Golgotha
two days prior. As I watched them from my uncle’s rooftop, they
walked dejectedly out the Judgment Gate, heading west.
I’d been spending a lot of time up on the roof. After a sobering
entrance into Jerusalem, I didn’t feel like socializing downstairs with
my relatives. My heart was completely downcast. Not even visiting the
Temple could cheer me up.
But my spirit abruptly changed when I saw those same two men
return to Jerusalem later that evening. Something was different. Even
from a distance, I could tell they were overjoyed.
And in a hurry.
My heart started racing, beating out of my chest. I cried out to
them as I leaned over the ledge, “Hey! You two… wait!” But they were
already pushing their way through the bustling evening market away
from me.
I leapt into action, bounding down the stairs two at a time. I
nearly knocked over my bewildered aunt as I rushed out the front
gate. Frantically I weaved through the streets. At the time, I didn’t
know why I ran after them. I was jolted into action by a force quite
outside myself, desperate to hear the message they carried.
I ran like my life depended on it.
I lost sight of the men many times as I shoved through the
crowds, but by God’s grace I didn’t lose them completely. Gradually, I
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was catching up, despite their hurried pace.
But then they were gone! One minute I saw the tops of their
heads through the busy streets, then the next they’d disappeared. I
stood on tip-toes at the last place I’d seen them, peering over the people all around me.

Where did they… wait, is that… yes! There!
The two men had turned down a narrow lane and were excitedly
pounding on a locked door, shouting to be let in. I ran towards them
out of breath and reached them just as the door opened. Together, all
three of us spilled through the proaulion, the gateway, into the courtyard as the door was hastily relocked behind us.
Our surprised host assumed I was with them, while they assumed I was just another guest. All three of us were quickly ushered
upstairs into another locked room. It was full of people, both men and
women, many of whom I recognized from Golgotha days before.
“The Lord really has risen! He appeared to Simon!”

Who, me? No, I haven’t seen Jesus… wait… he’s alive?!
Everyone was abuzz, all talking at once. Peter finally quieted us
down and restored some semblance of order amidst the excitement.
Eventually the stories came out.
Some women were at Jesus’ tomb in the old quarry early that
morning. But the entrance stone had somehow been rolled away and
half the guards were gone, while the others looked quite dead. Then
they noticed two fierce-looking young men (angels?) standing there,
who told them that Jesus had risen from death! The women were terrified and immediately ran to get the disciples. Peter and John raced
back to the tomb, but there was no one around. No guards, no angels.
Just an empty tomb and a pile of graveclothes.
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Impossible…
Then the two disciples I’d followed through the streets told their
story: on the way home to Emmaus that morning, they met a man
walking in their direction. As they travelled together, the three of them
discussed everything that had happened in Jerusalem regarding Jesus
over the last week. The stranger amazed them with his insight about
the Scriptures.
“He called us foolish men,” they said, “slow to believe what the
prophets had spoken. He said, ‘Didn’t the Messiah need to suffer this
way and then go into his glory?’ Then, starting with Moses, he explained all the messianic Scriptures to us in ways we’d never heard
before! We had no idea who this man was, but his words were
anointed! It was amazing! As we got to Emmaus, our mystery man
made motions to go further, but we begged and insisted he come in
and stay with us. There was no way we were letting him leave. Dinner
was already on the table, so we reclined and washed our feet. Then the
man took the bread, blessed it, broke it, and handed it to us. As we
received it out of his hands, we both instantly recognized that it was
Jesus! The stranger on the road to Emmaus was the Lord himself! But
then immediately he vanished! Just like that! I nearly knocked the table over as I fell backwards in shock. We hadn’t recognized him all
day! But that certainly explained why our hearts were burning inside
us as he spoke to us on the road! Truly brothers, it was him!”
Shock and wonder filled everyone present. Murmurs of disbelief
mixed with whispers of joy. All began praising God, laughing, and
asking questions at once.
We were just about to hear about how Jesus appeared to Peter,
when a familiar voice cut through us all.
“Peace to you.”
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All eyes turned to see Jesus standing among us.
In the flesh.
Alive.

Let’s pause for a moment, friends. A quick recap, since you probably don’t know much about Jesus.
You see, he was a Jew from Nazareth, a small town in Galilee. He
spent three years wandering around Judea, Galilee, Decapolis, Phoenicia, and even Samaria, preaching about God’s kingdom. The Jewish
leaders hated him because they thought he was abolishing the Law.
But this wasn’t the case at all. Even though he broke many rules and
traditions during his ministry, he was the only one who ever fully
obeyed the Law. In addition to all this, he performed the most extraordinary miracles! Hundreds, if not thousands of healings occurred
wherever he went. No disease or infirmity was beyond his power. Despite all this, Jesus was eventually arrested in secret by the High Priest.
Trials occurred that same night and he was sentenced to death by the
Roman governor to appease the Jews. The next morning, Jesus was
paraded out of the city (that’s where I came into the story), crucified
at Golgotha, and buried in a borrowed tomb carved into the cliffs below.
That’s how Jesus ended up in the grave. That’s why his followers
had hidden themselves away. Are you starting to understand now?
Starting to see the significance of this man who claimed he was the
Son of God?
Now, back to the locked room.
Jesus just appeared out of nowhere. Alive and fully healed. He
was smiling widely and looking around at everyone present.
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For a moment, the world stood still. Then pandemonium struck.
Quite simply, everyone freaked out.
“A ghost! It’s his ghost back to haunt us!”
Screaming, weeping, absolute hysterics. Those nearest him fell
back and away, as if from a lion. Others simply collapsed lifeless on
the floor. Some near the back of the room knocked me over in a mad
scramble for the door, but were unable to unlock it in their frenzy. I
was caught underneath a pile of terrified, writhing bodies, all desperate to escape the middle of the room where Jesus now stood.
But Jesus continued to speak to his people, and his words
brought peace. He showed us his nail-scarred hands and feet. He
showed us his ribs, where he’d been run through by a Roman spear.
Though physically calmed down, many of us were still convinced he
was a ghost, until he further proved his humanity by eating some of
the leftover supper.
Gradually, we started moving again as Jesus greeted everyone in
the room by name.
Even me.
“I tell you truly, Simon” he said to me, “many will desire to do
what you alone were chosen to do for me in my darkest hour.”
Just as the excitement started to build again, he disappeared as
suddenly as he arrived. But before he left, he breathed on us.
“Receive the Holy Spirit.”
I didn’t know what he meant by that until fifty days later.

Word spread fast. Soon the whole city was buzzing about it. I
became a celebrity of sorts. “You were the one who carried Jesus’ cross?
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Really?!” The lowest thing I’d ever been forced to do became my greatest honor.
I followed the disciples wherever they went, hearing all about Jesus’ life. It didn’t take long for me to realize that he truly was the Son
of God. It all made sense now!
Do you know any of the Scriptures? No? Well, Isaiah, one of our
greatest prophets spoke about the coming Messiah hundreds of years
ago. 1 He said the Messiah would be hated and betrayed by men. Like
a lamb led to slaughter and a sheep before shearers, he wouldn’t open
his mouth. He would be stabbed for our rebellion and broken for our
guilt. His grave would be set among the wicked, but he’d be wealthy
in death. The Messiah would be counted with the lawless, but he
would carry the sin of many. Isaiah was speaking about Jesus, who
was yet to come generations later!
Well, I can tell by the blank look on your faces that I’ve lost you.
I admit, Jewish Scriptures don’t mean much to non-Jews. However, the
significance of Jesus’ life and death can only be understood when you
know the history of the Jews.
Our great king David – you must have heard of his songs – also
spoke about Jesus when he said:
“They’ve pierced my hands and feet and I can count all my bones.
They look and stare at me. They divide my coat among them and
cast lots for my clothes.” 2
That’s exactly what I witnessed at Golgotha. And yet this great news
isn’t just for the Jews, it’s for the whole world!

1
2

Isaiah 53
Psalm 22:16-18
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After seeing Jesus alive, I followed the disciples wherever they
went, even north to Galilee. I didn’t see Jesus on the beach after the
disciples caught 153 huge fish. They’d been fishermen their whole lives,
but they’d never seen fish so big caught from the Sea of Galilee. Later
that afternoon, Jesus appeared again, this time to over 500 of us on a
mountain nearby. That time I was there. I was told it was the same
mountain he’d first preached on years before. As we ate the miraculous catch of fish, Jesus taught and encouraged us before
disappearing yet again.
Back in Jerusalem, 40 days after his resurrection, Jesus appeared
one last time as he taught us up on the Mount of Olives. Jerusalem no
longer looked so glorious to me from that mountain ridge. The view
hadn’t changed, but I had. Jerusalem’s Temple was made by human
hands, but God’s true Temple was acheiropoietos, non-handmade.
You see, God’s true Temple was Jesus himself. And now it’s
everyone who believes in him.
As Jesus spoke to us on the mountain, our minds were opened to
the Scriptures we all knew so well. We understood them better now,
in light of Jesus. Then he told us not to leave Jerusalem.
“Wait for the Father’s promise, which you heard from me. John
baptized with water, but you’ll be baptized in the Holy Spirit before
many days.”
There were questions about when he was going to establish his
kingdom, but he wouldn’t tell us.
“It’s not for you to know the times or the seasons the Father has
set by his own control. But you’ll receive power when the Holy Spirit
comes upon you. You’ll be my witnesses both in Jerusalem and all of
Judea and Samaria, and even to the end of the earth.”
Jesus stretched out his hands toward us. Again, I saw the scars
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where the spikes had held him to the cross, the same cross I’d carried
for him. Then he blessed us, as he often did. And as we watched, he
began to rise off the ground.
I didn’t believe my eyes at first. I rubbed them and blinked repeatedly, but they weren’t mistaken. Jesus continued to rise higher
and higher into the bright sky, still blessing us all the while. He rose
so high I had to shade my eyes. Then he was lost into a cloud.
We were all straining to catch another glimpse of him when a
voice addressed us from the ground. Startled, we at saw two men
standing where Jesus had been. They were dressed in white and blazing like the sun. A woman near me gasped, “The men from the tomb!”
“Men of Galilee,” they said, “why are you standing here staring
at the sky? This Jesus, taken from you to heaven, will come the same
way that you saw him go to heaven.”
Then they vanished.
After much rejoicing on the mountain, we all made our way back
to Jerusalem, full of wonder and excitement.

What did Jesus mean by power from the Holy Spirit?
We would soon find out.

The next week passed by in a blur. I was rarely at home with my
uncle. I hardly slept. I devoted myself to learning as much as I could
about Jesus. We visited the Temple to worship, but now it seemed so
archaic and lifeless. We spoke constantly of seeing Jesus alive. The
High Priest tried to spread disinformation about the disciples stealing
Jesus’ body, which some believed. It certainly seemed a lot more plausible than a dead man walking around, appearing and disappearing,
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then floating up into the sky. Nobody knew who to believe: the ordained, educated priests, or the rag-tag believers.
The public was torn, and the rift was wide. But God soon sent
another witness to help us. I wasn’t there when the Holy Spirit filled
the first 120 believers, but I arrived shortly thereafter.
It was the Festival of Weeks, specifically the day of Pentecost, fifty
days after the Passover. The disciples were gathered in that blessed
room upstairs, the same room where I first saw Jesus resurrected. I
was told later a fierce wind had blown through the whole house despite the doors and windows being latched closed. Then flaming
tongues appeared over each head, filling everyone with God’s own
Spirit and enabling them to speak in different languages.
When I arrived at the house, the Spirit had just fallen and the
disciples were bursting out the door and into the street. A crowd
started to form. The believers were full of joy and full of words! They
couldn’t stop speaking about Jesus, that he was God’s Son and the
promised Messiah! However, their words weren’t just in Hebrew and
Greek but in every tongue under the sun! I heard Galilean fishermen
preaching in the native language of Cyrene! Jewish pilgrims from all
over the world crowded around them, listening to euangelion, the gospel, in their own tongue.
It was all rather chaotic, with believers and onlookers filling the
streets. Disciples excitedly preached the gospel, then erupted into
song and praise to God. Then they started dancing, all the while trying to answer questions and explain what in God’s name had just
happened.
Some bystanders mocked, saying they were drunk, even though
it was still morning. I admit that it certainly seemed like drunken babbling at first. But none of them were full of wine, or posca or any other
juice from the vine. As strange as it may seem, it was like they were
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drunk on the Spirit!
The initial chaos was short-lived. God isn’t a god of disorder,
after all, but of order. Peter took charge. He climbed up a wall, hand
over foot, then pulled himself up onto a rooftop to be seen and heard
clearly. Then, standing above us, he opened his mouth and spoke to
the crowds.
“Men of Judea and all of you living in Jerusalem, give ear to my
words and know this: these men aren’t drunk, like you assume. It’s
the third hour of the day! But this was said through Joel the prophet:
‘It’ll be in the last days,’ God says, ‘that I’ll pour out my Spirit on
everybody!’”
This was Simon Peter, an uneducated fisherman from Galilee,
preaching euangelion to his countrymen. All of those who could speak
in foreign tongues translated for all the visitors from distant lands, so
each person heard the gospel of Jesus in his own language.
Peter spoke about the Scriptures regarding the Messiah, using
the same explanations spoken by Jesus on the road to Emmaus. The
crowds were amazed at his words. John was standing next to me as
we gazed up at his friend on the roof.
“This was how Jesus spoke,” he said. “Anointed.”
“Men of Israel,” Peter continued, “listen to these words: Jesus the
Nazarene – a man God proved to you with miracles, wonders, and
signs, which God did through him among you, as you know – he was
given according to God’s purpose and knowledge beforehand. You
nailed him by the hands of the lawless and killed him. But God raised
him, ending the agony of death, because it wasn’t strong enough to
hold him under it!”
Hearts everywhere were pierced by the very word of God. The
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mocking turned to weeping as men and women cried out for salvation.
“Brothers, what should we do?”
“Repent and be baptized, each of you, in the name of Jesus Christ
for the forgiveness of sins. Then you’ll receive the gift of the Holy Spirit.
The promise is for you, your children, and all who are far away, however many the Lord our God will call!”
Lives were changed instantly as those who received his words
were immediately baptized in the fountain of the nearby market. The
120 laid their hands on the soaking-wet believers so they could receive
the Holy Spirit too. And receive they did! Thousands believed that day.
I too received the Holy Spirit, just as Jesus had promised:
“I’ll send you a Helper from the Father. He’s the Spirit of truth
that goes out from the Father, and he’ll witness for me when he
comes.” 1
My friends, it’s no coincidence that we’re travelling together today. God has chosen you to understand and to know that this Jesus,
a Jew from Nazareth, is the Son of God! Nobody recognized him while
he walked the earth – not the Pharisees, not the general public, not
the Romans, not even me when I came face to face with him! His disciples barely understood his divinity despite being taught about it
numerous times. But now that the Holy Spirit is here, we get it! The
Scriptures, the miracles, the resurrection, and now God’s own Spirit
point to him as the Messiah. Jesus delivered the Jews from their enemies alright, but it wasn’t what we expected.
You must know that a new age has begun, a new covenant between God and his people! Zechariah’s prophecy from generations
ago has come true:
1

John 15:26
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“Many nations will be joined to the Lord in that day and will become my people. Then I will live in your midst and you will know
that the Lord of armies has sent me to you.” 1
My dear friends, I can clearly see that God is touching each of
your hearts. It doesn’t matter that you’re not Jews, I urge you to repent
and be baptized for the forgiveness of your sins. There is salvation in
none other than Jesus the Messiah!
Come, brothers. Lay your burdens down. Here, dry your eyes.
Follow me – there’s a spring just off the road. Yes, you too, don’t be
left behind. Let the caravan go on without us for a moment. All four
of you, be baptized into the death of Jesus, then come out with his life
a new man!
That’s it, friends. Come and meet God.

There now. You’re washed clean. Welcome to the family. Come,
let’s sit here in the sun and dry off. We’ll catch up soon enough.
Brothers, this knowledge of salvation you’ve received and believed in is worth far more than any treasure here on earth. Jesus
compared the kingdom of heaven to a merchant just like you: upon
finding a pearl beyond compare, he quickly sold everything he had to
purchase it. He invested his bios, his whole earthly life, into that single
pearl, because he had knowledge of its true value.
Again, Jesus said the kingdom of heaven is like a great treasure
that a man found hidden in a field. He’s just a common laborer, hired
to plow, sow, and harvest the land. But upon discovering the treasure
by chance, he hides it again, then goes and sells all he has to purchase
the field. The hidden treasure is worth a fortune, far beyond his
1

Zechariah 2:11
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current wealth, so he trades everything he has for it. He alone knows
the field’s true value.
Such is this knowledge friends! I don’t have to instruct you on
the value of a good investment. What I’ve told you will make you rich,
not in this life but in the next. God’s everlasting kingdom is far more
valuable than you could ever imagine.
Alas, if only my own people would believe as you have. Theirs was
the promise to be God’s people, to be a kingdom of priests ordained
to bring others to know him, that all nations would be blessed
through them. But their rejection is your gain. Although you’re not
originally part of God’s family, you’ve been adopted into it as sons because of your faith.
Oh Jerusalem, Jerusalem! You came face to face with God himself
but didn’t recognize him! He saved us all, but we didn’t know how
until afterwards. Sin and death were our great enemies, not the Romans! God’s own Temple – where his Spirit lives – wasn’t built by
human hands in Jerusalem. It walked among us as a man, speaking
truth and changing lives. Oh Jerusalem, oh fallen city! Your great sin
won’t go unpunished.
Now do you see why I constantly mourn for my people and my
city? They didn’t recognize their own God when he came to save them.
None of us did.
Indeed, I made the journey of a lifetime to carry the cross for a
criminal, not knowing that it was he who was actually carrying it for
me.
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In the last days of his life, Jesus predicted the coming destruction of
Jerusalem by an invading army:
“The days will come when your enemies will throw up a barricade
against you and surround you on all sides. They’ll raze you, and
your children with you, and they won’t leave one stone upon another, because you didn’t recognize the time of your visitation.” 1
Sure enough, the Roman army, led by Titus, surrounded the city
during the Jewish-Roman War. In 70 AD, Jerusalem was violently
overthrown and its citizens slaughtered. The walls were torn down,
the buildings leveled. The countryside was stripped bare and reduced
to an unrecognizable wasteland. The glorious Temple of the Jews was
burned and completely destroyed. The vast Temple treasury was
melted down to mint coins that commemorated Rome’s great victory.
Over a million Jews died during the course of the war and about
100,000 were enslaved.
The Temple was never rebuilt.

STUDY QUESTIONS: SIMON (PART 2)
1. Who first told you about Jesus?
2. What made you believe?
3. There are many gifts the Holy Spirit gives to believers.2
What are yours?

1
2

Luke 19:43-44
Romans 12:6-8; 1 Corinthians 12:8-10
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PETER

OUTSIDE ROME, ITALIA. OCTOBER, 64 AD.
Every city has one. A haunted spot. A place for executions. It’s always outside the city walls and always next to a major highway. The
more public the better. Kill criminals and discourage further crime.
Two birds with one stone. Beheading, impalement, strangling, hanging, stoning – the methods change, but the location remains the
same. The Roman soldiers have done this so often they’ve gotten
bored with the status quo and become quite creative with their grim
tasks. No reason you can’t have a little fun at work. The more gruesome the better. Crucifixion is the flavor of the day in the first
century Roman Empire. It evolved from impaling dead bodies on
stakes, to impaling live bodies with stakes, to nailing live bodies to
stakes.
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For Rome, the Empire’s great capital, its execution site is highly
visible just outside the Porta Esquilina on the east side of the city.
The ground there has absorbed so much blood, it’s stained a ruddy
black. There’s an excellent view of the execution grounds from the
Servian wall and the hills nearby.
Today a man is being executed here in a most unusual way. There
are no weeping family members around. The man is a long way from
home and word of his death won’t reach his family for months. Most
criminals are fearful, remorseful, or pleading innocence when they’re
about to die at the hands of the Romans. But this man is different.
He seems pleased with the situation, like there’s no other place he’d
rather be than dying here, in this way.
Strange.
Let’s hear what he has to say…

I’m hanging here upside down. The blood has long since
rushed to my head, causing quite the headache, and my legs are
going numb from lack of circulation. But when your feet are tied
and nailed to a giant stake protruding from the ground, a little
numbness down there (or rather, up there) is welcome.
You’re probably wondering how I got here. Well, here’s the
quick version: arrested, beaten, sham trial, beaten again, then
taken away to be crucified. Sound familiar? Yeah, I thought so
too. In fact, it was all too familiar. I’ll tell you this: I am absolutely
unworthy to be killed in the same terrible glorious way that my
Lord was. So I kicked and screamed and begged.
“Sideways! Upside down! Anything! I’m not worthy of a
death like Jesus!”
The soldiers graciously obliged. So here I am, crucified upside down.
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My stories have been circulating around the church forever.
I’m sure you’ve heard them all: catching all the fish, the name
change to Petros, my mother-in-law healed (really Jesus?
couldn’t you have saved someone else? ha, kidding). Jesus even
called me Satan once! I guess I had that one coming. And it took
years to be able to talk about how I betrayed the Lord during his
darkest night. The guilt and shame haunted me for years. I’ll
carry that with me to my grave, which won’t be much longer now.
Strangely, at the end of my life, I’m thinking about my childhood. The mind goes funny places when death is just around the
corner. Your whole life starts flashing by.
I spent a lot of time upside down in my younger years. I was
never a very good kid. My poor mother went grey at an early age
because of all the grief I put her through, running amuck all over
the countryside. No matter how many times I got the strap to my
backside, I never learned. I’ve always been terribly stubborn.
I would climb the highest trees I could find, right up to the
top where the trunk was no thicker than my skinny arm. Sycamores were the best, lots of branches. Of course, my mother
would come out of the house screaming at me to get down,
threatening all manner of pain and punishment. Does that ever
work with kids? Naturally, I would do what any other thickheaded strong-willed boy would do: I hung myself from the
branches upside down.
Haha! That woman would scream even more and pull her
hair. Whenever she’d calm down for a minute, I’d pretend to slip
and fall, which would get her going again. It still brings a smile to
my face. I can still feel the strap on my backside later that night.
It hurt so bad, but somehow felt so good.
So hanging here now, upside down, after enraging the authorities all over the world, ignoring their threats and following
my heart, well, it somehow feels good too.
After a childhood like mine, I could hang here all day long.
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I wasn’t the only one of Jesus’ friends who liked to climb
trees. We were walking through Jericho one day and passed under a big sycamore. There were crowds all around, everybody
trying to get a glimpse of Jesus. My mind wandered back to all
those trees I climbed (and all those sore backsides), when suddenly Jesus stopped and looked up.
“What is it, Lord?” I asked, as we all looked up into the
branches of this huge tree before us.
“Zaccheus! Quick, come down here! I’m staying with you today!”
The tree was full of children, which wasn’t unusual. With all
the crowds of adults around, the only place for kids to see Jesus,
or any passing procession, was from the branches of a tree or the
top of a roof.

Jesus, who on earth are you talking to?
Sure enough, up in the branches amongst all the kids, a man
started to climb down excitedly. A good climber can always recognize another good climber. He moved like a monkey. Not as
good as me, mind you, but not too shabby either. I quickly saw
why he was up there: he was short, not much bigger than a tenyear-old. And, judging by his clothes, he had money.
Jumping down, Zaccheus was thrilled, and away we went to
his house. The feast that night was over the top. Zaccheus spared
no expense.
Now, one thing you may not know about Jesus is that he
wasn’t always the best dinner guest. Sometimes, without warning, he would tear a strip off his host. This happened at nearly
every meal at a Pharisee’s house. It was a little embarrassing at
the time, but later, after they’d killed him, I understood why he
felt so strongly. Anyway, Jesus could be downright mean. Then
the shouting would start, then the death threats. Before long, we
were out on the street, sometimes running for our lives into the
wilderness.
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But that night at Zaccheus’ house, Jesus was on his best behavior. He’s got a real soft spot for repentant hearts, no matter
how awful they were before.
As I said, Zaccheus spared no expense. We ate like kings
that night, fed by a little man in a tree.
After that, Zaccheus didn’t last long as a tax collector. The
Romans didn’t appreciate his newfound compassion. Or his rediscovered honesty. When the kickbacks to his superiors
stopped, Zaccheus quickly found himself out of work. But he
couldn’t have been happier. He devoted his life to serving the
poor and he was one of the biggest contributors to Jesus’ ministry. Even after Jesus’ ascension, Zaccheus continued to sell off
land and donate the money to the church, to distribute as we saw
fit.
Zaccheus was a crooked little miser who climbed a tree to
catch a glimpse of the Messiah. As a result of that encounter, he
became the most generous man I’ve ever met. He gave away the
vast majority of his earthly wealth for the benefit of others. And
in doing so, he built up a fortune in heaven. He died not long ago
without a penny to his name.
Zaccheus was killed for his faith too.

The pain is searing through my body! Jesus hung from his
cross all day, but I don’t think I’ll last nearly that long. I could sure
use a stiff drink to take the edge off.
“Hey there!” I yell to the guards. “What’s that you’re drinking?”
They ignore me. Posca most likely. Maybe some cheap wine
taken from the commander’s stock. But if Jesus refused a drink
while he was crucified, so will I. Not that I’ve had many offers
around here. Could I even swallow it upside down?
Nothing could compare with the wine I drank with Jesus.
Best I ever had. It was at that wedding, shortly after I started
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following him. That was the day I realized he was more than just
a great teacher.
Much more.
It was one of those weddings thrown by a family who lived a
little outside their means. Middle class, but always tried to make
it seem like they had more. Jesus’ mother was good friends with
the family. When she was invited, she brought him, and he
brought all his disciples. The groom’s parents were a little
shocked to see us all stroll in, but kudos to them – they didn’t lose
face in front of their guests, even though they knew we would
ruin their estimation of food and drink needed for the party.
Their hospitality beat out their better judgment.
Anyway, the party was great, for a while. But then wine ran
out. The guests (mostly upper class) started grumbling, the servants started panicking, and the groom’s parents looked terribly
embarrassed. Mary, Jesus’ mother, quickly recognized the developing crisis and leapt off her seat. She grabbed her son’s
sleeve and tugged him away. I tagged along, curious.
In the kitchen, amongst the empty-handed servants, I found
Jesus and his mother Mary in a heated (yet hushed) discussion.
She wanted him to fix the wine situation.

How on earth was he supposed to do that?
Jesus had his arms crossed. “Woman, what is that to us? My
time hasn’t come yet.”

What time? To go buy more wine? At this hour?
It was then that his mother gave him THE LOOK. You know
the one. The look only a mother can give. The ole stink eye. Followed closely by the OR ELSE stance. Dang, she wasn’t even my
mother and even I was intimidated. Jesus always treated his
mom a bit better than I treated mine. And by that, I mean he actually did what she said.
Exasperated, Jesus looked upward and shook his head. He
gave a big sigh.
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“Fine.”
Mary’s face softened, then she turned to the servants, who
were still awkwardly standing there.
“Do whatever he tells you,” she said with a smile. then she
walked away back to the party to reassure the parents.
Once his mother was gone, Jesus turned to the servants.
“Fill the jugs with water,” he told them.
We were all standing next to the big clay water pots used for
washing. Not the cleanest water. Nonetheless, the servants
obeyed. After several trips to the well each jug was filled to the
brim.
Jesus continued, “Now draw some out and take it to the
table master.”
The head waiter nervously did as he was told: he took a cup
of wash-water to the architriklinos, the master of ceremonies for
the wedding. I remained in the kitchen with Jesus.
The head waiter soon rushed back in.
“Wine! It’s wine! Unbelievable! I don’t know how you did it,
sir, but the water became wine! Quick, all of you! Start filling
cups!”
The rest of the staff flew into action, filling their pitchers and
rushing out to quench the thirsty guests.
I looked at Jesus, confused.
“Go ahead. Taste and see for yourself.”
I dipped my finger into the dark liquid in the jugs. Sweet
wine. Rich and smooth. Better than I’d ever had!
Amazing.
“But how did you…”
Jesus was already walking back to the party. His mother was
standing with the parents, who were beaming. They were the
recipients of a surprise toast by the table master to “such a fine
party and such a fine family!” Mary touched her son’s arm as he
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passed by. The look she now gave was one of deep affection.

Thank you.
Jesus paused just long enough to lovingly wink back at her.

What kind of a man is this?
That was the first miracle I ever saw Jesus do, all because of
a look from his mother.
Oh, that wine. I’ll be drinking it with my Lord soon.
On the other side.

It’s harder than it looks to crucify somebody upside down.
My soldiers (not the brightest bunch to begin with) initially just
nailed my feet to the stake. The pain shot like lightning from my
feet all the way up my legs and spine to my head. Then my hands
got the same treatment. Lastly, they dropped the top of the cross
down into the hole.
Well, just the jarring impact of dropping two cubits down a
hole ripped my feet off the butt-ends of the spikes. My whole
body started rolling backwards off the vertical cross. The momentum tore my left hand out of its spike, while the rest of me
crumpled onto the bloody dirt below (above) my head. My other
hand didn’t rip out of its nail. Instead, all my weight rotated
around my shoulder as I collapsed. I heard a loud pop as the ligaments that held my right shoulder in its socket tore apart. Then
finally, with my arm twisted unnaturally around my back, I hit the
dirt.
What a sight I was: a bloody, twisted mess, writhing and
gasping on the ground.
“You idiot!” one soldier said to the others. “I told you we
should’ve tied him to it first!”
They did it much better the second time round.
“Way to go, guys!” I encouraged them. “Good technique.”
Hey, even if I’m dying, I can still try to make someone’s day
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better. They didn’t appreciate it. They thought I was making fun
of them. Can’t imagine why.
“You know, for a guy named Rock, you sure bleed a lot!”
Laughter. Hilarious. Haven’t heard that one before.

One thing I’ll say about all those stories about me is that
everyone thinks walking on water is soooo easy when you’re
back in the safety of the boat. Or, better yet, when you’re sitting
safely on land years later.
Let’s just put that night into context, shall we? Maybe then
you’ll appreciate just how difficult it was on that fateful night.
The storm was the worst I’d ever seen, and I’ve seen a lot.
The sky was pitch black. We were all soaked to the bone and delirious from lack of sleep. Nobody really expected to survive until
morning.
The storm had rolled down off the mountains to the west
without warning. Not the first time this had happened on the Sea
of Galilee. My dad told me half a dozen stories of fishermen
caught out in the open when a storm arose. Some made it back
to shore hours later; some were found drifting the next day,
clutching onto scraps of wood for dear life; many never made it
home. The sea made many wives widows and many children fatherless.
The harder we rowed, the worse the storm grew. Six men
on the oars, six men bailing out the boat with whatever they could
find, as wave after wave crashed over the sides. All twelve of us
were terrified for our lives, desperately whispering prayers and
making vows. Poor Levi had never been in a boat in his life before
following Jesus – not sure he ever was again.
As I said, it was pitch black. Waves would hit from all directions without warning. Rain pelted our faces as it flew sideways.
The thunder was deafening, right on top of us! We could barely
hear the yelling of the man next to us. Lightning would illuminate
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our terrified faces for a split second, before the darkness swallowed us up again.
We lost an oar. Then another. We nearly lost Thaddeus out
the back as a roller kicked up the stern. I was bailing out the boat
as fast as my exhausted body could. I’d grown up on the sea and
my sailing skills were as good as any man in Galilee, but at that
moment I had no strength left, and no hope of survival. I was
completely spent.
Lightning struck again while I was mid-bail. My eyes drifted
out beyond the water I tossed overboard. In that instant, as the
sky flashed white and the sea glowed green, I saw a body walking
across the sea.

A man! Out there!
But I didn’t believe my eyes. It wasn’t possible. As I was shaking my head in the darkness, I realized we must be right next to
shore.

He must be walking on the wave-swept beach. We’re gonna
crash into it!
I was just about to scream for everyone to brace for impact
when the lightning flashed again. I saw him clearly. There was no
shore anywhere. He was right there, ten feet off our bow, walking
on top of the deep sea. He was soaked to the bone, just like us.
Wind-whipped hair. And he was walking right past us!

It’s Jesus! Is he out looking for us? Is this real?!
He got so close, I could just barely see him even without the
lightning. Then the others started to see him too! No, our eyes
weren’t deceiving us! He was walking by, like he hadn’t even noticed us!
We all lost our minds. It was just too much to comprehend.
Exhausted, soaked, terrified for our lives. And now Jesus’ ghost
was walking by us.
Everyone knows what happened next. In my delirium, I
called out to him.
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And he answered me.
“Don’t be afraid!”
Yep. That’s what he said. Unbelievable.

Are you kidding me, Jesus?! What planet are you from?
Now, I’ve said a lot of dumb things in my life. Like when Jesus
was just having a chat with Moses and Elijah up a mountain, and
I’m like, “Hey! This is great! I’ll build some tents for you!”
Yeah, not the brightest thing to say. Thinking before speaking was never my strong suit. Words just bypass my brain and
come out, especially when I’m afraid or excited. But I think the
next thing that came out of my mouth that dark stormy night
took the cake.
“Lord, if it’s really you, tell me to come to you on the water!”
I’m not convinced those were my own words. It’s like I was
listening to myself speak. After all, who in their right mind would
say such a thing?
Anyway, Jesus yelled back, “Come!”
He said this like he was calling me out for a swim on a warm
summer day, like we were going out for an evening stroll after
supper. Not as if there was a bloody outrageous storm that was
about to sink the whole bloody lot of us. Jesus, clearly, was not of
this world. But he called me all the same.
So I stepped over the edge.
“Peter! No!”
Hands grabbed at my clothes, but I wrenched myself free
and stumbled out onto the sea towards my Lord.
The water was completely wet and completely solid at the
same time, churning beneath my feet. Jesus was standing there,
five paces off, waiting for me to walk to him. Even in the darkness
of the storm I could feel his eyes on me. We were both getting
pelted by the rain, the wind lashing our hair into our faces, the
waves crashing into us. A sea of absolute chaos. But as I got to my
feet, it felt like it was just him and me. It was strange how peaceful
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that moment was.
But it didn’t last long.
One unsteady step. Then another. But without warning, a
ten-foot wave crashed over my head, knocking me to my knees.
For a moment, I couldn’t breathe in the midst of the water and
the sea foam. But it was still solid water beneath me as I came out
the other side of the wave.
Then I panicked. The reality of my situation set in.

Walking on water is impossible. This sea is going to swallow
me whole!
And it started to do just that.
The surface beneath my feet got less solid. Like sand. I kept
trying to step up on top of it, but the more I stepped, the more I
sank. Waves still slammed me every which way.
Waist deep, I looked up at Jesus again and managed to sputter, “Lord! Save me!” between mouthfuls of water.
Further I sank. I’m a strong swimmer, but there was no hope
of my own strength saving me from this.
Shoulder deep and barely able to breathe, I saw Jesus’ feet
in front of me as the lightning flashed. His well-worn sandals over
clean skin. Clean! With all our travelling, Jesus hadn’t had clean
feet in weeks. Again, funny the things you think of when death is
near.
With my chin barely above the water, I flailed at the clean
feet in front of me. I couldn’t grasp them in the stormy wetness.
But I didn’t need to. At the same time I reached out to him, Jesus
bent down, grabbed the front of my shirt, and heaved me out of
the sea. He lifted me up so we were face to face, inches apart, my
feet dangling in the waves. He yelled over the raging storm.

“Oligopistos! Small-faith! Why did you doubt?!”
At the same time, he pushed me backward toward the boat
and shoved me over the rail. Still holding me tight, he fell forward
onto me and we both splashed onto the waterlogged floorboards
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right on top of each other.
The next thing I knew, a dozen pairs of hands were picking
us up off the deck. The sea was completely calm. The storm had
disappeared in an instant. No wind, no waves, no rain. Just a million sparkling stars in a clear sky.
Our keel scraped onto sandy shore.
Shock. Stunned silence.
That was Jesus for you. You could be a heartbeat away from
drowning in the worst storm of your life and he asks why you
didn’t believe more.
He lived in a different reality.

Ah, that smell.
My hands and feet ache terribly where they’re nailed into
the cross. All my weight seems to be hanging on my dislocated
shoulder. Plus, I’ve been vomiting, rather awkwardly. Puke fills
my nose and sinuses. But through the acid and the bile, I smell
something wafting towards me. An old familiar scent takes me to
another place. Anthrakia, charcoal fire. The soldiers must be
cooking something. Despite the terrible pain I now feel, the smell
brings memories flooding back.
Let’s take a moment to talk about charcoals fires. They’re
commonplace in towns and cities. The wood has been pre-burnt,
so the coal that’s produced burns with less flame but more heat.
Everyone uses anthrakia in their cooking pits and ovens. That
distinct smell is from my childhood. It’s like I’m there again, even
as I hang here at the end of my life.
As everybody knows, all boys are fascinated by fire. So naturally, I played around the oven constantly while waiting for the
bread to bake and dinner to cook.
“Simon!” my mother would chirp. “Watch out for that an-

thrakia! One day you’ll burn yourself!”
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I didn’t realize at the time that her words embedded into my
heart as soon as she spoke them. They were words straight from
God himself, probably the only words of my mother I took to
heart. And one day, they came true.
You see, after Jesus was arrested, we all ran for our lives. It
all happened so fast. One of the guards grabbed Thomas’ shirt
and he immediately spun out of it and streaked off into the darkness completely naked. That’s how scared we all were. The dam
broke after him and we all scattered, terrified that we’d be arrested or killed or similarly disrobed. Or maybe just because of
fear itself. We ran – all of us – away from Jesus and into the night.
Dodging trees and leaping roots, we ran like gazelles from a wolf
pack.
Somehow, I found myself running with John. We hid trembling behind the olive press, but there didn’t seem to be anyone
pursing us. They had who they came for. We watched the torchlit mob move off through the trees and we cautiously followed
them at a distance all the way back to the home of Caiaphas.
John, who had connections there, got us in. It was such a cold
night that we huddled around the charcoal fire.
Many of us gathered there, trying to keep warm – John and
me, plus a dozen or so servants, soldiers, and slaves. Anyone who
didn’t have the clout to be inside the house on a night like that
was around that fire. Everyone knew who we were and watched
us warily. Our clothes, our Galilean accents, and the terror in our
eyes gave us away. But even without all that, they’d seen us with
Jesus. Many times.
I was still scared. And to be honest, I felt betrayed by Jesus.
I know it sounds crazy, but let me explain.
The Jews have been expecting a Messiah for ages, someone
to deliver us from our enemies. We all thought the worst enemy
was Rome, whose vast empire swallowed up our land and ruled
us with a fair but heavy hand. Many “messiahs” came before Jesus, trying to overthrow the Romans. But each ended up on a
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cross, headless, or drained of his blood in some other gruesome
manner. Nonetheless, all the sons of Abraham were waiting for
our destined Messiah to once-and-for-all defeat our enemies and
create an independent, powerful, glorious nation under God.
We all thought that would be Jesus. And yes, I know he explained it many times, that his kingdom wasn’t of this world and
that he was going to die. But we just didn’t get it. As much as Jesus tried, we just couldn’t understand that he wasn’t out to defeat
the Romans. There was a bigger enemy. We all expected Jesus
to reign in an earthly kingdom, with us by his side. And since no
revolution is ever bloodless, we all expected a fight.
A big fight.
In Gethsemane, when we were a few against hundreds, I figured this was the moment we’d been waiting for. Defeat our
enemies, conquer Jerusalem, and begin our glorious kingdom.
Or die trying. I half-expected to be filled with supernatural
strength, like Samson, and single-handedly strike down an entire army.
Boy, was I wrong.
But now you can see how it felt like Jesus betrayed me. I was
ready to fight, even to die, for him. And fight I did! But I only got
an ear into it before Jesus halted me with his words, then reversed the only damage I’d manage to cause to our enemies. I
was crushed! We all were. And with no fight left, we all ran away.
Later, around the charcoal fire, I was shocked and hurt, still
reeling from Jesus’ surrender. So when the servants started asking me if I’d been with Jesus, I flat out lied. Then when a slave girl
pressed me about it, I lied again. I swore at her and denied that I
even knew Jesus at all.
I nearly jumped out of my skin when I saw Malchus staring
a hole in me from across the fire. But on second glance, I realized
it wasn’t actually Malchus but a young man who looked just like
him. A relative of some sort. It was this young man that asked the
final question.
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“You were certainly with them, because you’re a Galilean
too. It’s clear by your accent! And didn’t I see you in the garden?”
By this third time, I lost my mind. Fear and darkness consumed me. I erupted in a torrent of profanity. I swore and kicked
the dust. I cursed Jesus’ name, to my eternal shame.
“I don’t know this man you’re talking about!”
Then the rooster crowed.
I instantly remembered how Jesus had predicted this the
night before – all my denials, right down to that terrible cock-adoodle-do that split the early morning air. At that moment, Jesus
was there across the courtyard looking directly at me as he was
being led away. I screamed in agony at what I’d done.
Then I ran. Again.
So yes, I betrayed Jesus. But when you know the backstory,
it’s a little more understandable.
That’s how, years later, my mother’s words finally came
true. I burned myself as I huddled around anthrakia, the charcoal fire. But the burn was much deeper and more painful than
she could ever have imagined. I didn’t get burned with any physical heat. No, I burned myself far worse.

The days that followed Jesus’ death were a blur of guilt and
anguish. It was excruciating. Many of us were still staying together in the upper room, but nobody spoke. We barely ate.
Weeping broke out among us often.
It was finished. Our revolution was over.
The morning after the Sabbath, with all hope lost, people
started to leave. Some of the women went to the tomb, some of
the men left for their homes in other cities. Thomas was couldn’t
bear to be around us, a constant reminder of the master he’d
loved so dearly. Like me, he had been ready to die for Jesus.
None of us were ready for Jesus to die for us. Thomas was inconsolable and angrily stormed off. I felt the same way – the
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darkness was so thick – and I was just about to follow him. I was
leaving.
To find a rope.
Because of my great guilt and shame, I couldn’t bear to go
on anymore. I made plans to kill myself. Little did I know that Judas had beat me to it. When he conspired with the Pharisees, he
thought he was betraying Jesus for some trivial punishment, a
public beating at worst. But when Judas found out about Jesus’
death sentence, he was completely consumed with guilt and
shame, just as I was. He hung himself that same day.
I was on my way to do the same. But just as I got to the door,
the women burst in, full of excitement. They were back from the
tomb, and they had news.
Good news.
Understatement of the year.
After hearing their report, I burst out of the house and ran
like I’d never run before. My mind was racing as fast as my feet
could carry me as I tore through the streets. As always, John was
with me. He and his young legs beat me to the tomb, but he
stopped at the entrance gasping for breath, daring only to look
inside. I nearly knocked him over as I rushed straight in.
No Jesus. Just as the women had said.
There on the ledge carved into the wall was a pile of graveclothes neatly folded. The face cloth there too. The slab of rock
was blotched with dried blood. All that remained was a sweet fragrance.
John joined me inside and we searched for any clues as to
what had happened, but the tomb was otherwise clean and
empty. I scoured the area outside. The grass nearby was singed
black and lying flat, like a furnace had blazed there. The small
camp of the soldiers looked hastily abandoned. And the massive
stone was propped up on its little ramp, ready to be released over
the entrance again. I examined it closely but there were no tool
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marks, no sign of how it was rolled up and away. Just the remnants of red wax around the edge of it. No telling what had been
pressed into it – it was nearly all burnt away.

Temple wax? What on earth happened here? Where was
Jesus’ body?!
We slowly wandered away with more questions than answers. John went off to find James and I went off to find
breakfast. I hadn’t eaten in days. Sadness does that to you. But I
still didn’t have an appetite, so I walked aimlessly around the city.
I couldn’t make sense of it all.
I didn’t want to go back to that room upstairs, where we ate
our last Passover together… where Jesus washed our feet, despite my reluctance to be cleaned by him… where we drank the
cup together, which he said was actually his blood “poured out
for you”… where Jesus predicted I’d betray him, while I swore I
never would… where he prayed for us for the last time. A lot of
bittersweet memories from that upper room. I wasn’t ready to go
back there, if I ever was. I was still racked with the guilt of betraying him and the sadness of losing him.
When evening came, I found myself sitting alone on the
ledge of a well by the market. Drawing some water out, I
quenched my physical thirst, heartbroken that the living water to
quench my soul was far away, never to return.
Or so I thought.
As I looked around, I saw life going on in the city as if nothing
had even happened over the last week, as if the light of the world
hadn’t just gone out.

These stupid people. Stupid Pharisees. Stupid Romans! Stupid me!!
As you can imagine, I wasn’t in a good place. Satan was
dragging me to hell, as he had to Judas. I was convinced that the
only reasonable thing to do was hang myself. I couldn’t face the
disciples again, and I couldn’t handle another night without Jesus.
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Where was that rope…
It was the darkest point of my life. Darker even than that
storm on the Sea of Galilee. And in that moment, sitting by myself
on the ledge of the market well, the darkness owned me. I was
completely alone.
But not for long.
“You are Peter…”
Words were spoken next to me.

I know that voice.
“On this rock I’ll build my church…”
I turned my head to see a man sitting beside me on the
ledge. His eyes were locked onto mine, blazing with fire.

It couldn’t be.
“And the gates of hell won’t overpower it.”
Immediately, my mind was flooded with light. It was like the
lightning on that stormy night that instantly lit up the sea around
me. The darkness had nowhere to hide.
Because it was him.

JESUS!
I was blown away – ekplesso – right off my seat! My heart
leapt out of my chest and I nearly fell backwards down the well.
Instead I frantically scrambled away from him and landed hard
on the dirt. But in the time it took to fall to the ground – in the
blink of an eye – Jesus disappeared.
I lay there propped up on my elbows, heart racing, wideeyed and terrified.

Was it really… yes… yes, it was!
All his words to me came rushing back to me like a torrent
of living water.
“Simon, Simon. Look, Satan has demanded to sift you like
wheat. But I’ve prayed for you, that your faith won’t fail. So when
you’ve returned, strengthen your brothers.”
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Jesus spoke that to me in the upper room, after he predicted my betrayal.

When you’ve returned…
Jesus wanted me to come back. He didn’t want my suicide
to be the end of the story.

The upper room… The others! I must tell them!
I rushed back through the city to that wonderful room upstairs. Tears flooded my eyes as I pounded on the door furiously.
Then I told them what happened.
“I SAW THE LORD!”
And they were strengthened.

Now, I’d just seen Jesus. Resurrected. And he hadn’t rejected me like I thought he would. Like I thought he should.
Instead, he affirmed me. You’d think I would’ve been okay when
he appeared to us all in the upper room an hour later. But I could
barely approach him. My shame was overwhelming. However,
he didn’t care about that. He walked up to me and threw his arms
around me as I cried like a baby.
“You’re forgiven,” he said.
Just like that. He was so good at forgiving people. It seemed
like his favorite thing to do. Many others before me had wept at
his mercy and grace, but now I’d tasted his sweet forgiveness for
myself and I couldn’t contain myself.
I’ll tell you this: there’s no greater feeling than being forgiven. And the greater the offence, the greater the joy. After that,
I was over the moon for months, even years. That forgiveness
gave me the courage to boldly speak about God’s euangelion, the
good news about Jesus, and to withstand imprisonment and
beatings. That forgiveness is what keeps me hanging here upside
down on this cross. That forgiveness was the greatest moment of
my life. The turning point. He redeemed me.
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And then he redeemed charcoal fires for me. No kidding!
Let me tell you how.
I was standing around anthrakia when I denied him. But
weeks later, we saw him on the shore while we were fishing in
Galilee. Remember that? We’d just started pulling in an incredible catch of the biggest tilapia I’d ever seen, so big the nets were
ripping! Well, the only other time that happened was when I first
met Jesus. I knew it was him on the beach. I was so overjoyed
that I jumped out of the boat and swam ashore (what’s with me
jumping out of boats to go to Jesus?!).
On shore, remember what he had waiting for us? Lunch!
Grilled fish, cooking over – you guess it! – a charcoal fire. As we
ate, he asked me three times if I loved him, and each time I answered from my heart that I did. I publicly confessed my love and
devotion to Jesus around a charcoal fire, where weeks prior I’d
done the opposite.
Now anytime I see or smell anthrakia, I’m reminded of my
terrible betrayal that was completely forgiven, and also of my
confession of Christ. There I received my mission, to care for the
sheep of God’s pasture, just as Jesus did.
It’s amazing how a simple smell can mean so much to a man.
It represents my very salvation, which burns forever in my heart.

It’s getting late. I’m losing strength. The soldiers are getting
bored, their fire long since burned out. My head feels like it’s going to explode. My vision’s starting to go black.
Restless stirring among the guards.
“Let’s get this over with.”
“Fine. I guess it’s gone on long enough.”
A sword is drawn. Looks like the one I swung at Malchus.
After the resurrection, Malchus joined the church. A massive man. When he saw me for the first time (since Gethsemane),
I thought he’d still be mad. In fact, I was just about to apologize
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profusely when he picked me up in a great big bear hug. Then
the heartiest laugh I’d ever heard, and a slap on the back that
literally knocked me over. We became good friends from then
on. Our story became the running joke in the church for years.
Malchus loved telling it over dinner. He could get everybody
howling.
“Peter, can you speak up? I don’t think Jesus put this on
right.”
It’s strange how combat can unite two men. Or maybe it was
just Jesus.
But I can see my time is coming. The sword is in another
hand now.
I’m going to be with my Lord soon. Despite all my faults
(countless) and all my terrible sins (before and after I met Jesus)
I’m still loved and forgiven because of what Jesus did for me,
what he did for all of us. He didn’t defeat Rome, outside whose
gates I’m now dying. Jesus defeated all the evil in the world. For
our sakes, he defeated death itself.
The soldier is walking over. Everything just got real quiet. I
swung for Malchus’ neck and missed. This man will soon swing
for mine, but he won’t miss.
Jesus called me Petros. Rock. Boulder, even. The same sort
of stuff mountains are made from. Most times I felt more like
Lithos – Pebble – but he called me all the same.
The soldier’s beside me now, looking down at me. I’m looking down my body at him too. The end has come. He draws his
sword back for the swing.

Jesus, I’ll see you s–
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Peter was arguably the most prominent of Jesus’ twelve apostles. He
was the first in many things:





First follower called, among others.1
First apostle named, and the first in every list in the Bible.2
First apostle to see Jesus after his resurrection.3
First to preach salvation to non-Jews.4

Peter was considered the first head of the Christian church, as Jesus
himself had told him, “On this Rock I’ll build my church.” 5 Peter’s
preaching and miracles were renowned in the early years of the
church. Luke reported that people would be healed if even Peter’s
shadow passed over them.6
Peter’s legacy continues to live on. Two books in the Bible are attributed to his authorship and bear his name. From an uneducated
Galilean fisherman to one of the greatest founding apostles of the
largest religion in the world, Peter is still a Rock that the church is
built on.
Tradition holds that the Peter was crucified upside down outside Rome
around 64 AD.

STUDY QUESTIONS: PETER
1. What kind of a child were you?
2. What's your best fish story?
3. Have you ever had a supernatural experience with God?

1

Matthew 4:18-19; Luke 5:10-11
Matthew 10:2; Luke 6:14; Acts 1:13
3 Luke 24:34
4 Acts 10
5 Matthew 16:18
6
Acts 5:15
2
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AFTERWORD
How do we know the names of many of the people from
the Bible who met Jesus? Jairus, Malchus, Simon from Cyrene.
Why are they mentioned by name in the gospels? There are
many others who go unnamed.

Well, let’s consider the context of when the gospels were
written. In the days of the early church, during the decades following Jesus’ death and resurrection, the number of believers
expanded exponentially. As they spread all over the world, the
apostles brought the gospel to the masses. However, false apostles also arose, misleading many. As a result, the four gospel
writers – Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John – compiled their accounts, each in his own way. Although their stories have now
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benefited believers for thousands of years, they were originally
written for a very specific and familiar audience: the local
church.
Needless to say, many stories circulated throughout the
church from the dozens, if not hundreds, of people who met Jesus. These stories were incorporated into the canonical gospels
with specific names, because these specific people were presumably a part of the local church and known to the readers.
The people mentioned by name in the Bible were most
likely local celebrities in the early church, who told their stories
and life-changing experiences over and over again. We know
their names because the gospel writers knew them, and the early
church had likely heard them speak firsthand. These stories
weren’t about random nameless men and women from wherever, they were about Jairus, that synagogue leader from
Capernaum. And Malchus, the big slave, remember him? He
was the one who lost his ear in the garden. And you know Simon
from Cyrene, right? Yeah, him! He was the one who carried Jesus’ cross to Golgotha!
These stories were real, and they happened to real people
that the early believers knew.
So what about the unnamed people? Talya and Azriel (fictional names), and countless others in the Bible. Does that mean
they didn’t go on to believe in Jesus? Or just that the gospel
writers didn’t know them personally? We can only speculate
about why their names weren’t included.
But of this we can be certain: for better or for worse, nobody meets Jesus and is ever the same.
Ever.

†

† †
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STUDY QUESTIONS: AFTERWORD
1. Who is Jesus to you?
2. How has Jesus changed you?
3. If you were completely sold out to Jesus, 100% living your
life for God alone, how would it look? How would it be
different from your life now?
4. What's keeping you from your answer to the prior question?

†

† †
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BIBLICAL REFERENCES

Many of the stories in NEVER THE SAME are based on passages from
the Bible. The following table indicates where the major stories are
found.
Please note: SOJ refers to the corresponding chapter/section of THE
STORY OF JESUS: ALL FOUR GOSPELS IN ONE (see page 287).

CH.
1

2

STORY
Zacharias in the Temple
John’s birth
Mary visits Elizabeth
Joseph’s engagement
Jesus’ birth

MATT
1:18-25
-

MARK
-

LUKE
1:5-25
1:57-66
1:39-45
2:1-20

JOHN
-

SOJ
2.1
2.4
2.3
3.1
3.2

BIBLICAL REFERENCES
CH.
2

3
4
5

6

7

8
9

10

11

12

13

STORY
Escape to Egypt
Baby Jesus in the Temple
Boy Jesus in the Temple
The Samaritan woman
Legion thrown out
Moonstruck boy healed
Cripple healed
Jairus’ daughter and bleeding woman healed
Levi called
Rich young man
Paying taxes to Caesar
Paying the Temple tax
Blind Bartimaeus healed
Ten lepers healed
Resurrection of Lazarus
Mary anoints Jesus
Entry into Jerusalem
Arrest in Gethsemane
5000 fed
Immoral woman forgiven
Jesus beaten
To Golgotha
Crucifixion
Death
Soldiers told to lie
Temple purified
Healing at Bethesda
Teaching in the treasury
Resurrection
Two disciples travel with Jesus
Disciples visited
Appearance in Galilee
Ascension (Acts 1:3-12)
Holy Spirit comes; Peter
preaches (Acts 2:1-36)
Church expands (Acts 2:36-47)
First miracle: water to wine
Zaccheus
Walking on water
Betrayal in the courtyard
Peter, John at the empty
tomb
Jesus appears to Peter
(1 Corinthians 15:5a)
Confession on the beach
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MATT
2:13-23
8:28-34
17:14-20
9:1-8
9:18-26

MARK
5:1-20
9:14-29
2:1-12
5:21-43

LUKE
2:22-39
2:41-52
8:26-39
9:37-42
5:17-26
8:40-56

JOHN
4:1-42
-

9:9-13
19:16-30
22:15-22
17:24-27
20:29-34
26:6-13
21:1-17
26:47-56
14:13-23
27:15-30
27:31-34
27:35-44
27:45-56
28:11-15
12:12-13
28:1-8
-

2:13-17
10:17-31
12:13-17
10:47-52
14:3-9
11:1-11
14:43-52
6:30-46
15:6-19
15:20-23
15:24-32
15:33-41
11:12-18
16:1-8
-

5:27-32
18:18-30
20:20-26
18:35-43
17:11-19
19:29-44
22:47-53
9:10-17
23:13-25
23:26-32
23:34-43
23:44-49
19:45-48
24:1-8
24:13-35

11:1-46
12:2-8
12:12-19
18:2-11
6:1-15
8:1-11
19:1-16
19:17
19:18-24
19:25-30
2:14-25
5:1-9
8:12-59
-

7.7
24.5
26.4
18.3
24.10
24.1
23.7
29.2
25.2
32.2
15.1
20.3
33.5
34.1
34.2
34.3
37.2
25.3
8.1
20.4-5
36.1
37.3

28:16-20
-

-

24:36-43
24:44-53
-

20:19-23
-

37.4
37.7
37.8
38.2

25:14-30
14:24-33
26:57-75
-

6:47-52
14:53-72
-

2:1-12
6:16-21
18:15-27
20:2-10

38.3
5.5
24.9
15.2
33.2
36.2

-

37.3

21:1-24

37.6

-

-

19:1-28
22:54-65
24:9,
10b-12
24:34

-

-

-

SOJ
3.4
3.3
3.5
5.7
13.2
18.1
7.6
13.3
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When you’ve finished this book, please
consider passing it along to someone you
think would benefit from it.
Share these stories.
Then share yours.
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If anyone is in Christ, he’s a new creation. The old is passed,
and look, the new has come!
2 Corinthians 5:17

